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HV Capacitors
Voltage Doublers
Wimshurst Machine

PLUS -
- Wireless IR Headphones
- 9-Band SW Receiver
- Telephone Scrambler
- SCA Adapter
- Test Bench Amp
- DVM for Your PC
- Portable Barometer
- Relative Humidity Gauge

$3.95 U.S.
$4.50 CANADA
44x50
IL RES add 7.75, TAX

UPS SHIPPING 48 STATES 5', OTHERS CALL

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

44x66

Standards Series
S-1325 25MHz $349
S-1340 40MHz $495
S-1365 60MHz $849

Features:
- High Luminance 6" CRT
- 1mV Sensitivity
- X-Y Operation
- Complete Schematic
- Voltage, Time, + Frequency differences displayed on CRT thru the use of cursors (S-1365 only)
- Plus much, much more

Deluxe Series
S-1330 25MHz $449
S-1345 40MHz $575
S-1360 60MHz $775

Features:
- Delayed Sweep
- Automatic Beam Finder
- Z Axis Modulation
- Built-in Component Test
- Plus all the features of the "affordable" series

Digital Capacitance Meter
CM-1550B by Elenco
$58.95
9 Ranges
1µF-20,000µF
1/2 basic accuracy

Digital LCR Meter
LC-1801 by Elenco
$125
Measures:
- Diode
- 1µH-20MHz
- 1µF-20,000µF
- 1Ω-20MΩ
- Res. 0Ω-20MΩ

Digital Multimeter
DVM-638 by Elenco
$39.95
11 Functions with Case

12A DC Power Supply
B&K 1688
$169.95
3-14V @ 12A
Fully regulated & protected
Separate volt & current meters with current limiting, low ripple

Quadrature Power Supply
XP-580 by Elenco
$79.95
2-20V @ 2A
3-3V @ 3A
12V @ 1A
-5V @ 5A
Fully regulated and short circuit protected

Learn to Build and Program Computers with this Kit
Includes: All Parts, Assembly and Lesson Manual
Model MM-6000
$129.00
by Elenco

Starting from scratch you build a complete system. Our Micro-Master trainer teaches you to write into RAMs, ROMs and run a 6805 microprocessor, which uses similar machine language as IBM PC.

C&S SALES INC.
1245 ROSEWOOD, DEERFIELD, IL 60015
FAX: 708-520-0085 x (708) 541-0710

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
PRODUCT SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Advanced project produces a burst of light energy capable of burning touch. Defies gravity, amazing gift. conversation piece, magic trick or Remen War of fife World? Objects float in air and move to the Mystery those wise gm who have wronged you!

Neat lithe device allows you to make hand and shock balls, shod TAP2OX Ready to Use System $129.30

Intended for order entry verification. Check your local laws as some extended play recorder, taping both sides of a telephone conversation. Recording System Extended Play

Laser Ray Gun

DANGER MARKS DESTROY WITH OUR EASY TO BUILD KIT

Advanced project produces a burst of light energy capable of burning holes in most materials. Hand-held device uses rechargeable batteries. AMAZING

100,000V Intimidator / Shock Wand Module

Build an electrical device that is effective up to 20 feet. May be encased for handheld, portable field or laboratory applications. ITIM2 Plans only, creditable to kit $110.00

Ion Ray Gun

Projects charged ions that induce shocks in people and objects without any connection! Great science project as well as a high tech party prank. I0G3 Plans $8.00

Invisible Pain

Field Generator

Shirt pocket size electronic device produces time variant complex shock waves of intense directional acoustic energy, capable of warding off aggressive animals, etc. IG7 Plans $6.00

FireBall Gun

Shoots burning ball - two shot capacity! Great for special effects and unique fire starters. CAUTION REQUIRED! FIREBALL Plans (Dangerous Product). $10.00

TV & FM Fisher / Jammer

Shirt pocket device allows you to totally control and remotely disrupt TV or radio reception. Great gag to play on family or friends. Discretion required. EKJKM Easy to Assemble Electronic Kit $24.50

Visible Beam Laser

High brightness red HeNe laser visible for miles. Produce your own light show! Projects a visible beam of red light clearly visible in most circumstances. Can be used to intimidate by projection of a red dot on target subject. Also may be used to "listen in" using our laser window bounce method. Easy to build module makes a working visible laser! LASSKM Kit w/5mw Laser Tube, Class IL $60.50 LASSK3M Kit w/15mw Laser Tube, Class IIIA $90.50

"Laser Bounce" Listener System

Allows you to hear sounds from a room via a laser beam reflected from a window or other similar objects. System uses our ready-to-use LATR1 especially supplied as an easy-to-build kit, including our cushioned HS10 headset. LLST2 Plans $30.00

Electronic Hypnotism

Puts subjects under control using highly effective electronic stimulus. Intended for parties and entertainment but must be used with caution. Includes valuable text book reference and plans EH2 Plans and Text Book $19.50

Pocket Sized Night Viewer

Uses Low Level Light for See in the Dark!
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Editorial

We are getting to be a habit. When Electronics Hobbyists Handbook was first published a few years ago, our magazine appeared once a year on the newsstand. Now we publish twice a year, Spring and Fall. Considering the fact that as many as 500 new magazines are published each year, you can imagine that the fatality rate of new magazines is very high. We made it this far because our readers accept the magazine for its contents.

The Electronics Hobbyists Handbook is not supported by any society or association, whether they be business, trade or consumer groups. Nor do we look to sell subscriptions to underwrite the magazine. So then, what is the secret of our success?

You are our big secret. You, the builders of countless projects, who are constantly looking for new and better electronic gadgets to build to satisfy your recreation desires. You are hobbyists to the core, and we found you and give you the do-it-yourself projects that make your spare time activities enjoyable. When we fail you, you'll leave us. That is not going to happen because the editorial staff will continue to present to you projects that you want to build. We get feedback from suppliers that tell us which projects are hot! You tell us directly when you write to us, and we find out what you like by building projects ourselves and being just like you.

The editorial staff sends its personal thanks to the many readers who support this magazine and we look forward to as many years of service to our readers as we have fun doing it! Thank you for being out there.

Julian S. Martin
Editor
Don’t Despair... REPAIR!

Here’s how to troubleshoot and repair your electronics successfully!

You Can Be Your Own Repair Expert!
For VCRs, camcorders, audio equipment, TV equipment, computer hardware, office equipment, home appliances, automobile electronics, and outdoor equipment.
- Pinpoint and analyze problems quickly.
- Successfully complete repairs with hands-on troubleshooting instructions.
- Become skilled understanding flowcharts and schematic diagrams.
- Confidently use test equipment such as oscilloscopes, frequency counters, and video analyzers.
- Keep your equipment in top condition with effective preventive maintenance techniques.

Continue to Broaden Your Repair Expertise!
You’ll receive quarterly supplements, up to 160 pages, with new step-by-step repair and maintenance instructions, valuable schematics and new repair techniques. Learn how to repair a growing variety of appliances with hands-on repair projects that will keep you up-to-date with later models and technology. You’ll be thrilled with your ability to repair a growing list of electronic equipment! Supplements may be returned or cancelled at any time.

SAVE $10
Call our toll-free number, pay by credit card, and mention this ad. We’ll deduct $10!
We’ll also waive shipping and handling.

Order today for your 30-day, no-risk review of The Electronics Repair Manual.

MONEYBACK GUARANTEE
There’s no risk in trying the ELECTRONICS REPAIR MANUAL to see if it’s right for you. If you are not delighted, simply return the manual after the 30-day trial period and receive a prompt refund.

YES! Please rush me a copy of the new Electronics Repair Manual for only $59.95 + $5.50 shipping and handling. I understand that if I am not satisfied I may return the manual within 30 days for a complete refund. Supplements are sent quarterly for 25c per page (never more than $30) and may be returned or cancelled at any time.

- My payment is enclosed
- Bill me later
- Charge my □ Visa □ MasterCard
- □ My payment is enclosed □ Bill me later

Acct. No. __________________ Exp. Date ____________
Signature ____________________________

Phone ( ) __________________ Signature and phone number are required for all orders.
Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ___________________________ State ______ Zip ______

All payments must be in U.S. funds. Canada add $10. All other countries add $15. CT residents add 6% sales tax.
Mail to: WEKA Publishing, 97 Indian Field Rd., Greenwich, CT 06830
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NEW PRODUCTS

Video Titlemaker

The broadcast-quality TitleMaker 2000 video titler, an upgraded version of Videonics’ popular TitleMaker, offers a host of new features. Intended to bring an added level of convenience and flexibility to home moviemakers who want to give their productions professional-looking titles and special effects, the TitleMaker 2000 features “preview output,” an additional video output that allows a second monitor to be used to create new pages or modify the titles. Other new features include more than 90 font and size combinations, including script fonts; rapid page access without scrolling; advanced scrolling, which allows a title to scroll in from one direction and out from another; and a set of independent pages that can be saved for different jobs or users. Like the original unit, the TitleMaker 2000 offers backgrounds, letters, outlines, and borders that can be created with over a million colors or a wide range of patterns, including animated patterns. The keyboard has accented characters for more than 16 languages and special characters.

The TitleMaker 2000 has a suggested retail price of $599. For further information, contact Videonics, 1370 Dell Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008-6604; Tel. 708-866-8300; Fax: 408-866-4859.

Circle 105 on free information card

Soldering Iron/Torch Kit

Philips ECG J-500 soldering iron/torch is now available in a 10-piece kit complete with carrying case, four different tips, and other accessories. The compact, lightweight, handheld tool features a see-through refillable butane tank, a temperature control for accurate adjustment of tip temperature, and a built-in igniter. The J-500KT kit includes the J-500, a solder tip, a blowtorch tip, a hot-knife tip, a heatblower tip, a metal safety stand, a cleaning pad, spare flints, and a half-ounce of 60/40 rosin-core solder, all packaged in a heavy-duty, fitted carrying case. Additional tips are available optionally. Applications include electrical/electronic circuit repair, light-gauge welding, jewelry and eyeglass-frame repair, model building, crafts, and thawing frozen locks.

The J-500KT soldering iron/torch kit has a suggested retail price of $35.50 and is available from participating Philips ECG distributors in the United States and Canada. For additional information, contact Philips ECG, 38 State St., Seneca Falls, NY 13148-0730; Tel. 315-568-5875.
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Coaxial-Cable Checker

Designed for testing coaxial cables in common use for network and audio/video applications, Paladin Tools Coax-Check 1560 provides a simple pass-or-fail analysis for RG58, 59, and 62 coaxial BNC-type cables. It tests the continuity of both the conductor and the braided shield, and identifies shorts resulting from contact between the conductor and the shield. A green LED indicates a “pass” diagnosis. One of a group of red LED’s lights to indicate the reason for failure. The tester comes in a high-impact case, complete with a 9-volt battery installed.

The Coax-Check 1560 has a suggested retail price of $35.67. For additional information, contact Paladin Tools, 3543 Old Conejo Road, Suite 101, Newbury Park, CA 91320; Tel. 800-272-8665; Fax: 800-272-5257.

Circle 107 on free information card

Weather Wizard II

You can monitor indoor and outdoor weather at the touch of a button with Davis Instruments Weather Wizard II. The sophisticated, professional-quality weather station measures inside temperature from 32°F to 140°F, outside temperature from -50°F to 140°F, records high and low temperatures, monitors wind direction and wind speed, records high wind speed, calculates wind chill to -134°F, and records low wind chill. All highs and lows are recorded with time and date. Alarms can be set to

Circle 108 on free information card
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Enter A World Of Excitement with a Subscription to

Popular Electronics

Get the latest electronic technology and information monthly!

Now you can subscribe to the magazine that plugs you into the exciting world of electronics. With every issue of Popular Electronics you'll find a wide variety of electronics projects you can build and enjoy.

Popular Electronics brings you informative new product and literature listings, feature articles on test equipment and tools—all designed to keep you tuned in to the latest developments in electronics. So if you love to build fascinating electronics, just fill out the subscription form below to subscribe to Popular Electronics...

It's a powerhouse of fun for the electronics enthusiast.

EXCITING MONTHLY FEATURES LIKE:

- **CONSTRUCTION**—Building projects from crystal sets to electronic roulette
- **FEATURES**—Educational training on digital electronics, Ohm's Law, Antennas, Communications, Antique Radio, Simplified Theory
- **HANDS-ON-REPORTS**—User test comments on new and unusual consumer products
- **SPECIAL COLUMNS**—Think Tank, Circuit Circus, Computer Bits, DX Listening, Antique Radio, Scanner Scene, Amateur Radio

PLUS: ALL OUR GREAT DEPARTMENTS!

You'll get 12 exciting and informative issues of Popular Electronics for only $18.95. That's a savings of $23.05 off the regular single-copy price. Subscribe to Popular Electronics today! Just fill out the subscription order form below.

**FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL TODAY**

1-800-827-0383

(7:30AM–8:30PM) EASTERN STANDARD TIME

---

**Popular Electronics' SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM**

YES! I want to subscribe to Popular Electronics for 1 Full year (12 Issues) for only $18.95. That's a savings of $23.05 off the regular single-copy price.

(Basic Subscription Rate—1 yr/$21.95)

Payment Enclosed  Bill me later

Please charge my:  Visa  Mastercard

Acct. #   

Signature  Exp. Date

---

**PLEASE PRINT BELOW:**

NAME

ADDRESS  CITY   STATE  ZIP

Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery of first issue. U.S. Funds only.

In Canada add $3.00 Postage (Includes U.S.T). All Other Foreign add $7.50 Postage.
MORE NEW PRODUCTS

sound when temperature, wind speed, or wind chill fall above or below preset levels.

The Weather Wizard II's functions can be easily expanded with optional add-ons. The Rain Collector allows you to measure daily and accumulated rainfall. Weatherlink allows you to link the Weather Wizard II to an IBM-compatible PC or Macintosh to process, analyze, and store weather data.

The Weather Wizard II, complete with an anemometer with 40 feet of cable, an external temperature sensor with 25 feet of cable, an AC-power adapter, and detailed instructions, costs $195. For more information, contact Davis Instruments, 3465 Diablo Avenue, Hayward, CA 94545; Tel. 800-678-3669 or 510-732-9229; Fax: 510-732-9188.

900-MHz TELEPHONE

According to BEL-Tronics, its Micro 900 cordless phone system features the industry's lightest handset in a multi-handset 900-MHz model. Operating on the 900-MHz frequency, the system provides exceptional clarity and up to three times the range of traditional cordless phones. It is also virtually free of interference from electric motors, fluorescent lights, and other cordless phones. The 7.4-ounce handset is paired with either the stand-up model 900M or the lie-down model 900LX base. A complete Micro 900 system consists of three basic elements: a base-and-handset unit, up to three 900MR remote extension-and-recharger units, and a 900BP battery pack. Each base-and-handset unit has the capacity for up to three remote extension handsets, and can work independently of the extensions; the extensions require a base unit to operate. The extension rechargers can be plugged into any wall outlet in the home with no need for additional telephone jacks.

The 900M base/handset costs $499.95; the 900LX base/handset costs $529.95; each 900MR handset/recharger costs $349.95; and the 900BP battery pack costs $27.95. For further information, contact BEL-Tronics Limited, 8100 Sagi Parkway, Covington, GA 30209; Tel. 800-341-1401.
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FRONT-AND-REAR LASER DETECTOR

Because police laser-monitoring devices can clock both approaching and receding vehicles, BEL-Tronics' Super Wideband with Laser Plus series of integrated radar/laser detectors feature rear laser detection. No added attachments are required for rear detection. Besides Dual Tracking Laser (DTL) system, the new detectors also feature a wide field of view for off-axis laser detection and advanced super-wideband Ka radar detection to pick up signals from 33.4 to 36 GHz.

Each model in the series features dual-patented Fundamental Mixer Technology (FMT), which uses a fundamental-mixer response to detect each radar frequency and provide maximum sensitivity to all radar bands. Each also features advanced signal-processing techniques that automatically eliminate common sources of falsing for both radar and laser, a combination power/volume control, instant-on audio and visual alerts, single-setting CTY mode, and memory retention for all mode selections. The top-of-the-line 845STI-P, pictured here, also offers "Shadow Technology" for complete immunity to the Interceptor VG-2 or any other radar-detector detector.

Prices for the Super Wideband with Laser Plus series of radar/laser detectors range from $279.95 to $499.95. For more information, contact BEL-Tronics Limited, 8100 Sagi Parkway, Covington, GA 30209; Tel. 404-787-6500 or 800-828-8804; Fax: 404-784-9898.
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HOME-STUDY ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY DEGREE

A leading electronics home-study school, the Cleveland Institute of Electronics (CIE), has organized World College, which offers a Bachelor's Degree in Electronics Engineering Technology (BEET). The independent-study program concentrates on electronics technology and also includes courses on computer engineering, mathematics, basic science, communications, so-
to grant the BEET degree. World College, which is located in Virginia Beach, has been authorized to enroll students in the BEET program by the Virginia Council of Higher Education, and is currently awaiting the Council's approval to grant the BEET degree. World College is also accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council.

For additional information, contact World College, 1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, OH 44114; Tel: 800-243-6446. Contact World College, 1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, OH 44114; Tel: 800-243-6446.

INSTANT HOME-THEATER SOUND
Presenting a unified approach to home entertainment, Sony's SA-VA3 is a complete Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound audio system that can be set up in ten minutes. The SA-VA3 includes front and rear speakers, built-in amplifier, and a Dolby surround-sound processor. The system features four amplified A/V speakers—two specifically designed for the front and two optimized for the rear surround-sound channel; an integrated center channel, built-in Dolby Pro Logic five surround-sound modes; and a super woofer. The complete system adds dramatic impact to any audio track for movies, music videos, or video games.

Logic Surround Sound audio system that can be set up in ten minutes. The SA-VA3 includes front and rear speakers, built-in amplifier, and a Dolby surround-sound processor. The system features four amplified A/V speakers—two specifically designed for the front and two optimized for the rear surround-sound channel; an integrated center channel, built-in Dolby Pro Logic five surround-sound modes; and a super woofer. The complete system adds dramatic impact to any audio track for movies, music videos, or video games.

The SA-VA3's easy-to-use graphic interface. A broad selection of addressing options allows the user to populate any ISA-slot compatible system with as many cards as there are slots available. That allows a single PC to control hundreds of signals. If an application requires a lot of specially wired cards, mini-daughterboards are available optionally for easy replication of special relay interconnections. An optional B-side connector, which provides discrete access to both sides of all relays, is also available.

The 32-Switch Card, including software primitives in Assembler, BASIC, C, Fortran, Cobol, FoxPro, and dBase, costs $395. The B-Side connector costs $29, and “Win-Switch” costs $89.95. For more information, contact AccuSys, Inc., Information Group, 3695 Kings Row, Reno, NV 89503; Tel: 702-746-1111.
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A versatile PC-based switching solution from AccuSys, the 32-Switch Reed Relay Card, allows PC's to control real-world applications by smoothly switching any signal. Offering simple-to-use and completely configurable low power management of analog or digital signals, the card can be used in such diverse applications as flight simulators, home automation, irrigation systems, modern switching, and even model train operation. An expanded options connector allows more switch configurations than other switch cards, including conditional and multi-conditional switching combinations. New circuitry allows status checks of any relay with a simple software inquiry. An optional Windows application, “Win-Switch,” offers simple control and relay scheduling with an easy graphic interface. A broad selection of addressing options allows the user to populate any ISA-slot compatible system with as many cards as there are slots available. That allows a single PC to control hundreds of signals. If an application requires a lot of specially wired cards, mini-daughterboards are available optionally for easy replication of special relay interconnections. An optional B-side connector, which provides discrete access to both sides of all relays, is also available.

The 32-Switch Card, including software primitives in Assembler, BASIC, C, Fortran, Cobol, FoxPro, and dBase, costs $395. The B-Side connector costs $29, and “Win-Switch” costs $89.95. For more information, contact AccuSys, Inc., Information Group, 3695 Kings Row, Reno, NV 89503; Tel: 702-746-1111.
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32-SWITCH REED-RELAY CARD
A versatile PC-based switching solution from AccuSys, the 32-Switch Reed Relay Card, allows PC's to control real-world applications by smoothly switching any signal. Offering simple-to-use and completely configurable low power management of analog or digital signals, the card can be used in such diverse applications as flight simulators, home automation, irrigation systems, modern switching, and even model train operation. An expanded options connector allows more switch configurations than other switch cards, including conditional and multi-conditional switching combinations. New circuitry allows status checks of any relay with a simple software inquiry. An optional Windows application, “Win-Switch,” offers simple control and relay scheduling with an easy graphic interface. A broad selection of addressing options allows the user to populate any ISA-slot compatible system with as many cards as there are slots available. That allows a single PC to control hundreds of signals. If an application requires a lot of specially wired cards, mini-daughterboards are available optionally for easy replication of special relay interconnections. An optional B-side connector, which provides discrete access to both sides of all relays, is also available.

The 32-Switch Card, including software primitives in Assembler, BASIC, C, Fortran, Cobol, FoxPro, and dBase, costs $395. The B-Side connector costs $29, and “Win-Switch” costs $89.95. For more information, contact AccuSys, Inc., Information Group, 3695 Kings Row, Reno, NV 89503; Tel: 702-746-1111.
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FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT WORLDCOLLEGE, 1776 EAST 17TH STREET, CLEVELAND, OH 44114; Tel: 800-243-6446. CONTACT WORLDCOLLEGE, 1776 EAST 17TH STREET, CLEVELAND, OH 44114; Tel: 800-243-6446.

INSTANT HOME-THEATER SOUND
Presenting a unified approach to home entertainment, Sony's SA-VA3 is a complete Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound audio system that can be set up in ten minutes. The SA-VA3 includes front and rear speakers, built-in amplifier, and a Dolby surround-sound processor. The system features four amplified A/V speakers—two specifically designed for the front and two optimized for the rear surround-sound channel; an integrated center channel, built-in Dolby Pro Logic five surround-sound modes; and a super woofer. The complete system adds dramatic impact to any audio track for movies, music videos, or video games.

Logic Surround Sound audio system that can be set up in ten minutes. The SA-VA3 includes front and rear speakers, built-in amplifier, and a Dolby surround-sound processor. The system features four amplified A/V speakers—two specifically designed for the front and two optimized for the rear surround-sound channel; an integrated center channel, built-in Dolby Pro Logic five surround-sound modes; and a super woofer. The complete system adds dramatic impact to any audio track for movies, music videos, or video games.

The SA-VA3 home-entertainment sound system has a suggested retail price of $950. For additional information, contact Sony, 1 Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656.
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(More New Products on page 10)
“Neil can’t tear himself away from that aero-hand monitor.”

“If it works, you have a computer. If not, I’ve got lunch.”

“Larry, I solved the overheating problem!”

“I’m trying to tell Bob he won our ‘Communicator-of-the-Year’ award, but I can’t raise him.”

“Sorry, the computer’s gone to lunch.”

“Kelly!”

**NEW PRODUCTS**

**AC-ONLY CHARGERS/DISCHARGERS**

With more and more 8mm and VHS camcorder owners recognizing the importance of eliminating battery memory, chargers and reconditioners are becoming must-have accessories. Sima’s PowerMax Models SPM-8 and SPM-9 are specialized charger/dischargers in that they are AC-only. The SPM-8 is for use exclusively with 6-volt batteries, the most commonly used type. The SPM-9 can be used with virtually all 6-, 7.2-, and 9.6-volt batteries. In addition, the SPM-9 features an auto-select mechanism that automatically senses battery voltage and begins charging/discharging. Users don’t have to remember to switch the unit to the proper setting. Both products fully discharge and then charge camcorder batteries in one automatic and continuous cycle.

The PowerMax Models SPM-8 and SPM-9 chargers and reconditioners have suggested retail prices of $37.45 and $47.45, respectively. For more information, contact Sima Products Corporation, 8707 North Skokie Blvd., Skokie, IL 60077.

**CORDLESS PHONE/ANSWERING SYSTEM**

Sanyo’s CAS-170 cordless telephone/digital TAD provides noise-free, tape-free convenience. With all-digital recording, an integrated chip stores up to 16 minutes worth of
incoming messages, and two 60-second outgoing messages. The record-memo function allows the user to record a message for a family member or friend without calling in. A two-digit LED call counter lets the user know exactly how many messages have been received. The answering machine also features a time/day stamp, two-way recording from the base or the handset, extension-phone disconnect, rapid message erasing, announce-only mode, and 100 user-selected security codes. The phone features Compaq IV noise reduction, which compresses the audio signal at the base and amplifies it at the headset, which leaves noise outside audible levels. The CAS-170 also offers 10-million digital security codes.

The CAS-170 cordless telephone with digital answering system has suggested retail price of $229.99. For more information, contact Sanyo, 21350 Lassen Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311-2329; Tel: 818-998-7322; Fax: 818-701-4149.
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CONVERTIBLE HEADPHONES
Jasco's Model 455 super-bass convertible headphones feature a unique design that allows the basic headphones to be transformed to over-ear design with the easy addition of convertible adapters. The Model 455 also features an adjustable padded headband for a comfortable fit. Other features include a single side cord with a gold-plated ¼-inch adaptor and 40mm samarium cobalt magnets for super-bass sound. The Model 455 convertible headphones have suggested retail price of $31.99. For additional information, contact Jasco Products Company, Inc., P. O. Box 466, Oklahoma City, OK 73101; Tel: 405-752-0710.
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MONITOR ANTI-GLARE FILTERS
The Secure-View anti-glare filter from Kantek Spectrum combines 99% glare reduction with an innovative design that restricts the peripheral view of material on the screen. That provides a practical means of controlling access to sensitive information in a crowded office environment. The filter is made of high-quality, optically pure glass that contains multiple thin-film anti-radiation coatings on each side. Anti-Radiation versions of the Secure-View filter have an additional coating and grounding cord that block up to 99.999% of ELF/VLF E-field radia-

tion, and 100% of static. "Universal" models can be adjusted to fit most 12-15-inch VDTs and installs in seconds without tools. "Spectrum-Con
tour" models give irregular-shaped and curved VDTs a customized look, fitting snugly around the front of the monitor. Secure-View filters are priced starting at $169. For more information, contact Kantek Inc., 15 Main Street, Rockaway, NY 11518; Tel: 516-593-3212; Fax: 516-593-3295.
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ALL ITEMS STOCKED FOR QUICK DELIVERY (SHEET METAL BOXES SHIPPED FLAT)
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Logic circuits are now part of everyday life, and TTL logic IC's are widely regarded as standard digital devices, used in a wide variety of applications. Because many fundamental concepts of digital design seem abstract and far removed from practical applications, getting started with logic circuits can be difficult. This book covers the basic theory of digital electronics and the use of TTL IC's, but keeps in mind the real-world applications. Along with the basic concepts of logic circuits, the book covers the functions of gates, inverters, and other logic building blocks; TTL IC characteristics and their use in circuit design; oscillators and monostables; flipflops, binary dividers, and binary counters; and decoders, data latches, and three-state buffers. The emphasis is on the practical side of the subject matter, and all the circuits presented are based on real TTL IC's.

A Beginners Guide to TTL Digital ICs

A Beginners Guide to TTL Digital ICs (order number BP332) is available for $6.50 plus $2.50 shipping and handling from Electronics Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.
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BECOMING AN ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN: Securing Your High-Tech Future

BECOMING AN ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN: Securing Your High-Tech Future by Ronald A. Reis

Aimed at would-be electronics technicians, this book offers a complete picture of what the career is like, what preparation and training is required, and how to secure that first electronics-technician position. In a conversational style, the book thoroughly discusses what it means to be an electronics technician in today's high-tech world. It explores the history and background of the field, and describes the general occupations and people who make up the industry. The specifics of the electronics technician's job are clearly outlined. The book includes discussions of what it takes to make it through the required course work to obtain a certificate, an associates degree, or a four-year degree. Particular attention is paid to the non-technical, non-electronic skills necessary to completing the course work—reading, listening, calculation, and writing skills. The book also suggests a wealth of activities and interests that students can explore on their own time to supplement and expand their knowledge of electronics. Becoming an Electronics Technician: Securing Your High-Tech Future costs $10 and is published by Macmillan Publishing Company, 445 Hutchinson Avenue, Columbus, OH 43235.
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UPGRADE YOUR COMPUTER PRINTER AND SAVE A BUNDLE

UPGRADE YOUR COMPUTER PRINTER AND SAVE A BUNDLE by Horace W. LaBadie, Jr.

This book provides computer users with the practical guidance they need to give their old printers the power and flexibility of today's best commercial models at the lowest possible price. It describes how to take advantage of inexpensive hardware and software upgrade options for all types of computer printers, including dot matrix, ink jet, daisy wheel, and thermal from all major manufacturers. The step-by-step, illustrated instructions show readers how to get near-letter quality from a draft printer by adding RAM chips to expand the input buffer; ROM chips for font or emulation changes; printer spoolers/buffers; printer-sharing and networking boxes; interface converters; HP PCL, Adobe PostScript, and PostScript emulators; and various software enhancements. Upgrade Your Computer Printer and Save a Bundle costs $19.95 and is published by Windcrest/McGraw-Hill, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17230-0850; Tel: 800-233-1128; Fax: 717-794-2103.
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WORDPERFECT 6 EXPLAINED
by P.R.M. Oliver and N. Kantaris

Intended to help PC users get a handle on WordPerfect as quickly as possible, this book provides practical, hands-on routines for first-time word-processor users as well as those who are switching from another program. To that end, each chapter is a self-contained tutorial unit that builds upon the information presented in previous chapters. Readers can follow the book from beginning to end, or select only those chapters that they need. An emphasis is placed on the most-often used features of the program.

The book explains the hardware requirements and the installation process before familiarizing the reader with the WordPerfect environment and basic functions. It describes how to enter and edit text, use formatting codes, and setup and use the printer interface. The advanced features covered include document handling, columns, tables, outlines, file management, macros, and the Macro Programming Language. The book also explains how to get up and running with other stand-alone programs—WordPerfect Shell and the Text From the Lab to your Living Room!

Does your VCR have a "Head Cold?"

Probably not! However, through constant playing and using of degrading dry or wet cleaners, the output of your video tapes has slowly diminished to an unacceptable level and the VCR plays as if it has a head cold! The culprit is most likely clogged and dirty video and/or audio heads.

The 3M Black Watch™ Head Cleaner Videocassette uses a patented magnetic tape-based cleaning formation to remove head clogging debris. No foreign substances such as cloth, plastics or messy liquids and no harsh abrasive materials are present. The cleaner’s usable life is 400 cleanings or more! It’s easy to use. Place the 3M Black Watch™ Head Cleaner Videocassette in the VCR and press the Play button. A pre-recorded message appears clearly on your screen and an audible tone is heard, telling you that the cleaning process is now completed. No guess work, you never over clean!

3M Black Watch™ Head Cleaner Videocassette $19.95

Once your VCR's head cold is cured, and the unit plays like new, consider using the finest videocassette you can buy—the 3M Black Watch™ T120 Hi Pro VHS 4410 Videocassette. The 4410 is the highest performing videocassette available today for use with all standard format VHS recording hardware!

Here’s what you hear and see....A sharp, clear picture—brightest colors—freedom from streaks, flashes and snow—outstanding high-fidelity audio reproduction—optimum camcorder performance—maintains recording integrity. 3M Black Watch™ video tape is 100% laser inspected to guarantee surface smoothness and drop-out free performance.

3M Black Watch™ T120 Hi Pro VHS 4410 Videocassette $8.00

CLAGGK INC. — 3M VHS Special Offer
P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, New York 11735

Yes, I like your offer and here is my order for 3M Black Watch™ products!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3M Black Watch™ Head Cleaner Videocassette</td>
<td></td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M Black Watch™ T120 Hi Pro VHS 4410 Videocassette</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shipping and handling per order

Total Amount in U.S. Funds only

New York State residents add local sales tax. Canadians add $6.00 per order. No foreign orders. Do not send cash.

Bill my [ ] VISA [ ] MasterCard Expire Date ___/___

Card No.

Signature

Name (Please print)

Address

City State ZIP
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Editor—that are included with the WordPerfect 6 package. WordPerfect 6 Explained (order number BP351) is available for $5.95 plus $2.50 shipping and handling from Electronics Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.
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ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR: Start and Run a Money-Making Business by Dan Ramsey

This book provides apprentice and journeyman electricians with the knowledge they need to make it on their own without a business degree. It offers sound advice on how to start or expand a self-owned electrical-contracting company. The book begins by describing the latest opportunities for residential, commercial, and industrial electricians, including the newest technologies that make electrical contracting more productive and profitable than in the past. The book goes on to address all the issues that would-be contractors are likely to face. Those include choosing a location and obtaining a license; obtaining financing; reducing overhead; estimating jobs and setting prices; hiring and managing employees; leasing versus buying equipment; finding and keeping customers; minimizing risk; marketing and advertising; and communicating with clients, employees, partners, and government officials. The book includes practical worksheets that make it easy to estimate jobs and costs, keep track of income and expenses, and bid on jobs.

Electrical Contractor: Start and Run a Money-Making Business costs $17.95 and is published by Tab Books Inc., Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17234-0850; Tel: 1-800-233-1128.
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LOOKING GOOD IN PRINT: A Guide to Basic Design for Desktop Publishing by Roger C. Parker

There's more to successful desktop publishing than learning to use the software. Good design is a basic element of any effective printed material, be it a newsletter, an ad, a manual, or a letter. Aimed at any computer-literate but "graphically challenged" desktop publisher—regardless of the type of hardware and software being used—this book teaches the elements of good design. As it guides the reader through the maze of boxes, grids, screens, fonts, clip art, and other graphic elements, it offers guidelines, advice, and a wealth of ideas for creating professional materials.

The third edition contains new information on adding impact and accent with color in a new chapter with 24 pages of four-color illustrations. It also explains how to choose, place, crop, and retouch photos; work with service bureaus; and vast resources of ready-made art that are available to desktop publishers for a minimal cost. Looking Good in Print, Third Edition costs $24.95 and is published by Ventana Press, P.O. Box 2468, Chapel Hill, NC 27515; Tel: 919-942-0220; Fax: 919-942-1140.
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BASIC ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE FCC GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE OPERATOR'S LICENSE EXAM by Victor F. C. Veley

This comprehensive study guide and reference work provides all the information necessary to pass the FCC General Radiotelephone Operator's License (GROL) exam. More than just a sampling of materials, the book provides detailed answers and explanations that help aspiring technicians fully understand the principles of electronic communications. Starting with the basics of alternating and direct current, the book progresses logically through the operation and use of diodes and power supplies, transistors and other semiconductor devices, AM and FM transmitters and receivers, transmission lines and antennas, microwaves and radar, numbering systems, and digital concepts. The Ship Radar En-
Electronic Paperbacks at Special Prices

- **BP295—ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SECURITY PROJECTS** ... $8.95. Includes a passive infra-red detector, a fiber-optic loop alarm, computer-based alarms and an unusual form of ultrasonic intruder detector.
- **BP210—ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SECURITY PROJECTS** ... $8.95. Covers basics of analog and digital meters. Methods of component testing includes transistors, diodes, capacitors, and other active and passive devices.
- **BP297—KC PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS** ... $8.95. Covers many types of electronic circuits that can be built at a reasonable cost.
- **BP235—POWER SELECTOR GUIDE** ... $10.00. Provides reference volume that can be read casually.
- **BP239—MORE FROM YOUR MULTIMETER** ... $10.00. Provides more advanced test equipment construction projects. They include a digital voltmeter, capacitance meter, current tracer, etc.
- **BP247—MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER** ... $5.95. Use these techniques to test and analyze the performance of a variety of components.
- **BP257—INTRO TO AMATEUR RADIO** ... $6.95. Amateur Radio is a unique and fascinating hobby. This book gives the newcomer a comprehensive and easy to understand guide to the subject.
- **BP256—MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION** ... $5.95. Eleven more test equipment construction projects. They include a digital voltmeter, capacitance meter, current tracer, etc.
- **BP309—PREAMPLIFIER AND FILTER CIRCUITS** ... $15.00. Provides circuits and background into for a range of pre-amplifiers, plus tone controls, filters, mixers and more. All are high-performance circuits that can be built at a reasonable cost.
- **BP278—TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION** ... $5.95. Details construction of simple, inexpensive, but extremely useful test equipment. AF Gen, Test Bench Amplifier, ADC, Digital delay line, counter, echo effect and more.
- **BP311—AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING** ... $7.95. Radio scanners have opened a realm of exciting radio listening. Understand what radio propagation, types of transmissions, antennas, band assignments—the straight dope on what to hear and where to hear it! Comes complete with index, glossary of important terminology.
- **BP249—MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER** ... $5.95. Use these techniques to test and analyze the performance of a variety of components. Also see how to build add-ons to extend multi-meter capabilities.
- **BP267—HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES AND OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT** ... $6.95. Mastering the oscilloscope is not really too difficult. This book explains all the standard controls and functions. Other equipment is also described.
- **BP265—MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER** ... $5.95. Use these techniques to test and analyze the performance of a variety of components. Also see how to build add-ons to extend multi-meter capabilities.
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implement multiple configurations. The book describes the use of Microsoft Utilities such as DoubleSpace, MsBackup, and AntiVirus. A summary of all DOS commands, illustrated with examples, is provided in the last chapter.

MS-DOS 6 Explained (order number BP341) is available for $7.95 plus $2.50 shipping and handling from Electronics Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.
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CONTEMPORARY LOGIC DESIGN
by Randy H. Katz

This textbook offers an innovative approach to logic design that combines a superior introduction to design fundamentals with an in-depth look at today's state-of-the-art design technologies. Recognizing the hardware-design revolution brought about by CAD, rapid prototyping, and PLD's, the book demonstrates how each tool fits into the design process. Numerous case studies, along with special "Practical Matters" sections, underscore the book's emphasis on the development of practical design knowledge. In addition, an extensive supplement package is available separately. The package includes almost 600 electronic transparencies, a complete instructor's guide, and hardware and software labs.

Contemporary Logic Design costs $67.75 and is published by The Benjamin-Cummings Publishing Company, Inc., 390 Bridge Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065; Tel: 800-950-BOOK.
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BUILD YOUR OWN HOME THEATER
by Robert Wolenik

Home theater has changed the way we watch TV. Viewers are turning to large-screen sets, accompanied by surround-sound audio systems. If you've been thinking of updating your existing audio/video system or building a complete home theater from the ground up, this book can help you do it without spending a fortune.

The book describes exactly what components go into various home-theater systems—from the simple TV-stereo hook-up to a system complete with Dolby Pro Logic surround sound and even a satellite dish—and then helps you decide what to include in your home theater. It clearly explains the differences between direct-view, rear-projection, and front-projection televisions; Dolby Surround, Dolby Pro Logic, and THX, and other audio and video options.

The book also shows how to fit all the electronics equipment into your home. Beginning with selecting an appropriate room, the book explains how to acoustically insulate it for the best possible performance, how to arrange speakers for true surround sound, how to shop for an entertainment center, how to choose colors and lighting that complement the system, and how to arrange furniture to maximize viewing pleasure. Numerous illustrations as well as photographs of real-life home theaters illustrate the concepts presented in the text.

Build Your Own Home Theater costs $16.95 and is published by Sams Publishing, 201 West 103rd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46290; Tel: 317-581-3500; Fax: 317-581-3500.
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POWER UP!
How to Make Battery Adapters for Portable & Military Radios, and other Military & Non-Military Electronics
by Dave Strom

Readily available on the surplus market, military radios are rugged, versatile, well-designed, and easy to operate. It's no wonder that the surplus sets are used by amateurs, National Guard units, experimenters, federal agencies, and survival groups. The only problem with them is that almost every type of portable and mobile military set requires a different, usually hard-to-find, battery, designed particularly for that piece of equipment.

This book solves the problem of powering surplus military radios and electronic equipment. It shows how to easily make battery adapters for the many popular units, allowing the use of standard commercially-available batteries. The fully illustrated book contains detailed instructions and clear wiring diagrams that show exactly how to make adapters that can be used to power a wide variety of popular portable and mobile military radios. In addition, the book covers battery implementers for strobes, night scopes, radiac sets, detection/intrusion sets, and field telephones.

Power Up! is available for $13.95 plus $4 shipping and handling ($5 to Canada) from CRB Research Books, Inc., P.O. Box 56, Commack, NY 11725; Tel: 800-656-0056 in continental U.S., or 516-543-9169. (New York residents please add $1.53 state sales tax.)
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A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO MICROSOFT WORKS
by N. Kantors and P.R.M. Oliver

Written with the busy, non-expert person in mind, this book aims to help the beginner come to grips with Microsoft Works for MS-DOS in the shortest and most effective way. Fully updated to cover the improvements included in version 3.0, the book has an underlying structure that allows the reader to build upon the information presented in each chapter. Experienced Works users need not read the book cover-to-cover, but can start from any of the self-contained sections.

The book explains how to use the word processor to type, edit, print, and save documents. It describes how Works can be used to build up simple spreadsheet examples and then to edit, save, print, and retrieve
Graduate with an Associate Degree from CIE!

CIE is the best educational value you can receive if you want to learn about electronics, and earn a good income with that knowledge. CIE's reputation as the world leader in home study electronics is based solely on the success of our graduates. And we've earned our reputation with an unconditional commitment to provide our students with the very best electronics training.

Just ask any of the 150,000-plus graduates of the Cleveland Institute of Electronics who are working in high-paying positions with aerospace, computer, medical, automotive and communications firms throughout the world. They'll tell you success didn't come easy...but it did come...thanks to their CIE training. And today, a career in electronics offers more rewards than ever before.

CIE'S COMMITTED TO BEING THE BEST...IN ONE AREA...ELECTRONICS. CIE isn't another be-everything-to-everyone school. CIE teaches only one subject and we believe we're the best at what we do. Also, CIE is accredited by the National Home Study Council. And with more than 1,000 graduates each year, we're the largest home study school specializing exclusively in electronics. CIE has been training career-minded students for nearly sixty years and we're the best at our subject...ELECTRONICS...IT'S THE ONLY SUBJECT WE TEACH!

CIE PROVIDES A LEARNING METHOD SO GOOD IT'S PATENTED. CIE's AUTO-PRO-GRAMMED® lessons are a proven learning method for building valuable electronics career skills. Each lesson is designed to take you step-by-step and principle-by-principle. And while all of CIE's lessons are designed for independent study, CIE's instructors are personally available to assist you with just a toll free call. The result is practical training...the kind of experience you can put to work in today's marketplace.

LEARN BY DOING...WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING. CIE pioneered the first Electronics Laboratory Course and the first Microprocessor Course. Today, no other home study school can match CIE's state-of-the-art equipment and training. And all your laboratory equipment, books and lessons are included in your tuition. It's all yours to use while you study and for on-the-job after you graduate.

PERSONALIZED TRAINING...TO MATCH YOUR BACKGROUND. While some of our students have a working knowledge of electronics others are just starting out. That's why CIE has developed twelve career courses and an A.A.S. Degree program to choose from. So, even if you're not sure which electronics career is best for you, CIE can get you started with core lessons applicable to all areas in electronics. And every CIE Course earns credit towards the completion of your Associate in Applied Science Degree. So you can work toward your degree in stages or as fast as you wish. In fact, CIE is the only school that actually rewards you for fast study, which can save you money.

Send for CIE's FREE Course Catalog and See How We Can Help Your Career Too!
them. It shows readers how to generate, edit, and print both single and multiple graphs. The book covers setting up, sorting, and searching through a database-management system, and how to use it to create top-quality printed reports. To simplify long, repetitive tasks, the book explains how to create simple macros and how to computer operating system.

This third edition of the first user's guide to the Internet has been updated and expanded to reflect the rapidly changing technology and services. New topics covered include Gopher, WAIS; InterNIC; Internet BBS's; Teletext; CompuServe, Genie, and BIX; the Online Career Center; and Internet Talk Radio. The book also includes network basics, electronic mail, anonymous FTP, UserNet News, TElnet, commercial services, various tools, and country codes. The third edition features a lay-flat binding that makes it easy to read while at your computer.

Zen and the Art of the Internet: A Beginner's Guide, Third Edition is available for $23.95 from PTR Prentice Hall/Neo-data, P. O. Box 11073, Des Moines, IA 50381-1073; Tel: 515-284-6751; Fax: 515-284-2607.

If you are considering joining the more than 15-million people worldwide who are already connected to the Internet, this book can help you get started. In a straightforward, easy-to-read style, the book makes learning about and traveling through the Internet easier for beginners. No previous knowledge of the Internet is assumed, and the book works for any type of test equipment, antennas, and radio accessories.

The Electronic Hobby and Amateur Radio Kits Catalog is free upon request from Ramsey Electronics, Inc., 793 Canning Parkway, Victor, NY 14564; Tel: 800-446-2295; Fax: 716-924-4555.

This 20-page catalog contains an assortment of exciting, educational kits for the electronics hobbyist or student. The products range from fast and easy "Mini-Kits"—including a universal timer, a voice-activated switch, and a light-beam communicator—to VHF/UHF/FM transceiver kits. Other projects include QRP transmitters, active antennas, shortwave gear, a microwave motion detector, a radio direction finder, a TV transmitter, and an FM broadcast-band receiver. The catalog also offers a variety of components and parts in this 22-page catalog. Included are LEDs, switches, piezo products, capacitors, transistors, replacement semiconductors, resistors, rectifiers, diodes, transformers, and more. Special buys are offered on several products, including quartz crystals, oscillators, shorting jumpers, and a jumper-cable assembly. The company offers a "frequent buyer bonus plan" that awards buyers with a bonus point (worth five cents on future purchases) for each dollar of merchandise ordered. Certain products—including grab-bag specials of assorted parts—earn double or triple bonus points.

Catalog 931 is free upon request from Southpaw Electronics, P. O. Box 886, New Hyde Park, NY 11040-0311; Tel: 800-851-8870; Fax: 516-775-5091.

This 20-page catalog contains an assortment of exciting, educational kits for the electronics hobbyist or student. The products range from fast and easy "Mini-Kits"—including a universal timer, a voice-activated switch, and a light-beam communicator—to VHF/UHF/FM transceiver kits. Other projects include QRP transmitters, active antennas, shortwave gear, a microwave motion detector, a radio direction finder, a TV transmitter, and an FM broadcast-band receiver. The catalog also offers a variety of components and parts in this 22-page catalog. Included are LEDs, switches, piezo products, capacitors, transistors, replacement semiconductors, resistors, rectifiers, diodes, transformers, and more. Special buys are offered on several products, including quartz crystals, oscillators, shorting jumpers, and a jumper-cable assembly. The company offers a "frequent buyer bonus plan" that awards buyers with a bonus point (worth five cents on future purchases) for each dollar of merchandise ordered. Certain products—including grab-bag specials of assorted parts—earn double or triple bonus points.

Catalog 931 is free upon request from Southpaw Electronics, P. O. Box 886, New Hyde Park, NY 11040-0311; Tel: 800-851-8870; Fax: 516-775-5091.

This 20-page catalog contains an assortment of exciting, educational kits for the electronics hobbyist or student. The products range from fast and easy "Mini-Kits"—including a universal timer, a voice-activated switch, and a light-beam communicator—to VHF/UHF/FM transceiver kits. Other projects include QRP transmitters, active antennas, shortwave gear, a microwave motion detector, a radio direction finder, a TV transmitter, and an FM broadcast-band receiver. The catalog also offers a variety of components and parts in this 22-page catalog. Included are LEDs, switches, piezo products, capacitors, transistors, replacement semiconductors, resistors, rectifiers, diodes, transformers, and more. Special buys are offered on several products, including quartz crystals, oscillators, shorting jumpers, and a jumper-cable assembly. The company offers a "frequent buyer bonus plan" that awards buyers with a bonus point (worth five cents on future purchases) for each dollar of merchandise ordered. Certain products—including grab-bag specials of assorted parts—earn double or triple bonus points.

Catalog 931 is free upon request from Southpaw Electronics, P. O. Box 886, New Hyde Park, NY 11040-0311; Tel: 800-851-8870; Fax: 516-775-5091.
Nine-Band Shortwave Receiver
Tune in on the world with this nine-band solid-state version of the classic regenerative receiver

BY LYLE RUSSELL WILLIAMS

Although once extensively used in military and maritime applications, today the regenerative receiver is generally viewed as a hobby or toy circuit. However, the redesigned regenerative receiver described in this article is much more than a toy or a historical curiosity. The World Band Regenerative Radio (which hereafter will be referred to as the WBR) can receive all nine shortwave broadcast bands, allowing you to listen to numerous foreign, English-language stations—such as the BBC, Radio Netherlands, Radio Canada, Radio China, and Japan Radio. If so desired, the number of bands can easily be extended beyond the initial nine provided on the basic receiver. It can also receive single-side band (SSB) and continuous-wave (CW) code signals.

Regenerative Radio. There are three favorable characteristics of regenerative radios: For a one-tube or transistor device, it has extraordinary sensitivity; for a one resonant-circuit device, it has extraordinary selectivity; and unlike a single-conversion superhet, the regenerative radio does not produce unwanted image signals.

A schematic diagram of the traditional tube-based regenerative receiver is shown in Fig. 1. That circuit is essentially an RF oscillator with variable feedback (that is connected to an antenna) with a resonant circuit composed of variable-capacitor C1 (the tuning control) and inductor L1. Feedback is provided through a second coil (L2), called a tickler coil, that is located on the same coil form as L1 and is wired into the tube's plate circuit. The amount of positive or regenerative feedback is controlled by a variable resistor that's connected across the tickler.

The quality (Q) factor of the resonant circuit without feedback is less than 50 when loaded by the antenna and the vacuum tube. When the feedback of the oscillator is adjusted so that it is just below the point of oscillation, the Q of the resonant circuit increases to around 1000. That increase in Q greatly amplifies the signal and narrows the bandwidth of the resonant circuit.

The tube is biased so that plate detection of an AM signal can take place. Thus, RF amplification and AM detection are accomplished with a single vacuum tube. The 3-30-pF trimmer capacitor (C2) that is connected in series with the antenna is used to reduce the loading effect of the antenna. In some cases, antenna loading can be large enough to prevent oscillation. The regenerative principle is sometimes used in different parts of superhet radios: The second detector, intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifier, or the radio-frequency (RF) amplifier stage can be regenerative. In the latter case, the stage is called a Q multiplier.

A review of approximately 40 regenerative-receiver designs revealed some interesting characteristics of the traditional circuits. There are over a dozen distinct types of RF oscillators (such as Colpitts, Hartley, Pierce, etc.), any of which could be used as the basis of a regenerative radio. But for
The receiver is composed of several subassemblies: an active antenna, an amplifier (with a regeneration control and band-switching circuitry), an AM detector, a power amplifier, and some form of output device (internal speaker, external speaker, or phones), plus a multi-voltage power supply.

The schematic diagram of the WBR is shown in Fig. 3. In that solid-state version of the regenerative receiver, a dual-gate MOSFET, Q4 (which is analogous to a pentode vacuum tube), is used as the regenerative amplifier. The dual-gate MOSFET is configured as a Colpitts oscillator, rather than an Armstrong type. The MOSFET's feedback from source to gate is provided via R18 and C33.

The circuit contains several standard fixed-value inductors, each of which is connected in parallel with a small variable capacitor. Those L/C pairs along with a SP127 rotary switch (S2) are used for band selection. Plug-in coils were very popular for band switching in the past, but this rotary-switch arrangement is cheaper and more convenient.

Regenerative amplification and AM detection are performed by two separate transistors, Q4 and Q5. The AM detector (which is called an infinite impedance detector) has the advantage of not loading the RF stage appreciably. Because D3 is operated with a slight forward bias, either a germanium or silicon diode can be used in that position. The DC voltage across R24 (the volume control) should be about 0.1 volts.

Regeneration is controlled by varying the voltage applied to gate 2 of Q4. That changes the transconductance of the transistor. The circuit also contains fine and coarse regeneration controls that allow delicate adjustments.

The traditional regenerative receiver required at least an indoor long-wire antenna for proper reception. The WBR, on the other hand, uses an active-antenna circuit, consisting of transistors Q1, Q2, and Q3. Thanks to that circuit, under most conditions, a short whip antenna is adequate.

The active-antenna circuit connects to gate 2 of Q4, while the resonant circuit is connected to gate 1. The resonant circuit is isolated from the antenna and tuning is independent of antenna length, allowing a
In this solid-state regenerative receiver, a dual-gate MOSFET is used in the traditional version, which was used in the traditional version.
calibrated dial to be used on the tuning capacitor. The level of regeneration as set by R16 and R17 is unaffected by the antenna, and so the WBR does not require an antenna trimmer.

Components C12-C14, C18, L3, L4, R6, R7, and R14 form a high-pass filter (which has a cutoff frequency of 3.4 MHz) that prevents local broadcast stations from overloading the circuit. If operated in a rural area away from strong stations, that filter can be disabled. (The high-pass filter may have to be modified if bands below 3.4 MHz are added to the WBR.)

Many traditional regenerative receivers had tuning ranges as large as 10-MHz per band. But in our circuit, using a low-value tuning capacitor allows the circuit to tune only the short-wave broadcast bands—which vary in width from 350 kHz to 700 kHz. Narrowing the range makes the receiver easier to tune. It is not necessary to use a reduction drive on the tuning capacitor. A simple knob with a pointer is adequate.

Although a standard 12-position rotary switch was used for S2, only 9 positions are needed. However, the three additional switch positions can be used to extend the range of the WBR. The extra positions could be used for the ham bands, WWV signals at 5 MHz and 20 MHz, or some other segment of the shortwave spectrum. In order to add the extra band, the band inductances must be determined. The inductances required for the extra bands, are given by:

$$L = \left\{ \frac{1}{\sqrt{6.96 \times 10^{-5}}} \right\}^2$$

where L is the desired inductance in henrys, and f is the center frequency of the desired band in hertz. The equation assumes a mean tuning capacitance of 123 pF. To receive the WWV time signal at 5 MHz, the required inductor would be 8.25 µH.

Resistor R20 is used to sample the RF signal in the regenerative amplifier without affecting its operation. The signal is amplified by Q6 and Q7, and fed to J4 and J5 for application to an external frequency counter if desired.

**Construction.** Except for the power supply, the controls, the connectors, and the internal speaker, the entire circuit was assembled on a 5- x 6-inch, single-sided, printed-circuit board. A template for the printed-circuit layout is shown in Fig. 4. Once you have etched your board and obtained the parts listed in the Parts List, construction can begin.

Guided by Fig. 5, begin assembly by installing the passive components (resistors and capacitors), making sure that the polarized capacitors are correctly oriented. After installing the passive components, install the semiconductors; start with the diodes, followed by the transistors, and then the IC's.

---

22 Fig. 4. This full-sized printed-circuit template can be used to etched your own board.
Fig. 5. When assembling the WBR's printed-circuit board, make sure that the polarized capacitors are correctly oriented. Also, when installing the semiconductors, pay particular attention to the orientation of Q4, and be careful that you do not confuse the 2N3904 general-purpose transistors with the low-power (78Lxx series) voltage regulators, both which are housed in the same TO-92 style case.

Pay particular attention to the orientation of Q4 (the dual-gate MOSFET). Be careful when installing the 2N3904 general-purpose transistors and the low-power (78Lxx-series) voltage regulators; those units are housed in the same TO-92 style case, so don't get them confused.

Note from the parts-placement diagram that there are three unused pad groupings in the area of the band-determining capacitor/inductor pairs. Those pads (as mentioned earlier) are provided for those who want to extend the band coverage of the WBR.

Once all of the on-board components have been installed, check your work for construction errors—cold solder joints, solder bridges (and other shorts), misoriented or misplaced components, etc. When you are satisfied that there are no errors, put the board to the side momentarily and go on to the next phase of construction.

Power Supply. The next thing that you will need is a power source for the WBR. There is, of course, nothing critical about the circuit's power source, and no printed-circuit layout is provided for that portion of the project. Instead, an external power supply,
The author’s front-panel layout includes the band, volume, the fine and coarse regeneration controls, and a phone jack. The rest of the off-board components—the counter, auxiliary speaker, and the power and antenna jacks—are mounted to the rear panel of the prototype.

After deburring the holes, dry-transfer lettering can be used to label each control, switch, and connector. Once labeled, mount the off-board components to their respective positions on the enclosure and, using short lengths of insulated wire, connect the off-board components to the appropriate points on the printed-circuit board.

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**

- 2.1-mm DC power jack (Radio Shack 274-1565)
- RCA jack (Radio Shack 274-1567)
- 2-W-inch panel-mount, closed-circuit stereo jack (Radio Shack 274-1568)
- RCA jack (Radio Shack 270-1401)
- 24-volt, 300-mA, center-tapped transformer
- Printed-circuit materials, enclosure, 117-volt AC power plug with line cord, four small control knobs, one large pointer knob, wire, solder, etc.

The following is available from Dan’s Small Parts and Kits: 1935 S. 3rd W. #1, Missoula, MT 59801; Phone/Fax 1-406-543-2872. Printed circuit board $13.00 plus $2.50 shipping and handling. The complete kit of all components (excluding power supply, cabinet, knobs and hardware) $59.95 plus $3.75 shipping and handling.

**PARTS LIST FOR THE WORLD-BAND REGENERATIVE RADIO**

- **SEMICONDUCTORS**
  - U1—78L12 12-volt, 100-mA, voltage regulator, integrated circuit
  - U2—7808 8-volt 1-amp or 78L08 8-volt 100-mA, voltage regulator, integrated circuit
  - U4—LM386 low-voltage audio-power amplifier, integrated circuit
  - Q1—MPF102, VHF JFET
  - Q2, Q3, Q5—Q7—2N3904 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor
  - U4—78L05 5-volt, 500-mA or so power source as well; if you decide to go that route, connect
  - R15—15,000-ohm
  - R16—150,000-ohm
  - R17—5000-ohm panel-mount linear potentiometer
  - R18—82.5-ohm, ½-watt, 1%, metal-film
  - R19—402-ohm, ½-watt, 1%, metal-film
  - R20—51-ohm ½-watt, 1%, metal-film
  - R21—810-ohm, ½-watt, 1%, metal-film
  - R22—10-megohm
  - R23—560,000-ohm
  - R24—5000-ohm, panel-mount, audio potentiometer with SPST switch
  - R25—10-ohm
  - R26, R29—499-ohm ½-watt, 1%, metal-film
  - R27—3900-ohm

- **CAPACITORS**
  - C1, C2, C9, C45—470-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
  - C3, C5, C6, C10, C15—C17.
  - C20—22, C35, C36, C38—C41.
  - C46, C48, C49—0.1µF, ceramic disc
  - C4, C7, C19, C37, C42, C47—22-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
  - C8—4700-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
  - C11—100-pF, silver mica
  - C12—6.8-pF, silver mica
  - C13—300-pF, silver mica
  - C14—56-pF, silver mica
  - C18—10-pF, silver mica
  - C23—3.5-20-pF, miniature ceramic trimmer
  - C32—3.18-pF panel-mount air variable
  - C33—330-pF, silver mica
  - C34—100-pF, silver mica
  - C43—100-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
  - C44—0.05-µF, ceramic-disc

- **INDUCTORS**
  - L1, L2, L14—47-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-473)
  - L3—8.2-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-34)
  - L4—43-µH (J. W. Miller 9201-58) or two 22-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-44), see text
  - L5—5.6-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-30)
  - L6—3.9-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-26)
  - L7—2.2-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-20)
  - L8—1.5-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-16)
  - L9—1-0-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-12)
  - L10—0.82-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-10)
  - L11—0.56-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-07 or 9230-14)
  - L12—0.33-µH (J. W. Miller 9310-04 or 9230-080)
  - L13—0.18-µH (J. W. Miller 9230-02)
  - L15—56-µH (J. W. Miller 9250-563)
  - FB1—General-purpose ferrite bead

- **MATERIALS**
  - 2.1-mm DC power jack (Radio Shack 274-1565)
  - RCA jack (Radio Shack 274-1567)
  - Individual pin-jacks
  - SPST switch (part of R24)
  - 30-inch whip antenna (Radio Shack 270-1401)
  - 24-volt, 300-mA, center-tapped transformer
  - Printed-circuit materials, enclosure, 117-volt AC power plug with line cord, four small control knobs, one large pointer knob, wire, solder, etc.

The following is available from Dan’s Small Parts and Kits: 1935 S. 3rd W. #1, Missoula, MT 59801; Phone/Fax 1-406-543-2872. Printed circuit board $13.00 plus $2.50 shipping and handling. The complete kit of all components (excluding power supply, cabinet, knobs and hardware) $59.95 plus $3.75 shipping and handling.
Down The Dial. The tuning-dial pattern for the WBR was made by taking a blank pattern (like that shown in Fig. 6), and gluing it to a piece of cardboard using white paper glue (available from art-supply stores). Once the glue dries, the excess cardboard can be cut away with a single-edge razor blade or X-acto knife. Cut the screw and the capacitor-shaft holes in the dial face and mount the dial on the aluminum enclosure with four 4-40 screws and nuts. The mounting nut for the variable capacitor goes outside the dial cardboard and helps hold the dial to the enclosure. Frequency markings on the dial will have to be added after construction is completed.

The dial pointer was made from a large paper clip. The paper clip was straightened out and filed down slightly. A hole was drilled in the side of a large control knob with a #66 drill bit (the size used to drill printed-circuit boards). The filed-down paper clip was then force fitted into the hole in the knob, and the knob was mounted on the shaft of the tuning capacitor.

Once the knob is mounted, set the tuning capacitor to maximum capacitance and place the pointer so that it points to the far left (log scale 0) position on the dial. After that, mount the unit's internal speaker to the inside surface of the enclosure. The connections between the internal speaker wires and the printed-circuit board should be made with short lengths of twisted-pair wire and kept close to the metal enclosure and away from the antenna.

The antenna was mounted to the back of the cabinet with two plastic brackets that were intended to anchor the bottom of window blinds. The antenna feedthrough was made by drilling holes to mount an SO-239 coax receptacle. Instead of mounting an SO-239, however, a piece of sheet plastic was mounted over the cutout and a hole was drilled in the center of the plastic. A wire from the antenna connection on the printed-circuit board was then passed through the hole in the plastic to the antenna termination on the outside of the enclosure. That type of feedthrough has a lot less capacitance than a coax connector.

Calibration. Calibration should be done before the outside cover is placed on the enclosure. The first step is to set the band limits. A frequency counter is helpful for that purpose. If a counter is available, connect it to the counter terminals, J4 and J5. Connect the power supply to the receiver and turn it on. Set R24 for maximum volume and set R16 (FINE REGEN) to its center position. Set S2 to 49 meters. Turn R17 (COARSE REGEN) control until the WBR oscillates (heard as a rushing sound, a hum, or whistle from the speaker) and the counter shows a steady reading. From Table 1, note that the band limits for 49 meters are 5.95 MHz to 6.20 MHz. Adjust C23 until the receiver covers that range as C32 is rotated from maximum to minimum capacitance—a range of 5.9 to 6.26 MHz was obtained in the author's receiver. Referring to Table 1, switch S2 to a higher frequency band and adjust R17 (COARSE REGEN) for continuous oscillation if necessary. While rotating C32 from minimum to maximum capacitance, adjust the appropriate trimmer capacitor so that the receiver tunes the international band. On some of the bands, the tuning capacitor will tune a wider frequency range than needed.

Trimmer capacitors C23 through C31 should have enough range to allow the proper band limits for each
band to be set. But if the frequency range is too high, a small fixed capacitor can be soldered across the appropriate inductor (L5 through L13). If the frequency range is too low, the inductor for that band will have to be changed to the next lowest value.

The dial should be calibrated when the receiver is completed and no further changes are expected. Each band should be calibrated when the fewest radio stations are on the air. The lower frequency bands are clear during the daytime, and the higher frequency bands are clear at night.

A marker generator capable of generating squarewaves of 100 kHz, 50 kHz, and 25 kHz was built from plans found in the 1988 ARRL Handbook. Use a frequency counter to find the approximate location of the first multiple of 100 kHz on the dial. Start by tuning on the WBR and allowing it to warm up for at least 30 minutes. Rotate R17 until the WBR oscillates. Back off R16 until oscillation stops, then advanced it until the set almost oscillates. Set the marker generator to 100 kHz and turn it on.

Loosely couple the output of the marker generator to the antenna of the WBR. A wire from the output of the marker generator placed near the WBR’s antenna should be adequate. A signal that is strong enough to be received but weak enough that the regeneration control can be set to its most sensitive position is desired. Turn C32 (TUNE) slightly until a weak signal is heard as a rushing sound or a hum. If no signal is heard, increase the coupling to the marker generator and try again. When a signal is heard, turn the marker generator off and on to verify the origin of the signal. Using a pencil, lightly mark the point on the dial. Move the tuning capacitor up the dial and mark the next 100-kHz point.

When all the 100-kHz points are marked, switch the marker generator to 50 kHz and mark points between the 100-kHz points. Make those points distinguishable from the 100-kHz points. Once the 50 kHz points have been marked, switch the marker generator to 25 kHz and add those points. When all the points for all bands are on the dial, remove the dial from the radio, write over the dial markings in ink and add the frequency numbers. Erase any pencil markings left visible.

Spray the completed dial with clear lacquer or cover with a clear plastic sheet. The finished dial should look something like the one in Fig. 7. If the receiver drifts out of calibration, adjust the appropriate trimmer capacitor (C23-C31) until the stations appear in the correct place for each band.

Using the WBR. A regenerative radio does not operate like a superhet. It requires more adjustment to properly receive a given station. That is part of the charm of this vintage circuit. Once the technique is learned, the receiver can be easily operated.

The narrowest bandwidth and highest sensitivity is obtained when the regeneration control is set just below the point of oscillation. The optimum setting of the regeneration control changes as the receiver is tuned to different frequencies. As the tuning capacitor is tuned up in frequency (less capacitance), the regeneration control has to be backed off to prevent oscillation.

Turn the radio on, select an appropriate band, extend the antenna to its maximum length, turn the volume (R24) all the way up, rotate C32 to the minimum capacitance (highest frequency) position, set R16 to its center position, rotate R17 until the receiver oscillates and back off until the set just stops oscillating.

Rotate C32 to tune down the scale until a station is heard. Adjust R16 for maximum sensitivity; back off R24 if the station is too loud. When a different station is tuned, it will be necessary to readjust R16 for optimum reception. Potentiometer R17 should need readjusting only when the set is switched to a different band.

To use a frequency counter, connect the counter to J4 and J5 of the WBR. Very strong stations will provide enough signal at the counter output to produce an accurate station-frequency reading. To use the counter for weaker stations, tune in a station and turn up the regeneration control until the receiver oscillates. Going into oscillation causes the frequency to drop a few kHz. Tune up the band slightly until the oscillator produces a beat note against the station. Adjust C32 for minimum frequency (pitch) of the beat note. Then read the frequency on the counter. If the band is congested, this procedure cannot be used but the approximate frequency can still be determined.

If the sensitivity is too low for a given situation, add a few feet of wire to the whip. If an indoor or outdoor long-wire antenna is available, wrap two turns of the insulated wire around the whip to create a loose couple. Directly connecting a long-wire antenna to the whip will usually result in the receiver being overloaded.

When the WBR was being developed, I tuned in a ham operator on 40-meter LSB (lower sideband) from Miami who was describing to other hams the conditions as Hurricane Andrew moved onto the Florida coast. A few days later, the same hurricane hit near my location in Louisiana.

For receiving LSB, locate the station using the same procedure as used for AM stations. Then turn up the fine regeneration control until the receiver oscillates continuously. Turn the tuning capacitor slightly up in frequency then slowly tune down until the operator’s voice is intelligible. Changing the fine regeneration control slightly may be helpful for obtaining a good signal. The required tuning is delicate.

Receiving USB is the same except that the tuning capacitor must be tuned up the band until the speech is intelligible. CW (Morse code) stations will be heard in the vicinity of amateur voice stations. Like SSB they are received with the radio oscillating. Often several code stations will be heard at once, but the audio tone of each will be different.
Detector velocity, and even to detect moving waves reduces it. The received frequency, while stretching the compressed or stretched as they caused by the waves being either passes, and moves away? The perceived change in frequency as the vehicle approaches, or car horn appears to alter in frequency emitted or reflected off of a moving object, the frequency of the waves will be different from those emitted or reflected when the object is stationary.

Circuit Description. The Microwave Motion Detector is nothing more than a combination transmitter/receiver circuit that's built around four transistors, and a quad op-amp. A schematic diagram of the Microwave Motion Detector is shown in Fig. 1. In that circuit, Q3 (a 2SC2570 high-frequency NPN silicon transistor) is configured as a free-running (astable) RF oscillator that is designed to operate at the low end of the microwave band (approximately 1 GHz).

The microwave signal developed by the oscillator follows two paths. In one path, the microwave signal is applied to D1, a 1SS99 Schottky barrier diode, which is designed for operation at low microwave frequencies. At the same time, the microwave signal is applied to AN1 and is radiated outward in an omni-directional pattern, filling the surrounding area with microwave signals.

The radiated microwave signals, upon contacting an object within the covered area, are reflected back to the antenna. The frequency of the reflected signal depends on the object's direction of movement. (The motion detector doesn't care which direction is taken by the object; it is only interested in the frequency shift that results because of that movement.) The antenna, in turn, picks up the reflected signal, and feeds it to D1, where it is mixed with the originally radiated signal to produce both a sum and difference signal at D1's cathode.

The sum frequency is bypassed to ground via capacitor C8, leaving only the difference frequency. The difference output to diode D2, which rectifies the positive half cycle of the input waveform, producing a series of positive-going pulses. The rectified output of D2 charges C17 (to some unspecified value), during the positive alternation of the signal.

At the same time, a voltage equal to the charge on C17 is applied to pin 5 of U1-b, which is wired as a comparator. During the negative half cycle, the charge on C17 is bled to ground through R17 and U1-a. Components C17 and R17 determine the "on" time of U1-b. Larger values of either C17 or R17 result in a longer on time for U1-b.

Each time that the voltage at pin 5 of U1-b exceeds the reference voltage on pin 6, the output of U1-b at pin 7 swings positive. The pin-7 output is applied to the gate terminal of Q4 (a BS170 N-channel MOSFET) and causes it to turn on and off. Each time that Q4 turns on, a ground path (though Q4) for LED1 is completed, causing it to turn on and off, as the input signal dictates. Transistor Q4 can...
Fig. 1. The Microwave Motion Detector is essentially a combination transmitter/receiver circuit built around four transistors, and a quad op-amp.

PARTS LIST FOR THE MICROWAVE MOTION DETECTOR

**SEMI CONDUCTORS**

U1—LM324 quad op-amp, integrated circuit
Q1, Q2—2N3904 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor
Q3—2SC2570 high-frequency, NPN silicon transistor (or NEC NE02132E)
Q4—BS170P-ND N-Channel, enhancement, TMOS FET (Digi-Key)
D1—1SS99 Schottky barrier diode (NEC). See text.
D2—1N914 or IN4148 general-purpose, small-signal, silicon diode
LED1—Green light-emitting diode

**RESISTORS**

(All fixed resistors are ¥½-watt, 5% units.)
R1, R15—470-ohm
R2—220-ohm
R3—47,000-ohm
R4, R14, R16, R19, R21—10,000-ohm
R5, R17, R18—100,000-ohm
R6, R7, R11, R20—1,000-ohm
R8—10,000-ohm PC-mount ¥½-watt potentiometer (see text)
R9, R10—1-megohm
R12—4,700-ohm
R13—470,000-ohm

**CAPACITORS**

C1, C2, C9, C10, C13, C14—10-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C3, C8, C15, C18—0.01-µF, ceramic-disc
C4—220-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C5—22-pF, ceramic-disc
C6, C7—2.2-pF, ceramic-disc
C11, C12, C20—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc
C16, C17—1.0-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
C19—1,000-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**

J1—Molex WM 3303 6-pin female PC board connector (Digi-Key)
Printed-circuit materials, enclosure, 9—15 volt DC power source, solder, hardware, etc.

*Note:* The following items are available from Ramsey Electronics, Inc. (793 Canning Parkway, Victor, NY 14564; Tel. 716-924-4560): A complete kit of parts for the Microwave Motion Detector (MD-3BP), including printed-circuit board (but not the case or control knobs)—$19.95; an etched and drilled printed-circuit board only (MD-3PCBP)—$10.00; a Special Parts Kit (MD-3SPKBP) containing all semiconductors, R8, and J1—$12.50; a custom case and knob set (CMD-BP)—$14.95, optional Siren Kit (SM-3BP) including printed-circuit board and manual—$3.95; optional Universal Timer Kit (UT-5BP) including printed-circuit board and manual—$7.95. Please add $3 for orders under $20, plus $4.95 postage/handling. New York residents, please add appropriate sales tax.
be safely operated at voltage levels as high as 50 volts DC and current levels of 250 mA. Capacitor C20 is included in the circuit to provide transient suppression for stability.

The output of the Microwave Motion Detector (via pins 5 and 6 of J1) can be used to drive any number of signaling devices, timers, counters, etc. More on that later.

Power for the circuit is supplied through J1 (a multi-conductor jack) from an external source of 9–15 volts. The external source voltage is regulated by Q1 and Q2. That transistor regulator circuit also provides the reference voltage used by comparator U1-b. In the regulator portion of the circuit, the reverse-biased base-emitter junction of Q2 behaves like a low-power Zener diode, with a breakdown voltage in the 6- to 8-volt range. Capacitor C19 is used to filter the external power source to assure a clean and smooth source of current.

**Construction.** The Microwave Motion Detector was assembled on a printed-circuit measuring about 4 × 4 ¼ inches. Because of the critical nature of microwave-circuit wiring, where lead lengths and ground connections can effect circuit operation, don't try building this project without using the printed-circuit board layout. And don't be alarmed when looking at the printed-circuit board pads that connect the anode of D1 and the antenna to what looks like ground. That short "etched stripline," is carefully designed to function as a small inductor at the selected microwave frequency, forming part of the resonant tank circuit for the microwave oscillator (Q3)

Figure 2 shows a full-size template of the Microwave Motion Detector’s printed-circuit board layout. You can etch your own board from the template provided and gather your own parts, or you can order the board only or a kit (which includes an etched and pre-drilled, printed circuit board and all the components, but no case) from the supplier listed in the Parts List.

Although most of the parts for this project are commonly available through conventional electronic-component suppliers, some of them may be difficult to find. A source for the more difficult-to-find parts is indicated in the Parts List. The difficult-to-find parts (such as Q3, D1, and R8) are available in a “Special Parts Kit” from the listed source. If you opt to gather your own parts, or you plan to use what you have on hand, keep in mind that the printed-circuit board layout was designed to accommodate the special mounting or specific dimensions of J1 and R8.

In any event, once you have the printed-circuit board and all of the parts, assemble the Microwave Motion Detector according to the placement diagram shown Fig. 3. When assembling the Microwave Motion Detector, take special care that polarity-sensitive components (electrolytic capacitors, diodes, transistors, and the integrated circuit) are installed in the right direction.

Once you’ve determined that the circuit has been correctly assembled, it’s time to consider the enclosure that will house the Microwave Motion Detector. The circuit can be housed in any enclosure of your own choosing. However, if you prefer, an optional case and knob kit is available from the supplier listed in the Parts List. The sturdy black plastic instrument case is supplied with neatly lettered front and rear panels, knobs, rubber feet and mounting screws.

If you choose a case other than the one available from the listed supplier, it will be necessary to drill holes in the front panel of the enclosure to accommodate the shaft of R8 and LED1’s lens. Once that’s taken care of, it will be necessary to make a cutout in the rear panel for the output connector.
Fig. 3. Once you have the printed-circuit board and all of the parts, assemble the Microwave Motion Detector according to this parts-placement diagram. Note when assembling the circuit, take special care that the polarized components are properly oriented.

J1, and a small hole in the top of the enclosure for the antenna. Once properly prepared, the cabinet's front and rear panels can be labeled using dry-transfer lettering.

**Testing and Tune Up.** Testing the Microwave Motion Detector requires nothing more than a stable source of direct current of from 9 to 15 volts. There should be no tendency for the voltage to drop when under load. While the Detector uses only about 15 mA on standby, it draws about 30 mA when triggered. That difference is enough to affect the operation of the circuit when using a typical small 9-volt transistor radio battery—even an alkaline unit. The effect is that once triggered, the Detector output keeps retriggering itself due to the on-off voltage change. For the same reason, use short leads when feeding power to the circuit through J1. Connect +9–15 volts DC to pin 1 of J1, and connect pin 2 of J1 to the ground terminal of the DC supply.

Rotate R8 fully counter-clockwise to the minimum-sensitivity position and the LED extinguish. Slowly rotate R8 clockwise until the LED lights. Back off R8 until the LED just goes out. Now move your hand near the antenna: you should see the LED light up. Moving either toward or away from the Detector should trigger it. The LED should stay lit for only about one second. Adjust R8 for the desired sensitivity.

Figure 4 shows how the Motion Detector can be wired to use a transistor radio as a signaling device; other, more practical applications will be discussed later on, but this set-up is useful for testing. The positive terminal

Fig. 4. The detector can easily be tested by using a transistor radio as a signaling device. Simply wire the two devices together as shown here, and turn on the radio. When the detector is triggered, power will be applied to the radio, turning it on.

Fig. 5. The output of the detector can be used to trigger a timer (as shown in A), or to drive a siren (as shown in B). The timer and siren circuits can be obtained in kit form from the supplier listed in the Parts List.
of the 9-volt battery. J1 is connected to the negative side of the radio going to pin 5 of J1. Pin 6 of the positive supply input of a transistor battery (which is used as an inverter), is connected to the ground-return path for that same circuit.

The detector is extremely sensitive to its surroundings. For instance, you might want to activate an alarm for a period of time after the motion is detected. That's fairly easy to do. Try placing a 12-×12-inch metal plate about 4 inches behind the Microwave Motion Detector's antenna. That sharpens the detection beam forward of the plate and reduces it behind the plate. You may wish to experiment with different sizes of plates placed at different distances from the antenna.

**Interface Circuits.** The Microwave Motion Detector's output transistor, Q4, provides only a short switched "on" time when motion is sensed. You have probably asked the question, how do I make it do something other than just make the LED blink?

For instance, you might want to activate an alarm for a period of time after the motion is detected. That's easily accomplished using a solid-state timer, such as the popular 555 oscillator/timer, offered in the Parts List. The UT-5 can be wired as either a timer or an oscillator. Figure 5A shows how the two circuits are wired together.

When the UT-5 is wired as a timer, a variable resistor and several supplied capacitors allow you to set "on" times of from several seconds to several minutes with a single trigger pulse. The output of the UT-5 can be used to trigger a relay or alarm siren.

If you'd prefer to have the Microwave Motion Detector drive a siren directly, one is offered (the SM-3 Police Siren) in the Parts List. The connections for the siren and the Motion Detector are shown in Fig. 5B. The Siren sounds with an upward wall whenever the PNP transistor turns on, connecting pin 4 to the positive supply voltage.

In that circuit, a 10k pull-up resistor is tied to the base of the transistor, holding it at cutoff. Whenever the Detector is triggered, the base of the PNP transistor is pulled to ground, allowing the transistor to conduct. That places a positive voltage on pin 4, causing the siren to sound. When the Detector turns off, positive voltage is removed from pin 4 of the siren, turning it off. The total sounding time of the siren is roughly twice the detector's on time.

Figures 6A and 6B show typical transistor driver circuits triggered by the Motion Detector in a similar fashion. The circuit in Fig. 6A is designed to deliver a positive output voltage to the circuit that follows. The circuit in Fig. 6B, with the aid of a second transistor (which is used as an inverter), is designed to complete the ground-return path for the circuit that follows.

Figure 7 shows how the Microwave Motion Detector can be used to trigger a relay. If that scheme is used, just be sure to note the limits of 50 volts DC or 250 mA at pin 5 of J1. Of course, if a higher capacity is required, the small relay of the circuit in Fig. 7 can be used to trigger one that's capable of handling the heavier load.

Another application for the motion detector might be to connect a tape recorder with a recorded message (or perhaps the sound of a barking dog) to the circuit using the scheme outlined back in Fig. 4. Then with the recorder turned on and set to the playback mode, when the motion detector senses movement, the recorder will play the message.

**Fig. 6.** The output of the motion detector can be used to trigger a transistor driver circuit, like those shown here. The one in A is designed to deliver a positive output voltage to the circuit that follows, while the one in B is designed to complete the ground-return path for that same circuit.

**Fig. 7.** The Microwave Motion Detector's output can also be used to trigger a relay.

Modifications. If you find that the detector seems to constantly retrigger at the medium- or high-sensitivity settings, try adding a 0.1-μF non-polarized capacitor across pins 5 and 6 of J1.

The antenna may be tweaked to maximize the detector's range by simply clipping or adding ¼-inch lengths of wire to the antenna, while checking for a range improvement. Typically, the detector should have enough sensitivity to pick up an adult walking at a normal pace from 10 to 12 feet away in a clear room. Note that room characteristics can affect range.

You may wish to shape the pickup pattern of the Microwave Motion Detector. That's fairly easy to do. Try placing a 12-×12-inch metal plate about 4 inches behind the Microwave Motion Detector's antenna. That sharpens the detection beam forward of the plate and reduces it behind the plate. You may wish to experiment with different sizes of plates placed at different distances from the antenna.
Build a

Computer-Controlled A/B Switch

Our simple computer-controlled A/B switch makes it easy to switch any pair of AC or DC signals, including RS-232 signals.

BY JOHN YACONO AND MARC SPIWAK

It would seem that there are two general types of computer owners: power users with up-to-the-minute hardware and those that get by with slightly older equipment. However, both types eventually end up with a stockpile of hardware; advanced users quickly amass hardware because they want to, while modest users accumulate wares because they have to upgrade just to remain moderately current.

Once you end up with enough surplus hardware, old and/or new, it seems pretty natural to want to connect at least some of it (terminals, modems, printers) together, if for no other reason than the versatility that such a mini-network can provide. That usually leads to the purchase of a couple of A/B switches to permit you to configure new set ups on the fly.

Unfortunately, simple A/B switches must be directly operated by the user. That is pretty inconvenient if you’re working from a remote terminal. Besides, your computer should “know” what resources you need and automatically provide them for you—shouldn’t it? After all, let’s say that you have two computers or terminals sharing a modem. It would be nice if the A/B switch between them automatically switched to the computer that’s presently running communications software. An A/B switch like that could even be used in a similar way to allow two computers to share a serial printer.

The Computer-Controlled A/B Switch presented in this article is such a device. In fact, it’s one of the most versatile communication devices that you’ll find. It can direct just about any pair of AC and/or DC signals. With it, power users can use one to multiplex input to a data-acquisition board, and more common folks can redirect audio signals between their home-entertainment components. Further still, just about anything possible with a double-pole, double-throw switch rated for 350 volts at 120-mA AC or 200-mA DC can be done with our A/B Switch.

The device was originally designed to allow a computer to disconnect one device on a three-wire RS-232 communications link and switch to another device on the line. (Specifically, the unit would interrupt a communication between two modems so the computer could communicate with one of them). However, after the prototype was working, we found that by re-wiring the “contacts and poles” of the switch, its operation could be modified for use in many other applications. In this article we’ll show you how to build, configure, and (if necessary) write software to “A/B switch” almost any pair of signals.

Circuit Operation. The A/B Switch circuit is the electronic equivalent of the double-pole double-throw switch shown in Fig. 1. Refer back to that figure (the labels on the poles and contacts) from time to time as we discuss the actual A/B Switch circuit.

The Switch’s schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2. Note that key points in the schematic bear the same labels (Continued on page 34)
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Fig. 1. The A/B switch is very similar to a standard double-pole, double-throw switch, like the one shown here.

As you can see, each diode is connected in series with (and in between) the inputs of two optocouplers. Also note that the two series-connected optocoupler-diode-optocoupler legs of the circuit are connected back-to-back (i.e., with opposite polarity) between the control input and ground. In that configuration, U1 and U2 will turn on whenever the control voltage is positive, and U3 and U4 will turn on when the control voltage is negative. When any one of the optocouplers is on, its output pins short to simulate switching action.

The circuit wired as shown in Fig. 2 is fine for AC signals, but it can be modified for enhanced DC performance. The necessary modifications are shown in Fig. 3. The revised circuit operates just like the AC circuit, but wiring the optocoupler outputs as shown permits them to handle more current and yields faster switching action. However, you must obey the polarity indicators to wire the device properly.

If desired, one pole of the circuit can be wired to handle AC with the other pole configured for enhanced DC operation. For example, U1 and U3 can be wired for AC, as shown back in Fig. 2, while U2 and U4 can be wired for DC as in Fig. 3, or vice versa.

One benefit of using optocouplers in an application like this is the isolation provided between the device generating the control signal and the signal lines. The incidental isolation will protect the controlling device from harmful voltages (perhaps due to a nearby lightning strike) on the signal line up to 3750 volts! Since the controlling device will likely be a computer or terminal, that sort of protection is very nice indeed.

Our Application. Take a look at the version of the A/B Switch circuit shown in Fig. 4. Note that pins 2 and 3 of J3 (the connector to modem 2) are connected to the poles of the switch. That way, the circuit can switch J3 (the poles) between J1 (which you can think of as position A) and J2 (or position B).

The switch receives its control signal from pin 20 of J1, which supports the data-terminal ready (DTR) line on the computer. (The reason that we used the DTR line will be explained a little later.) The DTR line causes one pair of optocouplers to turn on when...
positive, and the other pair to turn on when negative (remember, RS-232 ports use bipolar signals).

If we wanted one of the modems to have control of the switch instead of the computer, we could have used pin 20 of J2 or J3. While that's not what we wanted, you should keep that in mind when sizing up your own needs.

Wired as shown, the state of pin 20 from the computer controls the switch's "position." That allows the computer to disconnect modem 2 from modem 1 and get its full attention.

If you wish to use the circuit for computer communications, please keep in mind that the switch should connect transmit lines to receive lines, and vice versa. In other words, the switch should not attempt to connect two transmit pins together, or two receive pins together. See the documentation for your peripherals to determine their pin functions. By the way, if you make a wiring mistake, don't worry; RS-232 devices are designed so that they cannot be damaged by such mistakes.

If you will be using DB9 connectors in place of the DB25s we used, you should again check the peripheral's manual to determine the identity of the transmit and receive pins. However, we can tell you right off the bat that pin 4 on that connector is for the DTR line, and pin 5 is ground.

**Automatic and Programmed Control.** The DTR line was chosen to control the switch because that line changes states as soon as any standard communications software is ready to run. That makes the action of the switch automatic: if the controlling computer runs communications software, the A/B Switch will change states when the program toggles the DTR line.

For less-automated control of the switch, you could run a program like one of the ones shown in Listing 1, which are available from the authors (see the Parts List for ordering information). The four programs shown are (structurally speaking) identical. They differ only in the communications port they affect. The program shown in A works for COM1, the one in B for COM2, C affects COM3, and D is for COM4. It should go without saying that the program of choice must run on the controlling computer or terminal.

Since the programs are almost identical, we'll just discuss the one in A. (If you are not familiar with accessing ports, see "Programming Serial Ports," in the August, 1993 issue of *Popular Electronics* for more information). The first two instructions simply preserve the contents of the AX and DX regis-
ters (special-purpose memory locations in the CPU) by "pushing them onto the stack" (storing them in another special location). The third instruction places the hexadecimal number "3FC" into the DX register. That number is the address of the byte that controls the DTR line. In the next step, the value stored in the address in DX (to be literal, the value stored at address 3FC in hexadecimal) is placed in the lower half of the AX register (the lower half is denoted "AL").

We now seek to toggle the bit that controls the DTR line. That would be the least-significant bit of the number that was taken from address 3FC, which is now in AL. To toggle that bit,

you simply take the exclusive xor of 1 and the value in AL, which is performed by the next instruction. Now that the value of AL has been appropriately altered, it replaces the old value in 3FC as soon as the OUT instruction is performed. The DX and AX registers are then restored to their initial values by "popping them off the stack" (retrieving them from the special location mentioned before) and the program terminates. The state of the DTR line will change each time this program is run, toggling the A/B switch.

**Determining Your Needs.** Table 1 has been provided mainly to assist you in configuring your switch for RS-232 applications, although it does have limited use for other applications. In particular, the table will help you configure the connector wiring. Let's discuss how to fill-in the table.

Start by mentally designating the device being switched as the "pole" device, one of the other devices as unit "A," and the remaining one as unit "B." Now examine each peripheral in turn to determine the connector it requires (DB9 or DB25) and fill-in the first blank column of Table 1. The connectors you list there should be on your shopping list for the project.

In the ground-pin column, place a 5 in each row with a DB9 connector, and/or a 7 for each DB25 connector. That column now indicates the appropriate ground pin for each connector. Determine which device (the pole, A, or B) will have control of the switch. In the row for that device under the control-pin column, place a 20 if the device uses a DB25 connector, or a 4 if the device uses a DB9 connector.

That tells you which pin on which connector carries the control signal. Leave the other two spaces in that column blank or cross them out as the other connectors will not generate a control signal.

For the last two columns, you'll need to check the documentation for your peripherals. You must find out which pin (pin 2 or pin 3) is used for transmission and which is for reception on each device. Fill the last columns with those pin numbers accordingly. In general, computers use pin 2 for

**PARTS LIST FOR THE COMPUTER-CONTROLLED A/B SWITCH**

U1-U4—LCA110 opto-MOS telecom switch
D1, D2—IN4148 general-purpose small-signal silicon diode
Printed-circuit board. DB9 and/or DB25 connectors as needed (see text), ribbon or other suitable cable. IC sockets, case and mounting hardware, solder, etc.

**TABLE 1—CONFIGURATION CHART**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Required Connectors (DB9 or DB25)</th>
<th>Ground Pins (5 or 7)</th>
<th>Control Pin (One Entry Only)</th>
<th>Receive Pin Numbers</th>
<th>Transmit Pin Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 5.** You can use this foil pattern to build your own A/B switch, or order the board, kits, etc. from the listed supplier.

**Fig. 6.** Follow this parts placement diagram to stuff the board for AC use (such for true RS-232 applications or audio projects).
Fig. 7. To use the switch for DC operation, this method of stuffing the board will yield a device that is faster and capable of handling higher current.

Here’s what the inside of the A/B switch looks like. Note the compactness of the design.

transmit and pin 3 for receive when they have a DB25 connector, and just the opposite when they have a DB9 connector. Most modems are entirely the opposite: they use pin 3 for transmit and pin 2 for receive over a DB25 connector, and vice versa for a DB9 connector.

Construction. Now that we understand how the A/B switch works, it’s time to build one. A printed-circuit board should be used. Not only will using a printed-circuit board save you time and lessen the chance of wiring errors, it will also eliminate the possibility of signals interfering with one another. If you want to make your own printed-circuit board, you can use the foil pattern shown in Fig. 5. Otherwise, printed-circuit boards, kits, and fully assembled units are available from the source mentioned in the Parts List.

If, as we talked about before, you want to use the A/B switch for AC (like RS-232 and audio applications), follow the parts-placement diagram in Fig. 6, and wire your connectors using Fig. 1 as a guide. However, to use the switch for DC operation, the configuration shown in Fig. 7 will yield a device that is faster and capable of handling higher current. (Please observe the proper polarity of the outputs for DC use.) As mentioned earlier, you can even wire half the unit for AC and the other half for DC signals.

For strict RS-232 applications, you should follow the parts-placement diagram in Fig. 6 to stuff the board (that illustration omits the jumpers of Fig. 7). Connect the grounds and the control line guided by Table 1. Connect the transmit and receive lines from the pole device to poles 1 and 2, respectively. Connect the receive and transmit pins of the A device to A1 and A2, respectively (again guided by the table). Also use the table to help you connect the receive and transmit pins of the B device to B1 and B2, respectively, and the wiring is complete. The finished board can now be installed in any case you like.

---
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If you experiment with audio circuits or are involved with audio-equipment repair, the Test Bench Amplifier described in this article may be just what you need. At the heart of the circuit is a high-efficiency, audio power amplifier, coupled with a few support components. The circuit includes options for either or both internal and external power sources.

The Test Bench Amplifier can be used to boost low-level signals enough to drive a speaker, or it can be coupled with an AC voltmeter (with the speaker muted) for adjusting a circuit for peak output. The Test Bench Amplifier can also be used as a high-frequency RF-signal tracer; when used in that capacity, it renders AM signals audible. For experimenters, it can be used as a general-purpose power op-amp with a 300 kHz bandwidth.

**About the Circuit.** Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the Test Bench Amplifier (which is designed as a "building block" to allow it to easily be incorporated into a myriad of other projects). The circuit is built around an LM386 low-voltage, audio power amplifier (U1), which is easy to use, stable, and requires very few support components. The LM386 can deliver up to 0.4 watts with harmonic distortion below 1%. It can be powered from a supply voltage of anywhere from 4 to 12 volts, and has a quiescent current drain of 3 mA, making it ideally suited to battery-powered projects.

The minimum voltage gain of the LM386 is internally set at 20 (26 dB); however, by adding C2 (a 10-μF capacitor connected across pins 1 and 8 of U1, shunting an internal resistor), the voltage gain is increased to 200 (46 dB).

For some applications needing adjustable gain, a 5k potentiometer added in series with C2 will smoothly set the voltage gain between 20–200. Capacitor C1 is used as an audio-input coupler, which provides DC-voltage isolation from the audio source. Potentiometer R3 serves as a volume control and sets the input impedance of the amplifier at 10k. The LM386 has an input impedance of 50k. If your application requires a higher input impedance, select a larger value for R3.

A corresponding value resistor should be inserted in the circuit between U1 pin 2 and ground that reflects the resistance in the U1, pin-3 circuit. It isn't needed if R3 is below 25k. The series circuit of R1 and C5 provides a bit of bass boost to overcome the limited frequency response of small speakers. You may want to shift the values somewhat to tailor the sound to your speaker or leave the parts off altogether. Don't leave off the snubber network of C6 and R2, which keeps the LM386 stable by compensating for the inductance of the speaker. Leaving out that network can result in distorted sound, excessive current drain, and RF interference.

Capacitor C3 provides bypassing of the internal bias network in U1's input-amplifier stage. Capacitor C7 couples the audio signal at U1 pin 5 to the speaker, while providing DC-path isolation. The pin-5 voltage without an audio signal is at ½ the DC supply. Components D1, C8, and R5 form a wideband radio-frequency (RF), amplitude-modulated (AM) detector circuit. Almost any AM signal applied to the project's input when S2 is in the RF (open) position will be converted to an audio signal that can be heard from the speaker. Note that D1 is a germanium diode; a silicon type, such as a 1N914 or similar unit, will not work here.

When S2 is closed, shorting D1, audio signals pass freely. Opening S3 mutes the loudspeaker audio, thus isolating the amplifier so that it can be used alone or with a level-indicating device; SPKR1 can be used as a test speaker since it is isolated from the other circuitry.

**Getting It Together.** To minimize cir-
If you follow the board-stuffing sequence of the lowest profile components first (resistors and U1, followed by the capacitors, and finishing with C7 and R3), the assembly will proceed easily.

The terminals of R3 (the large volume-control potentiometer) and the wiring that connects the off-board components to the main chassis are soldered to the oversized pads distributed around the edge of the circuit board. Solder a short wire from ground to the case of R3 to help prevent noise from entering the input circuitry through the body of the control. As you assemble your project, be sure to keep all leads short. The input leads (preferably of shielded cable) should be isolated from the output and power wiring to reduce the chance of feedback problems.

The front panel of the author's model is metal so only one ground connection was needed for all of the input/output connectors. If your version is plastic, be sure to add the appropriate ground connections. Again, note that D1 is a germanium diode; a heat sink should be placed on the diode's leads, about ¼ inch away from the body of the unit, when soldering to avoid possible damage from excessive heat.

**A Word on Power.** The LM386 consumes very little power at idle, increasing to about 75 mA when driven to full volume. An input signal of about 10 millivolts is sufficient to drive the speaker to full volume. The LM386's low power consumption makes it suitable for battery power.

The internal resistance of the battery...
Have you ever been annoyed by a phone that constantly rings off the hook while you were trying to devote your attention elsewhere. To make matters worse, it seems that most of those calls are from people you did not wish to speak with. You can, and at times probably have, broken down and turned off the bell on your phone just to get a little peace and quiet. The only problem with that solution is that you are then completely cut off from the outside world and even important calls from friends or family can't get through.

There are a number of companies that are now offering a device that will display the number of the calling party for you to view prior to picking up the telephone (called "Caller ID"). That is nice, but even if you can determine that you don't want to answer the call, your peace has already been invaded by the ringing of the telephone and the act of getting up to see whose number is displayed on the screen.

There is a better solution. The Call Block described in this article is a device that connects between your telephone and the telephone wall jack and prevents the phone from ringing unless the telephone number of the person calling matches one of the numbers you have entered into its memory. For maximum versatility, an answering machine can be placed on the same line to handle those calls that do not qualify to ring the phone; those can be dealt with later on at your own convenience. The unit can be used in conjunction with a Caller-ID display unit

A list of up to 62 different telephone numbers can be easily entered into the non-volatile memory using a tone-dialed phone without changing the initial hook-up of the Call Block unit. The memory is broken up into two separate directories with an external switch used to select which one will be active. One of the directories can be used to hold a large list of numbers from people whom you wish to allow to ring your phone on a daily basis, while the other directory can be used for a more selective list of the most important callers for those times when you want more privacy. Because the Call Block's memory is stored in an EEPROM, all telephone numbers programmed into memory will stay there even if the power is interrupted.

About Caller ID. With the recent implementation of the service known as CND (Calling Number Delivery) on most major phone networks, it is now possible to receive data about the calling party prior to picking up the phone. That data is what is used by the many Caller ID units now hitting the market, and it is what makes this circuit possible. CND is a subscriber feature that transmits data (date, time, number) about the calling party during the silent period between the first and second ring. You must subscribe to the service or no data will be received, but once you have subscribed, you will receive the data on all calls regardless of whether the caller subscribes or not. Call your local phone company to get more information about getting CND on your line.

The date and time information is sent on all calls, but the actual calling number will only be available from parties who are calling from within your area. At the present time, "your area" consists of local calls that originate from where CND is available, but will soon be set up to include long-distance calls made from wherever CND is available. As more and more telephone companies upgrade their equipment, the list of callers outside "your area" will continue to decrease.

The actual data sent over the telephone line is a burst of modem tones using 1200 Hz as a logical 1 (mark) and 2200 Hz as a logical 0 (space). The data stream begins with a "Channel-Seizure" signal that consists of a block of 300 alternating mark/space bits used by the receiver as an indication that data will soon follow. That is followed immediately by 180 mark bits, that allows time for the receiver to set up for the first word. Each data word is 8-bits long (least significant bit transmitted first), and is preceded by a start bit (space) and followed by a stop bit (mark). In addition, up to 10 mark bits may be added between words.

The portion of the message that contains the calling number is preceded by a "type code" of 04(hex). The first word to follow is a "length" word that indicates the number of the words in the message. Following the length word, the date, time, (in 24-hour format), and the telephone number is sent in ASCII format. Finally, a "checksum" word is sent. For example, 01-15-94 2:30pm 513-555-1212 would be sent as follows:

\[\text{<type> <length> 01159414305135551212 <checksum>}\]
**Circuit Theory.** The circuit is made possible by U2, Motorola's new Calling-Line Identification Receiver chip (part no. MC145447), which receives the modem-like tones from the telephone line and decodes them. Figure 1 shows the timing relationship between the data sent over the phone line (top), and the various output pins of that IC.

When a ring pulse is detected on the phone line, the RING DETECT pin (pin 12) goes low. About ½ second after the end of the ring, the channel-seizure signal (shown as 0101) causes the CARRIER DETECT pin (pin 13) to go low. The “1” shown after the “0101” represents the series of marks that are sent to the telephone and pulls the voltage on R10 low when the phone is lifted off hook. Transistor Q2 is used as a switch to turn LED1 on and off, which indicates when the circuit is in the programming mode.

Power is taken from a 9-VDC wall adapter and is regulated by U6, a low-current 5-volt regulator, and filtered by capacitors C13-C15. To allow the telephone's keypad to be used, current is supplied to the telephone through R9 when the circuit is in the programming mode.

The heart of the circuit is U1, a PIC16C55 EPROM-based 8-bit CMOS microcontroller manufactured by Microchip. That microcontroller has one 4-bit and two 8-bit I/O ports, with each I/O pin being configured separately as either an input or output through software commands. The chip has 512 × 12 bits of EPROM memory to hold the operating program and 32 × 8 bits of data RAM used for working registers.

A block diagram of U1's operating program is shown in Fig. 3. For those who wish to program their own PIC, the .ASM and .OBJ code files are available in the PE Library on this magazine's BBS (516-293-2283, 8N1, up to 9600 bps), or a pre-programmed PIC16C55 microcontroller can be purchased from the source mentioned in the Parts List. A non-programmed chip along with a PIC programmer can be obtained from Digi-Key (701 Brooks Ave. South, PO Box 677, Thief River Falls, MN 56701-0677) and other sources.

The output pins of U2, as referred to in Fig. 1, are connected to U1 through the upper half of port B. U1 monitors the RING and CARRIER-DETECT pins and when a call is detected, U1 reads the calling party's number from U2, which is output serially through pin 15, and stores it in an internal register. The telephone number is then compared to the group of numbers stored in U4, a 93LC56 2K serial EEPROM also manufactured by Microchip. The 93LC56 uses a 4-line (CHIP SELECT, CLOCK, DATA IN, and DATA OUT) interface, which is connected to port A of U1. After a high is detected on the CHIP SELECT pin, data is then transferred to and from the 93LC56 on the positive transition of the CARRIER DET pin. Each read or write function is preceded by a start bit, an opcode (identifying the function to be performed, i.e. read, write, etc.) on 8-bit address, and the 8 bits of data that are being written to, or read from, that address. Immediately preceding and following all write operations, the microcontroller (U1) sends instructions to the 93LC56 that enables/disables the write function, thereby protecting the data afterwards.

When entering the programming mode, the telephone is disconnected from the phone line by the relay (K1) and is connected to the analog input (pin 7) of U3, a DTMF receiver manufactured by Motorola. Integrated-circuit U3 is used to decode the tones emitted by the telephone and place its 4-bit word equivalent on the lower half of U1’s port B. As each number is entered by the telephone, U1 reads the 4-bit word on port B and writes it to the EEPROM (U4) using port A. If the jumper (JU1) is installed, the microcontroller is configured to omit all area codes (both in programming and receiving), thereby simplifying the programming operation and allowing more numbers to be entered into memory.

**Construction.** The whole circuit, except for the switches and LED, fits nicely on a double-sided printed circuit board. The artwork is provided in Fig. 4 for those who wish to etch their own board, or you may purchase a pre-etched and drilled PCB from the source mentioned in the Parts List. Once you have obtained your board, identify the component side of the PCB board (which is marked), then refer to the parts-placement diagram shown in Fig. 5 to begin construction.
Start by installing and soldering the IC sockets for U1 through U4. Solder U5 and U6 directly to the board, using the component orientations shown in Fig. 5. Mount the rest of the components to the board, paying particular attention to C5, C13, D1, BR1, Q1, and Q2 to prevent installing them backwards. When soldering the crystal (XTAL1), leave a small space between the bottom of the crystal and the PC board. There is a chance that the metal case of the crystal could short the two solder pads together if it is pushed flush against the board when soldering.

At the time of this writing, CND (Calling Number Delivery) was not available on calls originating outside the local area code (at least not in the author's community). As mentioned, with JU1 in place, the microcontroller is configured to ignore the area codes on all incoming calls; only the last seven digits of each number in your list of telephone numbers will have to be entered into memory. In the future, when the CND link has been extended nationwide, you can simply remove the jumper and re-enter your list of telephone numbers using their area codes.

After all components are soldered to the board, inspect both sides for solder bridges or cold solder joints, which appear as dull blobs of solder, and correct if necessary. Carefully plug U1 through U4 into their sockets, making sure that they are oriented correctly. Make sure that all IC's are seated correctly with no pins bent or misaligned.

Cut four pieces of insulated hookup wire, about 6-inches long, and twist them into pairs, then solder one end of each pair to the board terminals labeled S1 and S2. Cut two pieces of different-colored wire to the same length, and twist and solder them to the LED terminals on the board (take care to note which color is connected to the cathode terminal and which is connected to the anode terminal).

The two telephone cords that plug into the telephone and into the wall jack can be made from a single phone cord with a modular plug on each end (such cords are available from Radio Shack and elsewhere) by cutting it in half. Label one cord to WALL JACK and solder its red and green wires to terminals J1 and J2. Label the other cord to TELEPHONE and solder its red and green wires to the terminals labeled J3 and J4. Note that the yellow and black wires on both cords are not used. Use an AC wall adapter with an output of 9VDC, such as the Radio Shack 273-1455; cut the coaxial plug off the end of the output cord and solder the "+" and "-" wires to the appropriate terminals on the board.

The size of the PC board and the location of the mounting holes are such that it will mount directly into a plastic enclosure available from Digi-
Fig. 3. This flowchart shows how UI's operating program works. A pre-programmed microcontroller is available from the source mentioned in the Parts List.

Key (part no. SR131G-ND), but it is not critical that you use that box. Any enclosure large enough to accommodate the board and front-panel mounted switches will do.

Drill a hole in the top of the enclosure for the LED, and two holes for the switches. Label the enclosure accordingly, using dry-transfer lettering (available from art or office-supply stores), and mount the switches and LED to the enclosure and connect them to the appropriate points on the board using the wire pairs you previously installed. Mount the PC board in the enclosure and cut three slots in the seam of the plastic case for the power cord and the phone cords. Finish by running these wires out through the slots and assembling the two halves of the plastic case.

Operation. You must call your phone company and subscribe to the Caller ID service for your Caller Block unit to...
Fig. 4. The Caller Block is assembled on a double-sided PC board. Both sides of the board are shown here full size.

### PARTS LIST FOR THE CALL BLOCKER

**RESISTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistor</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2</td>
<td>10,000 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3-R5</td>
<td>15,000 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6-R8</td>
<td>2000 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>75 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>150 ohm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAPACITORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitor</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>0.2-μF Mylar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3-C5</td>
<td>470-pF ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6-C8, C10, C14, C15</td>
<td>0.1-μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>0.1-μF Mylar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11-C12</td>
<td>15-pF ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13</td>
<td>47-μF 16-WVDC, electrolytic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEMICONDUCTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>PIC16C55-XT/P, microcontroller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2</td>
<td>MC145447, calling-line identification receiver, integrated circuit (Motorola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3</td>
<td>MC145436, DTMF receiver, integrated circuit (Motorola)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4</td>
<td>93LC56, serial EEPROM, integrated circuit (Microchip)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U5</td>
<td>PS2505-1 optoisolator or equivalent, integrated circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U6</td>
<td>78L05 low-power 5-volt regulator, integrated circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1, Q2</td>
<td>2N4401 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>IN4148 general-purpose silicon diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED1</td>
<td>Red light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR1</td>
<td>1.0-amp. 200-PIV, fullwave-bridge rectifier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K1</td>
<td>5-VDC, DPDT relay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV1</td>
<td>130 VRMS, metal-oxide varistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTAL1</td>
<td>3.58-MHz, TV colorburst crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1, S2</td>
<td>SPST toggle switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclosure</td>
<td>PC board, IC sockets, wall adapter (9-volt DC, see text), telephone cord with modular plugs, hook-up wire, solder, hardware, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The following items are available from Weeder Technologies, P.O. Box 421, Batavia, OH 45103:

- A double-sided etched and drilled PC board (WTCLB-B), $11.50: a kit of all board-mounted components including a pre-programmed PIC16C55 (WTCLB-C), $34.50; a pre-programmed PIC16C55 only (PIC-CBL), $18.00. All orders must include an additional $3.50 for shipping and handling. U.S. and Canadian orders only, please. Ohio residents must add 6% sales tax. Please call your local telephone company to verify that "Caller ID" is available in your area before ordering.
include all callers from that particular area code.

Note: If you configured your Caller Block to use area codes (omitting JU1), all numbers entered into memory must include the area code whether local or long distance. The number "1" is not required at the beginning of long distance numbers and should not be used when entering your numbers.

To enter your list of telephone numbers into memory, first verify that the bypass switch (S1) is inactive (open), then switch S2 to the desired directory and pick up the phone while holding down the "#" button on its keypad. The LED should light indicating that you are in the programming mode. Release the "#" button and begin entering your telephone numbers with your phone's keypad. At the end of each telephone number press the "#" button, and after all numbers have been entered press the "*" button to end programming. An example would be as follows (note that hyphens have been added for clarity but obviously would not be entered):

555-1212#555-0110#231-0675#753-9607#752#444-2276#786#225-35#831-097#

Note, that a prefix can be any length less then a full number. If you make a mistake, press the "*" button to end programming then hang up the phone and begin again. If the "#" button is accidentally pressed twice in a row while programming, it is interpreted as being a prefix consisting of no numbers, thereby allowing any telephone number to be accepted and ring the phone. After you have finished entering numbers into the current directory and ending by pressing the "*" button, simply hang up the phone, switch S2 to the second directory, and repeat the process with your second list of numbers.

If you run out of memory while entering your telephone numbers, the programming mode is automatically terminated. Count the characters in your list, including the "#" sign between the numbers, and verify that it does not exceed 255 characters.

If you have a problem with certain callers whose numbers' you've entered into memory but can still not ring your telephone, call your phone company and ask if their exchange is included in your Caller ID network. Although the people calling you do not have to subscribe to Caller ID as you do, their exchange must be in the Caller ID network in order to ring your phone.

Closing the bypass switch (S1) allows you to bypass the circuit and allow all calls through as normal. When picking up the telephone to make a call, the circuit is also automatically bypassed. Note, that power must be applied to the Caller Block or the telephone will be disconnected from the phone line, even when the unit is switched to bypass or when trying to make a call. If you wish to use an answering machine, place it in the line ahead of the Caller Block.
Add a DVM to your PC

BY SCOTT HENDERSHOT

C-based analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion is a hot topic these days. So there are numerous A/D adapter boards available for PCs. However, most of them seem to be geared toward digitizing waveforms in the megahertz frequency range and, as a result, cost megabucks. However, for many types of signals, high-speed, high-cost conversion is not necessary. For example, unless you are doing some special, research you probably do not need to take temperature measurements at 50,000 samples per second even if high resolution is a must.

So what data-acquisition technique will yield a cost savings by permitting slow, high-resolution analog-to-digital conversion? Voltage-to-frequency (or V/F) conversion, which is very useful for digitizing steady-state or slowly changing DC signals. Voltage-to-frequency conversion is seldom discussed in texts on analog-to-digital conversion, probably because of its generally slow conversion speed. However, it offers some important advantages over other techniques. For example, its inherent integration of the input signal makes it more immune to noise. Also, high-resolution is more easily obtainable with this form of conversion.

You can take advantage of all that by building the project presented in this article. It is a 0- to 12-volt analog-input adapter that uses the Analog Devices AD654 voltage-to-frequency converter IC. Integrated circuit U2 is an LM324 single-supply general-purpose op-amp with an input impedance of 250-megohms set up as a voltage follower. It provides input protection and bias-current compensation for the AD654. Other single-supply op-amps will also work, however the LM324 is readily available while others might be difficult to find.

The Circuit. Looking at the schematic diagram in Fig. 1, you will notice that there are only two active components: U1 and U2. Taking U1 first, it is an Analog Devices AD654, which is the actual analog-to-digital converter. More accurately, it is a voltage-to-frequency converter; it accepts an analog input voltage (the difference between its \(-V_{\text{in}}\) and \(+V_{\text{in}}\) inputs) and generates a squarewave. The chip was chosen for its ease of implementation. For example, it can be powered from a single supply such as the 5 volts available from a PC's game port. The full-scale input range can be set by a single resistor, and it has a linearity of 0.1% or better.

Integrated circuit U2 is an LM324 single-supply general-purpose op-amp with an input impedance of 250-megohms set up as a voltage follower. It provides input protection and bias-current compensation for the AD654. Other single-supply op-amps will also work, however the LM324 is readily available while others might be difficult to find.

As you read through this article you will probably see opportunities to customize this project for your own needs. Fortunately, there are many parameters that can be changed (which we’ll explore in moderate detail) once you understand how each affects the overall system. The intent here is not to fully illustrate the AD654, but to present the basics of a complete A/D converter project and allow the experimenter to use it as a starting point for other designs.
handshaking inputs or one of the button inputs on the game port. We decided to use the game port (via J2) because of its 5-volt outputs. Bear in mind that the AD654 has an open-collector output capable of sinking about 10-mA. So the input of the computer port you use must be tied to 5 volts through a pull-up resistor residing either inside the computer or the adapter circuit. The inputs on the game port are tied high within the computer, so we don't need to worry about this. If you decide to use another input port (such as the parallel port), you will need to deliberately pull the signal line high.

The AD654 can accept input voltages of up to 4 volts less than the power supply. Since we will be using the PC's 5-volt supply, our maximum input voltage will be 1 volt. In order to extend this range to 12 volts, a voltage divider is used ahead of both U1 and U2 to scale the input down to 1 volt. Looking at the schematic you will see the divider is made up of R1, R2, and R3. Resistors R2 and R3 are in parallel and have a total resistance of 909,000 ohms. In series with the 10-megohm resistor that provides a 12:1 attenuation of the input signal, Component values are not critical and 5% types are okay to use. Any accuracy problems will be compensated for in software. Using the attenuator will reduce the input impedance to 10 megohms. This is about the same as most digital volt meters and should not be a problem for most applications.

Once supplied with appropriate input, the AD654 requires the addition of only two passive components in order to operate. These are a timing capacitor (C2) and a scaling resistor (R6). The scaling resistor sets the overall input-voltage range and the capacitor sets the full-scale frequency. The scaling resistor converts the IC's input voltage to a current. That resistor must be selected to provide 1 mA of input current at the full-scale input voltage. For example, our full-scale input voltage will be 1 volt, so by Ohms law, the resistor needs to be 1k. You might be tempted to substitute another resistor to achieve some other full-scale voltage. That is fine as long as you observe the design parameters that follow.

The timing capacitor should be selected by using the following formula:

\[ C = \frac{V}{10R} \]

where \( f \) is the full-scale frequency (10 kHz for our design), \( R \) is the scaling resistor, and \( V \) is the full-scale input voltage, which is 1 volt for our circuit. This sets the value of our timing capacitor, C2, at 0.01-\( \mu \)F. It is possible to design the circuit to operate at a higher frequency, but most PC's will not be able to keep up with the signal. This frequency is suitable for PC/XT and later machines.

The only other criteria for the capacitor is a stable temperature coefficient. The following types are recommended: polystyrene, NPO ceramic, and polypropylene. Other types are not recommended due to their poor temperature stability.

With the output of the AD654 connected to a TTL-input port and tied to 5 volts, it will generate a 0-5-volt square-wave. The frequency of the square-wave will be linearly proportional to the input voltage. The component values chosen will give us a 10-kHz square-wave at full scale. That
translates to 10 Hz per millivolt. Actually, because of the voltage divider, our scaling will be 0.833 Hz per millivolt. However, because of the way the software measures the voltage, it is not necessary to have a 1-to-1 correlation of Hz to millivolts.

Diodes D2 and D1 provide input protection in case of polarity reversal or over-voltage. These should be Schottky or low-leakage type diodes.

Resistor R5 provides bias current compensation to the AD654. Together with C6 they form a single-pole filter with a time constant of 1 millisecond. That helps suppress noise at the input to prevent false readings. Remember we are measuring voltage changes of only 100 microvolts.

A 10-µF tantalum capacitor (C5) at the point where the supply voltage enters the circuit quiets any power-supply noise to produce a clean square-wave output. The additional resistors and 0.1-µF monolithic capacitors shown in the schematic just decouple the IC's.

Software. Precise timing software is the key ingredient to using this technique on a PC. Most high-level languages are inadequate for microsecond timing so the software must be written in machine language. To spare you the agony of assembly-language programming, all of the necessary interface routines complete with manuals have been made available by the author (see Parts List). There are demo programs that show you how to call the data-acquisition routines from C and BASIC, and linkable object modules for both languages. There is also a quick library that can be loaded into the QuickBASIC environment.

A single call is all that is necessary to acquire a sample from the adapter. The functions return a floating-point value that is already adjusted for the current calibration. The supplied functions have a conversion time of about 17 ms. That will provide about 60 samples per second. This sample rate was chosen to reduce the effects of 60-cycle noise. Each sample will last exactly as long as one cycle of a 60-Hz sine wave, therefore fully integrating any noise. The functions have been tested with Microsoft BASIC and QuickBASIC. Microsoft C and Quick C. I cannot guarantee their compatibility with other compilers.

Along with the sample programs, there is a program called DVM.EXE. This program is a digital voltmeter application. When run, it expects to find a square-wave signal on the button-0 input of the game port. If the signal is there, the program reads the frequency and displays the calculated voltage. Complete instructions for using DVM are provided with the software.

For convenience, all this software has been posted on this magazine's bulletin board. The telephone number is 516-293-2283 and the protocol is no parity, 8 data bits, and 1 stop bit. However, if you go this route you'll have to do without the manuals. [At the time this was being prepared for publication a Windows version of the software was due to be released. Contact Scottech for further information—Editor]

Construction. The circuit should be constructed using a printed-circuit board. You can obtain one from the author (see Parts List for ordering information), etch your own using the pattern in Fig. 2, or design your own.

If you design your own PC board consider the following precautions. (Continued on page 108)
How to Split a Power Supply

What can you do if you need a dual supply, but only have a single-supply source? Build our splitter, of course!

BY MICHAEL A. COVINGTON

What do you do if you have a single output power supply and you need a dual one? That's a problem that often arises with op-amp circuits. Many op-amp configurations require a split supply, but most lab-type power supplies have only a single output. That means you can't use them to power op-amp circuits... or can you?

You can if you use the supply splitter circuit presented here. It neatly splits its input voltage—anywhere from 8 to 30 volts—in half to give you two equal voltages of opposite polarity.

How it Works. The key idea is that in a dual-supply powered circuit, "ground" is midway between the positive and negative supply voltages. Accordingly, all we have to do is derive a regulated voltage halfway between V+ and V−, and we're done.

Unfortunately, ordinary voltage regulators can't do the job. The reason is that they can only source current, not sink it. However, the ground terminal in a dual supply may have to either source or sink current, depending on which half of the load is drawing more current at the time.

Figure 1 shows the idea behind our special two-way voltage regulator that does what's needed. If Load 1 and Load 2 are drawing exactly equal currents, then the voltage between them is already halfway between V+ and V−, so the regulator need not do anything. If the currents drawn by the two loads are different, then either Q1 or Q2 will conduct extra current to make up the difference. That way the ground voltage stays exactly halfway between the positive and negative rails.

Figure 2 shows the circuit. In it, R1 and R2 divide the input voltage in half. Op-amp U1 reproduces that voltage at the "ground" output terminal by making either Q1 or Q2 conduct as much as necessary. Capacitors C1 and C2...
Fig 2. In the actual circuit, a 741 op-amp (U1) is used as the regulator that controls the action of Q1 and Q2 to maintain a voltage between the input voltages.

The smaller components are mounted on perfboard while the capacitors are mounted directly to the binding posts. They, in turn, are mounted in holes in case just like the transistors.

Diode D1 is present to protect the circuit's input from reversed polarity by blowing the fuse of the main power supply. If your power supply has no fuse or you might one day use the circuit with an un-fused supply, place D1 in series with the circuit (say, in the positive input line and pointing toward R1) instead. That will afford the same protection with only slightly reduced regulation and voltage output.

Purists may object that the turn-on voltages of Q1 and Q2 are 1.2 volts apart, producing an operational "dead zone" that the output of U1 must cross in order to catch up with an unbalanced load. It is possible to bias Q1 and Q2 to eliminate the dead zone, but that proved unnecessary in practice because U1 can cross the dead zone very rapidly. After all, C1 and C2 guarantee that changes in the load balance won't be instantaneous. In extensive testing, this circuit gave excellent regulation powering not only op-amp circuits, but also "messy" loads such as buzzers and flashing light bulbs.

**Construction.** Note that although this unit has separate input and output terminals for V+ and V-, the inputs and outputs are internally connected together. So, unless D1 was placed in series, you can build the splitter with three terminals instead of five if you wish.

Because there are so few components, a printed-circuit board is not necessary. Instead, the smaller components [D1, R1, R2, and U1] can be mounted on a small piece of perf-board. Capacitors C1 and C2, on the other hand, should be placed close to the output terminals. If you use binding posts, put them exactly ⅜-inch apart so that dual banana plugs can mate with them.

With regard to using a replacement for U1, the best op-amp to use is actually the cheap 741 specified. Higher-performance op-amps such as the TL081 do not improve performance.

**Using it.** As mentioned, you can use the splitter with fixed- or adjustable-voltage power supplies ranging from 8 to 30 volts. Make sure your power supply is isolated. That is, neither V+ nor V- should be connected to the power-supply's cabinet ground or power-line ground.

How much current can the splitter handle? That's a tough question. Remember that as long as Load 1 and Load 2 are equal, the splitter doesn't do any work at all. For most op-amp circuits, that's typically the case.

As a rule of thumb, this splitter can handle at least 250 mA of difference between the two halves of the load while operating with a 30-volt input. To do that, either Q1 or Q2 has to dissipate almost 4 watts and will get quite warm. If, in practical use, you find the transistors getting so hot that you can't touch them comfortably, add a heat sink. With the specified transistors and an adequate heat sink, this splitter can handle several amps.

Remember that Q1 and Q2 are "hot" in another sense, too: the case of Q1 is connected to V+, and Q2's to V-. So don't let anything accidentally come into contact with them.
Everyone is interested in the weather. Some of us even have our own temperature and humidity gauges to tell us what's happening day by day. But perhaps the weather forecasting instrument that holds the greatest mystery for most people is the barometer—a device that is used measure absolute air pressure. Weather forecasters rely on the prevailing atmospheric pressure (specifically the direction of the change in pressure) to predict the next weather front. For that reason, it is important that small changes in the barometric reading be detected.

Unfortunately, some home analog barometers may not be sensitive enough to detect minute changes in pressure. But the Digital Barometer described in this article is designed to address the deficiencies of such units. The Digital Barometer—an easy-to-build, reliable, portable weather-forecasting instrument that will provide years of accurate barometric readings—uses a 4½-digit LCD readout to display readings from 28.00 to 31.99 inches of mercury.

**Pressure Fundamentals.**
Pressure can be expressed in many ways. Barometers are often calibrated in inches of mercury—14.7 PSI is equivalent to 29.92 inches of mercury; that is the typical barometric reading obtained at zero altitude or sea level under average weather conditions.

Most people are accustomed to the concept of gauge pressure, often specified as pounds-per-square-inch gauge (PSIG). That specification refers to differential pressure with sea-level atmospheric pressure (14.7 PSI or 29.92 inches of mercury) as the reference. A barometer, however, displays absolute pressure (PSIA), which is the difference between the current pressure and zero pressure (a perfect vacuum). A barometer, therefore, is a differential pressure gauge that is referenced to zero pressure.

**Pressure Sensor.** Before one can understand the operation of the Digital Barometer, it is important to know the theory of operation of an absolute pressure sensor. The pressure sensor used in our barometer (developed by Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.) contains a monolithic silicon piezoresistor that generates an output voltage that varies with applied stress. The pressure sensor is a four-terminal device that contains two chambers that are separated by a silicon diaphragm and piezoresistive element. The resistive element is designed to respond to absolute atmospheric pressure (pressure measured with respect to a perfect vacuum—zero pounds-per-square-inch absolute or 0 PSIA).

One chamber of the sensor is exposed to atmospheric pressure by means of an external port. The other chamber (evacuated to as perfect a vacuum as possible by modern manufacturing techniques) is sealed. In that way, the diaphragm of the sensor is under constant stress from the difference between atmospheric pressure on one side, and essentially a perfect vacuum on the other. The mechanical stress placed on the diaphragm (and piezoresistive element) by atmospheric pressure causes the sensor to generate an output voltage that is proportional to the applied pressure as seen by the open port of the sensor.

**About the Circuit.** Refer to Fig. 1. Power to the circuit is provided by a 9-volt transistor-radio battery (B1). The circuit draws about 6 mA of current. Since battery voltage falls off with use, a fixed 5-volt regulator, U1, is used to maintain a constant voltage to the circuit, thereby ensuring retention of barometer accuracy as the battery is depleted.

The piezoresistor within SENS1 is connected between pins 1 and 3 of the sensor assembly, and is driven by the regulated 5-volt supply. The taps on the piezoresistor (which are internally connected transversely across the element and are brought out to pins 2 and 4) sense the differential voltage developed across the pressure-sensitive element in SENS1 to provide an output voltage that varies linearly with absolute pressure.

Under normal conditions (in which atmospheric pressure places stress on the piezoelectric resistor), the sensor's output voltage is a finite, but very small in value. At sea level that voltage is typically about 20 mV. Over a range of 29 to 31 inches of mercury, the output of the sensor changes by only about 1.3 mV.

A differential analog amplifier, comprised of U2-a and U2-c, boosts the output of the sensor by an amount determined by the values of resistors R1 through R6. The output voltage at pin 8 of U2-c represents the amplified output voltage of the sensor, offset by a DC bias of 1.5 volts that's generated by a 100k Thevenin equivalent, comprised of R1 and R3.

Op-amp U2-b (which is configured as a voltage follower) is fed from the wiper of potentiometer R8. That combination forms an altitude correction/calibration adjustment and is used to compensate for circuit tolerances as well as for any error caused by the altitude of the barometer. It also permits the DC bias generated in the
analog amplifier by R1 and R3 to be nulled out.

The differential output of the analog amplifier (at pins 8 and 7 of U2-c and U2-b, respectively) is fed to the differential analog input terminals of U3 (an A/D converter that contains all the necessary circuitry to drive a 3½-digit LCD readout), shown in Fig. 2. Analog-input sensitivity for a full-scale display of 1999 is determined by the reference voltage applied between pins 35 and 36 of U3, and is equal to twice the reference input. In this project, only the three full digits of the A/D converter are used. The half digit, 1, is not required. But a leading "2" or "3" is required; let's see how it is generated.

Since the circuit uses a readily available 3½-digit A/D converter and is required to respond only to a limited range of pressure, an unusual readout system was used to produce a display containing four digits. The A/D converter generates the three least-significant digits (LSDs) of the display. A simple logic circuit provides the most significant digit (either a "2" or a "3"). The reference voltage (0.1-volt) applied between pins 35 and 36 of U3 is

Fig. 1. At the heart of the Digital Barometer is the MPX2100AP 15-PSIA pressure sensor, SENS1, which outputs a differential voltage that is fed to an amplifier arrangement built around U2, an LM324 quad op-amp.

Fig. 2. The output of the op-amp arrangement in Fig. 1 (at pins 8 and 7 of U2-c and U2-b, respectively) is fed to the differential analog input terminals of A/D converter U3, which processes the input signal and displays that information as a barometric-pressure reading.
The Digital Barometer was built on two single-sided, printed-circuit boards—one of which (the one shown here) is referred to as analog board. You can use this full size template (and the one in Fig. 4) to etch your own boards or purchase a set from the supplier listed in the Parts List.

Fig. 3. The Digital Barometer was built on two single-sided, printed-circuit boards—one of which (the one shown here) is referred to as analog board. You can use this full size template (and the one in Fig. 4) to etch your own boards or purchase a set from the supplier listed in the Parts List.

Fig. 4. The template for the other board—called the display board (which contains the A/D converter, digital logic, and LCD readout)—is shown here full scale.

Fig. 5. When assembling the analog board (guided by this parts-placement diagram), it is recommended that sockets be used for the DIP IC's.

determined by voltage divider comprised of R1–R13.

The decimal point of the LCD readout is hard wired for a display resolution of 0.01 inches of mercury. That causes the three least-significant digits of the display to read 8.00 for a differential input voltage of 0.08 volts, 9.00 for 0.09 volts, 0.00 for 0.10 volts, and 1.00 for 0.11 volts.

The gain of the analog amplifier is chosen so that a variation of 1.00 inch of barometric reading as detected by the sensor is translated into a change of 0.01 volts at pin 8 of U2–c. That causes the display's three least-significant digits to read 8.00 at 28.00 inches, 9.00 at 29.00 inches, 0.00 at 30.00 inches, and 1.00 at 31.00 inches.

Generation of the most-significant digit of the display (2 or 3) is accomplished via U4 (a 4030 quad two-input exclusive-OR gate). The XOR gate produces a logic 1 output only when the signals applied to its two inputs are opposite to each other. The key to generating either a 2 or 3 is determined by examination of the "g" segment of the second most-significant digit, since the barometer need display only 28 to 31 inches of mercury. If that digit is either an 8 or a 9, its "g" segment is energized and the most-significant digit must then be a 3.

Integrated circuit U4–c simultaneously examines the "g" segment of the second most-significant digit and the back-plane waveform generated by U3. When the "g" segment is active (8 or 9), the output at of U4–c at pin 10 is at a logic 1. Otherwise it is zero for digits 0 and 1. Integrated circuit U4–b is used to conditionally invert the back-plane waveform, so that its output is identical to back-plane when the digit is 0 and 1, and is an inverted back-plane when the digit is 8 or 9.

Integrated circuit U4–b pin 4 feeds segment "e" of the most-significant digit, which must be displayed as a "2" when the next digit is 8 or 9. Similarly, U4–a is used as a conditional inverter so that the "c" segment of the most-significant digit is always driven opposite to the "e" segment as required for a "3."

Finally, U4–d is used as an inverter so that the remaining segments, common to display a digit of 2 and 3, are always energized. The logic circuit, comprised of U4, always generates the correct most-significant-digit of the barometric reading, but cannot display any digit other than 2 or 3.

Construction. The Digital Barometer was built on two single-sided, printed-circuit boards; one is referred to as
analog board (which contains the analog circuit and regulated power supply) and the other is called the display board (which contains the A/D converter, digital logic, and LCD readout). Splitting the circuit into two sections allows stacked printed-circuit construction so that the entire project can be assembled into a small enclosure, complete with the battery. The readout was mounted on copper side of the digital board to allow it to protrude through the cover of the housing, for ease of viewing.

If you do not wish to etch your own boards, they are available from the source given in the Parts List. Templates for the two printed-circuit boards are shown in Fig. 3 (the analog board) and Fig. 4 (the display board) full scale. The parts-placement diagrams of the analog and display boards are shown in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. Also shown in those diagrams are the hard-wire connections to the boards until you are instructed to do so later on during the checkout procedure.

Pay strict attention to the orientation of all polarized components; if any of the polarized components (electrolytic capacitors and ICs) are inadvertently installed backwards, the circuit won't work and there is the possibility of damage to one or more of the components.

The accuracy of the barometer relies on the tolerance and stability of the components.

**TABLE 1—JUMPER CONNECTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From</th>
<th>To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 2</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 3</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 4</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 5</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 6</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 7</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 8</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 9</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 10</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 11</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 12</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 13</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 14</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 15</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 16</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 17</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 18</td>
<td>U4 pin 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 22</td>
<td>U4 pin 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 23</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 24</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3 pin 25</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4 pin 2</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4 pin 3</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISP1 pin 12</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4 pin 11</td>
<td>DISP1 pin 40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PARTS LIST FOR THE DIGITAL BAROMETER**

**SEMICONDUCTORS**

- **U1**—AN78L05 5-volt, 100-mA. voltage regulator, integrated circuit
- **U2**—LM324N quad op-amp, integrated circuit
- **U3**—ICL7106CPL 3½-digit A/D converter, integrated circuit
- **U4**—CD4030BE quad exclusive-OR gate, integrated circuit
- **DISP1**—LCD004 4½-digit or similar LCD readout (Digi-key)
- **SENS1**—MPX2100AP 15-PSIA pressure sensor (Motorola)

**RESISTORS**

- (All fixed resistors are ½-watt, 1% metal-film units, unless otherwise noted.)
  - **R1**—332,000-ohm
  - **R2**—15,800-ohm
  - **R3**—143,000-ohm
  - **R4, R6, R11, R13**—100,000-ohm
  - **R7**—150,000-ohm
  - **R8**—2,000-ohm PC mount, cermet potentiometer
  - **R9**—76,800-ohm
  - **R10**—1-megohm ¼-watt, 5%, carbon
  - **R12**—4120-ohm
  - **R14—100,000-ohm, ¼-watt, 5%, carbon
  - **R15—47,000-ohm, ¼-watt, 5%, carbon

**CAPACITORS**

- **C1**—10-µF 15-VDC, axial-lead electrolytic
- **C2**—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc
- **C3**—0.01-µF, ceramic-disc
- **C4, C6**—0.47-µF, ceramic-disc
- **C5**—100-pF ceramic-disc
- **C7**—0.22-µF, ceramic-disc

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**

- **B1**—9-volt transistor-radio battery
- **S1**—SPST miniature toggle or slide switch
- Printed-circuit materials, enclosure (Radio Shack 270-222 or similar), IC sockets, battery holder and connector, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

**Note:** The following items are available from A. Caristi (69 White Pond Road, Waldwick, N.J. 07463): Pressure sensor (SENS1), $42.50; a set of two printed-circuit boards, $19.75; 78L05 5-volt regulator (U1) 2.00; LM324 op-amp (U2), $2.00; ICL7106CPL A/D converter (U3), $16.50; 4030 quad var gate (U4), $2.00; set of eleven 1% metal-film resistors, $4.95. Please add $3.00 postage/handling to all orders. New Jersey residents please add appropriate sales tax.
the amplifier and A/D converter resistor values. For that reason, it is necessary to use only 1% metal-film resistors where specified in the Parts List. Ordinary carbon resistors are not stable enough for the circuit, and should not be used in place of the metal-film types.

Analog Board. The pressure sensor is a reasonably sturdy device, but care must be taken when forming the leads at right angles so that the body lies flat on the board. Use two long-nose pliers when bending the leads—one to prevent stress on the lead where it enters the plastic body and the other to bend the terminals to the proper position.

Before forming the leads, locate pin 1 of SENS1, which is identified by a small indentation cut into the flat terminal of pin 1. Once you have identified pin 1, you'll be able to form the leads in the correct direction so that the sensor can be properly installed in the circuit. The use of mounting hardware for the sensor is optional; if used, place the head of the screws on the bottom side of the board to allow it to rest on the bottom of the enclosure. No pneumatic connection to the pressure port of the sensor is required for the barometer except during an optional calibration procedure (that is discussed later).

After completing the analog board, examine it very carefully for opens, shorts, and cold solder joints. It is much easier to correct a problem at this stage rather than later on should you discover that the barometer does not work.

Digital Board. To keep the size of the barometer as small as possible, the LCD readout was mounted on the copper side of the board. That allows you to mount the display board to the cover of the enclosure with the display protruding through a 21/2 x 1 1/4-inch rectangular opening. Drill four holes in both the display board and cover to accommodate the mounting hardware. Be careful not to drill through any of the copper conductors.

The display board requires a number of jumper wires to complete the circuit; a listing of those connections are given in Table 1. Use #24 or #26 insulated, stranded wire for the jumper connections. All jumper wires must be placed on the component side of the display board to allow room for the readout module on the opposite side.

After all other components have been installed, install the LCD's socket (as described earlier), if one is to be used, on the copper side of the display board. Do not install the LCD at this point; the circuit must be determined to be bug-free first, with no opens, shorts, cold solder joints, or other construction errors.

Final Assembly. There are 4 connections that must be made between the analog and display boards: +5 volts, ground, and the two differential outputs from U2-c and U2-b. Use different color insulated stranded wire for those connections and be sure to allow sufficient lead length to permit the boards to be placed as required in the enclosure.

In the author's prototype, two corners of the analog board were cut off at 45° angles to permit the board to be positioned near one end of the specified enclosure, allowing sufficient room for S1 next to the board. It is not necessary to fasten the analog board to the recommended enclosure; it will automatically be held in place when the cover is screwed down.

The wiring between the two circuit boards must be positioned so that it does not lie across the top of U3 when the cover of the enclosure is put in place; otherwise, there may be insufficient clearance when attempting to seal the enclosure that is specified in the Parts List.

Connect a battery clip to the circuit. When wiring the clip to the circuit, be sure to observe proper polarity as indicated in the parts-placement diagram. Switch S1 can be installed on the side of the enclosure. Because of the limited space within the enclosure, use a miniature toggle or slide switch.

Checkout. For the initial checkout of the circuit, do not install the IC's (U2, U3, or U4) or the display (DISP1) on the boards. The power supply will be checked first, using any DVM or VOM. Connect a fresh battery to the circuit. Connect the negative lead of the voltmeter to the circuit ground (negative battery terminal) and turn on S1. Measure the output of the regulated 5-volt supply at pin 3 of SENS1. You should get a reading of from 4.8 to 5.2 volts. If that checks out, proceed with the remainder of the test. If you do not obtain the proper reading, troubleshoot the circuit and correct the problem before proceeding.

If the power supply is not delivering the correct voltage, check the terminal voltage of the battery when powering the circuit: The minimum permissible voltage is 7 volts. Check the orientation of U1. With the battery disconnected, measure the resistance between the 5-volt bus and ground to be sure that there is no short circuit in the wiring.

When you are satisfied that the power supply is operating properly, disconnect the battery. Very carefully insert U2-U4 and DISP1 into their respective sockets, with the correct orientation. When installing those components, be sure that none of the IC pins are inadvertently bent underneath the body of the IC.

With all of the components installed, apply power to the circuit, and measure the voltage at pin 8 of U2, with respect to ground. You should get a reading of about 1.8 volts. If your reading does not coincide with that
voltage, carefully check to make sure that R1 through R6 are of the correct values. If in doubt, use an ohmmeter to measure the resistance of any resistor after disconnecting one end from the board. Try a new LM324N. Check the sensor for correct orientation in the circuit. Set R8 to mid-position and measure the voltage at pin 7 of U2. A reading of about 1.7 volts is normal. If you do not get the correct reading, check R7–R9 for the correct values.

The next step involves checking the operating range of R8, and if necessary changing R7 and/or R9 to compensate for normal tolerance variations in the sensor and other circuit components.

Connect the negative lead of the voltmeter to pin 7 of U2, and the positive lead to pin 8 of U2. Set the voltmeter to a sensitive range (such as 200-mV full scale). Apply power to the circuit and record the reading as R8 is adjusted to each end of its range. Ideally, the maximum and minimum readings should be centered around 100 mV (0.1 volt), with an adjustment range of at least ±10 mV. It may be necessary to tailor the values of R7 and/or R8 in order to obtain a voltage-adjustment range that covers 90 to 110 mV as R8 is varied from one extreme to the other.

Once R8 has been centered about 100 mV very slowly adjust R8 over its range and note the reading of the display. You should be able to obtain barometric readings of at least 29.00 to 31.00 inches of mercury. Remember, the circuit is not capable of displaying numbers such as 27 and 32, so ignore such readings, which can occur at either end of the adjustment range.

If you do not obtain a legitimate barometric display, or if the display is totally blank, the problem probably lies with the display board. A totally blank display indicates that the backplane-drive signal generated at U3 pin 21 (a 5-volt peak-to-peak square-wave of about 50 Hz) is absent. Check all of the components associated with U3. Check the orientation of D1 to be sure it is installed correctly.

Check the wiring to be sure that there are no solder bridges across the closely spaced conductors. If possible try a new A/D converter (U3) and xor gate (U4). If the display is energized, but one or more of the digits has segments that are either incorrectly energized or extinguished, the problem is most likely with the connections between U3, U4, and D1.

Carefully review Table 1 to determine whether all of the jumpers are correctly wired. Check the solder connections to D1 for opens and shorts. When the barometer is operating properly, set R8 to the current barometric reading, which can be obtained by calling a local airport or tuning in to a radio or TV weather report.

**Precision Circuit Calibration.** The Digital Barometer can provide reliable and accurate readings since the tolerance of the sensor and circuit components are reasonably good. For those who wish to obtain the greatest possible accuracy from the circuit, a simple calibration procedure using some basic laws of physics can be used to trim the amplifier gain for the particular sensor used in the circuit.

Calibration involves using a water-column manometer, which can be assembled from easily obtainable materials. The manometer is used to simulate a pressure difference of 1 inch of mercury so that the circuit is checked at two different pressure readings, 30.00 and 29.00 inches. Resistor R2 can then be trimmed to provide a precise circuit gain for a change in pressure of 1 inch of mercury.

Figure 7 illustrates the manometer setup. The materials required include a clean bottle, clear plastic tubing, a hose "tee" to make a 3 way connection, a hose clamp, a short length of wood, and a scale. (A small amount of food coloring can be used to make the water level easier to see.) The accuracy of this procedure is determined by how precisely you can measure and set the height of the water column, which can be marked on the length of wood.

The bottle and plastic hose can be secured to the wood to keep the tubing above the top of the bottle as straight as possible. Keep the assembly vertical during the procedure. With the pressure sensor connected to the manometer as shown in Fig. 7, apply power to the circuit. Open the clamp and be sure that there is no water or bubbles in the tubing above the water level in the bottle. Set potentiometer R8 so that the display reads 30.00 inches.

Now gently apply suction to the open end of the tubing so that the water level rises in the tube. Carefully raise the level of the water 131/32 inches (34.5 centimeters) above the level in the bottle. Close the clamp so that the water in the tube remains at the desired level. Note the reading of the barometer, which should be 29.00 inches.

If the reading is greater than 29.00, the amplifier's gain is set too low and the value of R2 needs to be reduced. If the reading is below 29.00, R2 needs to be increased. The required change in R2 will be extremely small, possibly less than 100 ohms. It's best to use a small carbon resistor connected in series to raise the value, or a large carbon resistor connected in parallel to reduce the value.

Once the optimum value for R2 has been determined and placed in the circuit, the barometer is calibrated. Adjust R8 for the prevailing barometric pressure.

**Using the Barometer.** Once R8 has been adjusted, it needs no further attention unless the altitude of the barometer is changed by moving it to another location. If so, reset R8 by obtaining a current barometric reading from an airport or weather report. When operating the barometer, you may see some fluctuation in the least-significant digit of the display; it should hover between two readings. That's normal for the A/D converter used in the circuit.

Also note that the circuit is far more sensitive than the common analog barometer, and will give a continuously updated pressure reading. Thus, you may see small changes in readings as the ambient pressure varies. That can be very noticeable on a windy day. To use your barometer for weather forecasting, note the direction of change in readings taken on hour or more apart. Increasing readings usually indicate fair weather ahead; falling barometric pressure indicate stormy or unstable weather.

Be sure to turn off the instrument when not in use. That ensures long battery life.
It's a high-voltage apparatus that has earned a place in history. Now it's your turn to get in on the fun!

"Wimshurst machine? So that's what it's called!" my neighbor said, his eyes as wide as half dollars. I often heard that comment.

I took the Wimshurst machine off the shelf in my den and placed it on the desk before him. I turned the handcrank, the black plastic plates spun, and sparks jumped between the metal globes. "It will create 75,000 volts," I commented. He leaned away from the machine. As the plates spun, the machine hummed and sparks snapped between the globes. The smell of ozone soon filled the room.

THE WIMSHURST MACHINE

BY GREGORY B. PUTZ
I'm sure that you, too, have seen a Wimshurst machine although you may not have known its name. You probably know more about its cousin, the Van de Graaff generator. Both are electrostatic generators, but that is where the similarity ends. The Van de Graaff generator creates static charges by friction, while the Wimshurst device does it by induction. In the early days of electrostatics, the principle of induction was also known as "influence." In fact, the machine is more correctly called a "Wimshurst influence machine."

The Wimshurst machine played an important role in the early years of electrostatics. It provided high-voltages necessary for experiments in X-ray. But before I tell you how the Wimshurst machine works, let's take a quick look at the science of electrostatics.

Electrostatics. Electrostatics was first noticed sometime in 600 BC when the Greek philosopher Thales discovered that amber attracted light objects when rubbed. The phenomenon not only demonstrated a fundamental concept of electrostatics, but also gave us the word "elektron," meaning amber in Greek.

When Italian physicist Alessandro Volta invented the "voltaic pile" (or battery) in 1800, the science of electrostatics changed forever. Volta's new invention provided scientists with a stable, dependable source of moving charges (i.e., DC). This invention was a turning point in electricity because now scientists could study electrodynamics, whereas before they were limited to studying electrostatics.

Triboelectric Effect. It's been a while since the days of Thales, but we all know a few modern ways to make electricity by rubbing. Shuffling our shoes across the carpet on a dry day causes a spark between our finger and a metal doorknob. Likewise, rubbing a glass rod with flannel and then pulling them apart causes the flannel to hang unnaturally towards the rod. The rubbing action causes the glass to develop an abundance of positive charges and the flannel an abundance of negative ones. Once pulled apart, the difference in charge of the two materials causes the attraction of the flannel to the glass.

The same happens when you rub paper against a plaster wall or wooden door. It sticks to the vertical surface because the rubbing creates opposite charges on the paper and the wall. Try it with a balloon and you'll see the same effect. In each of these cases, rubbing creates segregated electric charges and static electricity is the result.

In high school, you probably saw a Van de Graaff generator. It made sparks fly, fluorescent tubes glow, and your hair stand on end when you touched its dome. The Van de Graaff generator works in a way that is similar to rubbing glass with flannel, except that the rubbing is made continuous by using a moving belt inside the generator (see Fig. 1). As an electric motor turns the belt, metal combs in the generator's dome and base strip charges from the belt. As a result, the dome and base develop opposite charges. Small, classroom-sized Van de Graaff generators produce 200,000 volts. Larger ones, like those used for sub-atomic particle research, create several-million volts.

Glass rubbed with flannel, and paper, or balloons sticking to a wall, and the Van de Graaff generator are all examples of creating static electricity using friction. That is also known as triboelectric charging. As we mentioned, there is another way to create static electricity and that is by induction.

Induction. John Canton, in 1753, was the first to put forward the concept of induction of charge. He demonstrated that when a charged body is brought close to a neutral body, the neutral body develops a charge of equal magnitude but opposite polarity. One of the earliest devices to demonstrate induction was the "electrophorus." The electrophorus is the simplest electrostatic generator.

Later in 1787, Abraham Bennet, the inventor of the gold-leaf electroscope, developed the first simple machine to induce electrostatic charges. The device was called a "doubler" because of its ability to progressively accumulate static charges. His doubler did not use friction, but used Canton's induction concept to generate separate positive and negative charges.

New varieties of doublers, or "fluence machines" as they were soon called, were developed by Nicholson in 1788, Belli in 1831, and Lord Kelvin in 1860. Also in 1860, Varley built the first successful high-voltage influence machine. Other induction devices were subsequently developed by August Toepler and Wilhelm Holtz. But it wasn't until 1878 that British engineer James Wimshurst invented the first dependable device to inductively generate static electricity. The Wimshurst influence machine was born.

The Machine Itself. Before we explain how a Wimshurst machine works, let's a good idea to describe its structure. The Wimshurst machine has three major parts: rotating parallel plates, neutralizing rods, and collecting combs.
Wimshurst electrostatic generators are available from Edmund Scientific Company (Cat. No. B70.070), 101 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington, NJ 08007-1380; Tel. 609-573-6250, and from The Chem Shop, 1151 South Redwood Road, Salt Lake City, UT 84104; Tel. 801-973-7966.

Also, contact Dynamic Systems, Inc., 48 Sunlight Drive, Leicester, NC 28748; Tel. 704-683-1280, Fax 704-683-3511.

See the following books:
The Wimshurst Machine: How to Make and Use It, by Alfred W. Marshall; Lindsay Publications, Inc., PO. Box 12, Bradley, IL 60915-0012.


Resources.

Each Wimshurst machine develops a maximum electrostatic potential based on the number of plates used, their diameter, and the spacing between them. Interestingly enough, increasing the rotating speed of the plates does not increase the maximum discharge voltage. Only increasing the number of pairs of plates increases the discharge voltage.

The plates can be any sturdy, non-conducting material, such as glass or plastic (see Fig. 2). The plates are mounted in pairs, separated by a quarter-inch gap, on a horizontal shaft. The closer the plates are mounted to each other, the better the machine will operate. The plates are turned by belts and pulleys from a common crankshaft, but they rotate in opposite directions. A difference in pulley diameters causes the plates to spin several times faster than the handcrank.

Metal-foil strips called "sectors" are evenly spaced along the outer surface of each plate. Those help extract excess charges from the non-conductive plates.

The charges that accumulate on the sectors are removed by pairs of collecting comb made of tinsel threads. Each pair of combs is mounted on a U-shaped bracket, with one brush touching the front plate and the other brush touching the rear plate. The two U-shaped brackets are mounted opposite one another. They carry the accumulated charges to the machine's discharge balls.

There are two "neutralizing rods" that span the diameter of each plate and also have metal tinsel combs on each end. The front and rear rods are perpendicular to each other and are positioned at an angle of 45° to 60° from the machine's base.

In addition to the three basic parts of a Wimshurst machine, they typically have two built-in Leyden jars, which are very simple glass and foil capacitors. Each Leyden jar can be electrically connected to a collecting comb by means of a hinged rod. If the Leyden jars are not connected to the collecting combs, then a continuous arc jumps between the discharge balls when the handcrank is turned. If the connecting rods are lifted to touch the collecting combs, then a sharp (and intense) snap of electricity jumps between the discharge balls every few seconds.

It is important to notice that all the metal parts of a Wimshurst machine are built with rounded edges. A fundamental rule of electrostatics is that charges find it much easier to "jump" from a pointed surface than from a rounded one. Any sharp points on the machine would allow the charges to dissipate quickly.

How it Works. Remember that the Wimshurst machine is an induction device. It doesn't depend on friction to make an electrostatic charge. As you'll see, quadrants of negative and positive charge are created across the plates by induction between the front and rear plates. As the plates rotate, these positive and negative charges are syphoned off through the metal sectors by the collecting combs.

As you may recall, the principle of induction requires that an object be initially charged before you can use it to induce a charge in something else. That holds true for the plates on the Wimshurst machine. Even before you crank the handle the plates have some static charges on their surface. The charge is created from the incidental rubbing and handling of the machine, and the machine actually amplifies this initial imbalance of charge.

The Wimshurst machine is composed of many parts. However, not all Wimshurst machines have Leyden jars although this one does.
Looking at Fig. 2 let's say that quadrant CD of the rear plate had a slight negative charge before the crank was turned. That would induce a small positive charge on the front plate in the same sector. As you turn the crank, electrons on the front plate sector at point C are repelled by the electrons built up on the rear plate. That pushes them up the neutralizing rod to A, which is a more desirable place to be because the rear plate has a positive charge there. That leaves electron-starved quadrant CD with a net positive charge, and electron-rich quadrant AB becomes more negatively charged.

Note that the rear plate—rotating in the opposite direction—works in a reciprocal fashion: Electrons move through the rear neutralizing rod from B to D. So on the rear plate, quadrant AB becomes more positive and quadrant CD becomes more negative. That permits the front neutralizing rod to scoop up more repelled electrons and so on.

In the region of the collecting combs, the front and rear plates have the same charge. The charges on the plates repel each other in those areas. That permits the collecting combs to scoop up the excess charges and send them to the discharge balls. The charges will continue to accumulate until surface leakage or a spark between the discharge balls dissipates them.

You can see the charge leakage by placing the device in the dark, setting the discharge balls a good distance apart, and looking at its corona discharge radiating from the edges of the plates. You'll also see tiny, purple arcs around all combs.

Setting the gap between the discharge balls an inch or two apart, causes a continuous shower of sparks to jump between the spheres. Connecting the Leyden jars to the discharge spheres allows you to separate the balls by a larger distance to produce big crackling sparks.

**Demonstrations.** Here are some demonstrations that you can try with a Wimshurst machine. For instance, with the Leyden jars disconnected, move the discharge balls far enough apart so that there is no spark when you turn the handcrank. Light a candle and hold it close to one ball and then the other. At the positive ball, the flame will be attracted toward it, and at the negative one, the flame will be repelled.

For another experiment, hold a piece of cardboard between the discharge balls (again with the Leyden jars disconnected). Allow the shower of sparks to jump through the cardboard. Inspect the cardboard and notice that the hole caused by the spark is bulged on both sides. That shows that sparks act like AC current, they oscillate between the discharge balls.

For a different effect, start by cutting some kind of shape out of a piece of aluminum foil. A good example is a letter, such as T or L. Paste the aluminum design to a piece of cardboard. Using a knife or razor blade, cut the design in several places to create discontinuities in the foil (don't let the cuts exceed 1/8 inch wide). Connect each end of the shape to one of the discharge balls. Run the machine and watch the arcs as the charges jump the cuts in the foil.

**Safety.** You must respect the potential of any electrostatic generator. Under normal use, they are safe, but you should not let that lull you into a false sense of security. You must never attempt to condense, or store, the charge they produce without full knowledge of its dangers. Simply said, avoid connecting any capacitor to any electrostatic generator.
Voltage doublers are an easy and inexpensive way to experiment with high voltage.

RALPH HUBSCHER

IF YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR A WAY to generate high voltage, you've undoubtedly run across the voltage doubler. Voltage doubling using diode-capacitor combinations is a common practice. However, whole banks of doublers, called cascades, can also be used for producing extremely high DC voltages from moderate to high AC voltages. Such high DC voltages may be needed for TV sets, lasers, air purifiers, industrial smoke-stack dust removers, negative-ion generators, and, of course, for experimenting, on which we'll concentrate here.

Half-wave doubler

Figure 1 shows a half-wave voltage doubler; we'll assume that C1 and C2 are initially discharged. During the first half-cycle shown in a, the upper input terminal is positive and the bottom negative, so D1 conducts and C1 charges to about 170 volts peak. Diode D2 can't conduct, since it's back-biased, so C2 discharges through R1. In the second half-cycle (b), the analysis is similar, except that D2 conducts and C2 charges.

The circuit is really a transformerless voltage amplifier. While T1 can provide isolation, as well as increase the AC voltage initially going into the doubler, the amplification due to the doubling action would occur without it. When the polarity reverses, both the input voltage and the charge across C1 are in series like two batteries, producing about 340 volts peak. One problem, though, is that a half-wave doubler can't be used with a load that draws much current.

Full-wave doubler

Let's see how a full-wave voltage doubler is related to and built from both positive and negative half-wave rectifiers. Figure 2-a shows a half-wave rectifier with a positive output, Fig. 2-b shows the same version with a negative output, and Fig. 2-c shows the two combined into a full-wave voltage rectifier.

The full-wave voltage doubler shown in Fig. 3 has been redrawn for greater clarity; it has better regulation than a half-wave version, and is easier to filter. The circuit produces nearly double the peak AC voltage of 170 volts, or about 340 volts peak across R1. For the first half-cycle (a), D2 is cut off and D1 conducts, so that Vc1 equals approximately 170 volts DC. On the next half-cycle (b), the positive voltage is replaced by a negative voltage, so D2 conducts and D1 is cut off. R1 goes across C1 and C2 in series, effectively creating a doubled level of about 340 volts DC.

Unlike the half-wave voltage doubler, the full-wave version has two capacitors across R1 rather than one. Whereas C1 shown in Fig. 1 is cut off and unsupplied for half of every cycle, C1 and C2 in Fig. 3 are supplied on alternate half cycles. When the capacitor corresponding to the diode that's cut off discharges, it can only do so through the capacitor being supplied, slightly decreasing both its current and the maximum voltage it reaches.

Measuring high-voltage DC

Voltage measurements will be possible only to about the second or third stage of a cascaded voltage doubler with most voltage meters. Beyond that, you'll need to use either a high-voltage DC meter or an external voltage divider for use with a standard high-impedance voltmeter (10 megohms or more).

A good voltage divider that can be used for the purpose of high-voltage measurements is the RCA SK3868/DIV-1, a high-voltage DC divider; it's used in TV's to reduce the final anode voltage going to the CRT to the level required for the focus voltage. It consists of resistors R1 (200 megohms) and R2 (40 megohms) in series, as shown in Fig. 4. There are three leads, one for the free ends of each resistor, and the other at their juncture. If you put both a 10-megohm meter (shown as ZM in Fig. 4) and a 2.7-megohm resistor (R3) in parallel with the 40-megohm resistor (R2), you can achieve almost exactly 100:1 range multiplication, for a full-scale deflection of 20 kilovolts DC.
FIG. 1—HALF-WAVE VOLTAGE DOUBLER. During the first half-cycle (a), D1 conducts, D2 cuts off, C1 charges to 170 volts peak, and C2 discharges through $R_L$. For the second half-cycle (b), the input polarity is reversed, and both the input and C1 are in series, producing 340 volts peak. Now D1 cuts off while D2 conducts, and the current divides between C2 and $R_L$; the cycle then repeats.

FIG. 2—TWO HALF-WAVE RECTIFIERS, one with a positive output (a) and one negative (b), combine to make a full-wave voltage doubler (c).

Cascaded voltage doublers
Figures 5–8 show four additional voltage doublers. The one shown in Fig. 5 is the most straightforward. If you build it, use 1N4007 diodes with peak inverse voltage (PIV) ratings of 1 kilovolt for D1–D6, and 0.068–0.1 μF capacitors with working voltages of 400 volts DC. Figure 5 is electrically identical to the one in Fig. 6, so keep that in mind if you should come across either format. Figure 7 shows an extended version that's better stabilized for moderate-current applications: it's called either a Cockcroft-Walton or Greinacher cascaded voltage doubler.

You can use a sewing needle as an emitter for the doubler shown in Fig. 8 to generate "corona wind." That will sound like a hissing noise. (We'll show you how to demonstrate the "wind" later on.) The circuit delivers 3.75 kilovolts DC when powered from 120 volts AC, or 7.5 kilovolts DC when powered from 240 volts AC.

The output of a cascaded voltage doubler should be terminated with no less than 200 megohms, and only then be allowed to extend beyond a protective plastic case, for safety. Voltages as high as 5 megavolts DC have been generated using
cascaded voltage doublers, especially when operating in a pressurized atmosphere. The biggest advantage to using voltage doublers is that they use inexpensive low-voltage parts. Otherwise, if all the parts had to be of the high-voltage variety, you would have to use expensive and rather large capacitors like the one shown in Fig. 9.

If you have problems with the circuit in Fig. 8 (or any other high-voltage circuit), you must discharge every capacitor (we’ll tell you how in a minute) before you check for malfunctions. When examining the circuit for problems, closely check the solder connections, and then the diode directions and continuity. The 1N4007′s should have a resistance of 1.1K when forward-biased and be open when reverse-biased, while the capacitors should all have infinite resistance.

To properly discharge capacitors, build a discharging wand like the one shown in Fig. 10. Use a 2-foot wooden (or plastic) dowel, and connect a stiff wire tip

(piano wire works well) to a cold water pipe as earth ground with a good electrical connection. Discharge all capacitors twice, since they generally either hold charge, or tend to recharge from other capacitors. Don’t use an AC line ground or chassis ground instead of an earth grounded water pipe, or you may blow a fuse or damage parts.

Figure 11 shows a switch for high-voltage DC that you can use with any of the cascaded voltage doublers shown here; standard switches may present a shock hazard. Also, use an electromagnetic interference (EMI) line filter like the one seen at left in the photo to keep high-voltage DC out of house wiring, and to prevent shock from static charge. The EMI filter is from Corcom Corp. (1600 Winchester Road, 380-1904—Electronics Headquarters Handbook)
When you build a cascaded voltage doubler, you can encase the circuit in pure paraffin oil or candle wax to reduce the chances of getting shocked. It will also minimize corona loss, so the high-voltage DC arrives where it's needed. Figures 12 and 13 show a typical ladder-type voltage doubler before and after being sealed in wax.

**Experiments**

There are many experiments that can produce observable effects due to the high-voltage DC produced by voltage doublers.

- With a high-voltage emitter pointed at a ground plate (used to attract ions), with a burning candle placed in between them (see Fig. 14), you’ll see the candle flame deflect toward the metal plate.

- You can make a rotor for an ion motor, using a light pivot made from a rivet with thin, stiff wire (like piano wire) attached, as shown in Fig. 15. The rotor must be balanced on top of the sewing-needle emitter (much as in a compass) used for the doubler shown in Fig. 8. (We ran a similar construction project in *Radio-Electronics*, February, 1991.) When powered up, the rotor will spin and a hissing sound will be heard. Both ends of the wire are bent at opposite right angles, so the emitted electrons propel the wire in a circle. You should sharpen both ends of the rotor wire to provide a sharp surface good for corona generation and electron emission. The sharpened ends will have a small radius of curvature (a tight curve or bend), giving rise to a highly distorted electric field at its surface. The high electric field is what tends to ionize air molecules in the vicinity.

- Another experiment you could try involves holding a fluorescent tube near the emitter. The tube will glow, but be careful not to touch the terminals on the ends, or you’ll get a shock.

- Lines of force of an electrostatic field can be demonstrated by placing the electrodes (the high-voltage DC output and ground) in a tray covered with castor oil containing some farina. The farina will produce the pattern of the electric field lines; similar to iron filings shaken lightly on a piece of paper in the presence of a bar magnet.

- If you place two round door knobs on insulated stands made from plastic cups filled with candle wax, and then charge them, then a plastic ball suspended from a string will be drawn to and touch the positive electrode, and fall back to center when the spheres are discharged (see Fig. 16-a). A plastic ball coated with conductive lacquer swings toward the positive electrode like a pendulum; when the ball and doorknob touch, the ball becomes positively charged, so they repel one another. It then swings toward the negative side, absorbs electrons, becomes negatively charged, and is repelled back to the positive. The process repeats indefinitely as long as the high-voltage DC is present, and it will continue to operate for some time after it’s shut off. The charge exchange is slow, and there’ll be arcing at the positive electrode.

- A grounded metal ball alternates between both electrodes, like the conducting plastic ball. However, the arcs are smaller due to its greater weight, and should be observed at both ends, but more on the positive side.

- A light cotton ball should be drawn to the positive electrode and hang there by itself, as shown in Fig. 16-b. It’s then repelled 0.5-inch toward the negative electrode, and the process should repeat indefinitely.
As one who supplies parts to those who experiment with high voltage, I get a lot of letters and phone calls from frustrated builders that go like: "Can you supply an inexpensive XXX microfarad capacitor at a working voltage of YYY? My only source wants $249 for one." Sometimes, a high price is justified; other times, a seller has the only capacitors of a special value available, and will soak you for the maximum dollar.

It is feasible to build your own capacitors of any voltage and energy storage size for either AC or DC use. The process involves a step-by-step logical approach that we'll present here. We'll explain how to plan and construct a capacitor, where to get materials, safety considerations, tips and hints, and include a few simple projects.

A Capacitor's Description. A capacitor consists of two or more plates of a conductive material separated by an insulating substance called a dielectric. A dielectric may be solid, gel, liquid, or gas. A capacitor's ability to store energy is measured in either microfarads (µF), nanofarads (nF), or picofarads (pF). Micro means one millionth, nano stands for one billionth, and pico for one trillionth (farads are also used, but in high voltage work they are impractically large units). Several factors affect capacitance. The formula for determining capacitance is:

\[ C = \left(0.224K \frac{A}{c^2}\right)(n-1) \]
where \( C \) is the capacitance in picofarads, \( K \) is a constant that depends on the insulator (or dielectric) between the plates (called the dielectric constant), \( A \) is the area of one conductive plate in square inches, \( d \) is the separation between adjacent plates in inches, and \( n \) is the number of plates. As you may know different insulators have different dielectric constants. Table 1 shows the values of \( K \) for some common materials and the peak voltage they can withstand per \( \frac{1}{1000} \) inch (called a mil) of thickness. This rating is called the puncture or breakdown voltage.

**Dielectrics.** The better the insulating property of the dielectric, the higher its resistance, and the less dielectric leakage loss present. In low current, high voltage power supplies, minimizing all sources of loss is important to prevent undue power-supply loading. For that reason, plastics are by far the best materials for large capacitors. A serious project should involve one of the plastics.

Lexan, Polystyrene, and Plexiglas in particular are easy to glue, and can be cut with a table saw using a plastics blade, or a carborundum impregnated all-purpose cutting blade like Zippity-Do (which is cheaper). A sabre saw with a really coarse wood blade will also work (other blade types clog or chip). Such plastics may be drilled with high quality steel drill bits or special plastic bits. They must be drilled at 300 RPM or slower to prevent chipping and melting, and be sure to leave the protective film or paper on the plastic when working with it.

Mylar, Polyethylene, Nylon, and especially Teflon are difficult to work with as they are very slippery. The best way to attach plates to any of those materials is to use a glue specifically designed for the material. Polyvinyl chloride (or just PVC) is moderately slippery. It can be glued with a PVC cement, or foil plates can be attached using silicone RTV.

Glass is, in principle, an even better dielectric. It also has the advantage of being easy to glue to with Silicone RTV or Krazy Glue, and it is readily available and cheap. However, it is fragile, and may contain impurities that allow conductive paths for destructive arcs. Contradictorily, for your first capacitor or two, we suggest that you try a type made with glass to gain experience, since they go together easily and are cheap.

Many industrial capacitors are oil filled. Oil has an extremely high resistance, so it does not measurably increase leakage. Silicone transformer oil is the best liquid insulator, but is rather hard to obtain. Mineral oil, on the other hand, is readily available from most pharmacies. Although it has a low dielectric constant, it can be used in a variety of simple ways to make very good high voltage capacitors.

For example, a dandy variable DC capacitor can be made by immersing a junked AM-radio tuning capacitor of the movable-plate type in mineral oil so its shaft and connection leads come out of the container’s top. If you wish to try this idea, make absolutely certain the “cold” plates of the capacitor (the moving plates) are at ground potential. Use a good, large, non-metal knob for adjustment. A 100- to 365-pF variable capacitor with a 1-kVDC breakdown voltage (i.e., a plate spacing of 1 mm) becomes a 270- to 985-pF unit with 7500-VDC breakdown rating. Try pricing a 7500-volt variable capacitor sometime, and you’ll see the advantage to this approach!

You can use mineral oil in designs of your own, too. Immersion of a homemade capacitor in mineral oil will greatly improve its voltage rating and lifetime.

Paper is an excellent dielectric when saturated with mineral oil. Try 20-lb. bond computer paper which has a 4 mil thickness. Prepare this inexpensive capacitor by interleaving layers of dry paper with aluminum foil, and then immerse the capacitor in oil until the paper gets saturated.

One disadvantage to using oil in home-made capacitors is that the tape or glue used to bond the assembly must be oil-resistant. Silicone RTV is the best glue for these purposes.

### Design Considerations

**Table 1—Dielectric Constants and Breakdown Voltages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulator</th>
<th>Dielectric Constant</th>
<th>Puncture Voltage per 0.001 Inch</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window glass</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyethylene</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper (bond)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polycarbonate (Lexan)</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teflon</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy circuit board</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrex</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>335</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plexiglas</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVC (rigid type)</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>725</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone RTV</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyethylene terephthalate (Mylar)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nylon</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral Oil, Squibb</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellac</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

1. Tested with dry air.
2. Tested at 300 Hz using a Heathkit IM-2320 Multimeter and homemade capacitor.
3. Estimate, based on experiences.
4. Lowest value of 3 types.
5. Estimate. Probably higher. A 0.040" gap withstand over 10,000 volts DC before breakdown in one test.

**WARNING!!** This article deals with and involves subject matter and the use of materials and substances that may be hazardous to health and life. Do not attempt to implement or use the information contained herein unless you are experienced and skilled with respect to such subject matter, materials, and substances. Neither the publisher nor the author make any representations as for the completeness or the accuracy of the information contained herein and disclaim any liability for damages or injuries, whether caused by or arising from the lack of completeness, inaccuracies of the information, misinterpretations of the directions, misapplication of the information or otherwise.
several things to consider when designing and constructing your own capacitor. Let's point out each one before moving to the construction details. The first and most important thing to concern yourself with is safety. Despite the romance of high voltage, it is foolish to needlessly risk your life. Since you will probably be working with lethal voltages, observance of all safety practices for high voltage (or HV) is absolutely essential. For some guidelines, see the boxed text entitled "High Voltage Safety."

The next aspect to consider is capacity. If you have a specific capacitance in mind, you can design a capacitor using the information provided elsewhere in this article. Try one of the designs described later. Or perhaps you prefer experimenting instead. Either way, when building for the first time, we suggest making small designs first to get used to techniques and quirks before you invest lots of time and money.

You must also take into consideration the voltage that will be applied to the capacitor. That will affect your choice of a dielectric and its required thickness. Should you use an inadequate dielectric or thickness, sparks or arcs can result. A spark is a temporary breakdown that a lot of capacitors will survive, but an arc is serious: it is a path burned into the dielectric or other component. Arcs carbonize materials, producing a highly conductive channel that often renders an apparatus useless and very likely dangerous. Except in special cases where the insulator is a "self-healing" type (like air, oil, and some plastics), a single arc will ruin the capacitor.

To compensate for the impurities that often appear in materials that are not highly refined for capacitor use, we must add a safety margin to the thickness of the dielectric. In the

High Voltage Safety.

High voltage is considered any value over 500 volts AC or DC. When you attach a capacitor to high voltage, you are multiplying its hazard manifold. Therefore, experimenters must take extra precautions to avoid painful shocks and possible electrocution. Here are a few guidelines to follow when working with high voltage:

- Label your project in several locations with: "Danger, High Voltage" where appropriate. Such a warning label is provided here for you to copy (see Fig. A). Keep children, pets, and curiosity seekers away from the apparatus. Cover all bare leads, wires, connection terminals, and possible points of contact with high voltage putty or a cover fabricated from thick clear plastic.
- Work in a dry location. Working in a damp basement or workshop courts disaster. Wear rubber-soled boots or sneakers. Stand on a thick rubber mat.

Fig. A. Curiosity can hurt more than just felines, so use this warning label on all your high voltage projects to protect the unwary from harm.

- Never put your body in a position to become a conductor. Locate your apparatus away from appliances, metal doors and windows frames, heating ducts, vents, radiators, sinks, or water pipes. All these items can become a deadly ground if your body comes between them and high voltage.
- Always pull the plug when working on a high voltage circuit unless you must test it. When testing a live circuit, use utmost caution. Keep one hand in your pocket. Use clip-on test leads that are rated twice the voltage of the live circuit. Use a high voltage probe whenever possible—its insulating handle will help protect you.
- Use NE-2 neon lamps to indicate live or stored high voltage. Bleed off the charge on capacitors with a power resistor before performing adjustments.
- Adequate ventilation must be provided for circuits that produce large amounts of ozone such as Jacob's ladders or Tesla coils.
case of DC, a good rule of thumb is a 50% margin. For example, say you need a 500-volt DC capacitor using polystyrene. Consulting Table 1, note polystyrene's breakdown is 500 volts per mil, thus 1 mil is required. Adding 50% gives you 1.5 mils, which is adequate for pure DC. You can always use a thicker dielectric if it's expedient, providing that you adjust the number of plates or their size to accommodate the wider plate separation. It should be mentioned that when making a paper capacitor, you should use a healthy safety margin since paper is not always uniform in thickness.

In comparison to AC, DC puts relatively little stress on a capacitor. By contrast, AC reverses the dielectrics' polarity every cycle. So the dielectric in an AC capacitor must have twice the thickness required in an equivalent DC capacitor. Further, when considering dielectrics in AC applications, you must deal with the peak voltage—not rms (Root Mean Square) voltage—that they will be exposed to. If you wish to convert an rms voltage to its equivalent peak sinewave value, multiply it by 1.414.

So, to roughly calculate the proper voltage rating needed for an AC capacitor, you first double its required rms voltage rating then multiply by 1.414. To further simplify this calculation, all one needs to do is multiply the AC (rms) voltage in question by 2.828. Now divide the voltage by the puncture-voltage rating to get a preliminary thickness value. Finally, you must add a safety margin of 50% to 100%. The actual percentage depends on the characteristics of the applied AC voltage. For a pure sinewave AC, we suggest a 50% safety margin whereas high frequency, non-sinusoidal applications such as Tesla coils require a full 100% extra thickness.

If one is available, equip an oscilloscope with a high voltage probe to visually observe exactly what the circuit is doing so you can determine the proper safety margin. An oscilloscope will also enable you to detect destructive voltage spikes and superimposed AC (also called AC ripple) so you can design a capacitor to handle those harmful excursions.

Of course physical size, weight, and fragility are also important characteristics of capacitor design. If you have size limitations, Mylar is the best dielectric material to use since it has a very high puncture voltage per mil, and thus makes a very compact capacitor. Plastics are light, so most capacitors will weigh less than ten pounds. The toughest plastic is Lexan, which is difficult to crack even with a hammer and is often used for vandal-proof windows. Glass is the worst material for a lightweight, durable capacitor, and can even crack under its own weight when lifted. Take all this into account when selecting your materials.

Fig. 2. For a single-section capacitor, use one double-sided PC board. For multiple sections, use several single-sided boards clamped together or bolted together with nylon screws.

Of course, the overall cost in labor and materials should also be considered before constructing a capacitor. Calculate beforehand the cost of your materials. Paper and polyethylene are the cheapest. Glass is the next higher price. Labor time is about the same with Plexiglas, Lexan, and glass sheet capacitors. Exotic plastics such as Teflon are not needed unless your application demands extreme chemical and thermal deterioration resistance. Polyethylene has excellent chemical resistance, but breaks down gradually upon exposure to ozone gas (always present around high voltage) becoming brittle and less resistant to arc puncture.

That brings us to another important consideration: the capacitor's useful life. To enhance a capacitor's life keep the working voltage at or below the rated specification in both DC and AC applications. We discovered that charging at no more than 70% of a capacitor's working voltage resulted in an amazing 10-fold increase in lifetime for one type of commercial capacitor. Also, for DC capacitors, watch out for voltage reversals. If your system has a lot of inductance, reverse voltage swings are always produced. Increase the safety margin if a lot of inductance is in the circuit. Furthermore, the temperature should be kept below 120°F. As mentioned earlier, watch out for superimposed AC, voltage spikes, and ringing. These types of AC waves can drastically shorten lifetime. Tesla coils have notorious ringing. To repeat: if feasible, use an oscilloscope to visually analyze
your circuit. Often a power resistor inserted in the current path to the capacitor quenches ringing. With this criteria under our belts, let's look at some problems your design and construction methods should prevent.

**Signs of Trouble.** Your assembly techniques should seek to minimize the likelihood of a few possible problems. Luckily, all of them can be prevented at least in part by using ample amounts of insulating material such as No-arc or Corona Dope and/or high voltage putty on all exposed areas. A plastic case to enclose the apparatus is also recommended (more on that later).

Still and all, you should know what problems the insulation is preventing. The first problem insulation relieves is the possibility of electrical shock.

Insulation also minimizes the production of ozone—a gas created when high voltage causes three oxygen atoms to join together. Ozone has a tart, sweet "electrical" smell, and is 100 times as poisonous as carbon monoxide. Beware: it quickly causes headache, nausea, vomiting, and respiratory irritation. In addition to insulating all the exposed HV areas, you should also operate your equipment with good ventilation if it produces any ozone.

Closely linked to ozone generation is corona leakage. It is produced by a charge being leached off a highly charged object by the air. That typically produces ozone. However, sometimes a device (such as a Van deGraff generator) is constructed specifically to display corona discharge, and insulating it would defeat that purpose. In such cases, good ventilation is the only practical means of hazard prevention.

Ozone can also be created by arcing, which can occur anywhere. However, ozone production is not the greatest hazard arcing presents. At 50 kV a spark can arc between an uninsulated contact and your body if you come within 2 inches of the contact. Arcing commonly takes two forms: directly through a capacitor's dielectric (as mentioned earlier), or across the edges of a capacitor's plates to an adjacent plate. A snapping sound indicates the presence of arcing, so keep your ears open.

Arcing from the edges of a capacitor plate, or anywhere the shape of a conductor changes abruptly (such as the tip of a nail) is called point discharge. It can be readily observed in a dark room at very high voltages. Small, bright blue pinpoint(s) are seen leaking electrons into the air, accompanied by a hissing sound and copious ozone production.

Once again, insulation and proper ventilation are the proper solutions to all these problems, and there are some specialized techniques to insulate your capacitors and otherwise improve the safety of your high voltage projects. Let's get to those now.

**Construction Requirements.** A key ingredient in a good assembly is a proper case. Your capacitor's housing must protect it against moisture, dirt, and accidental discharge. Plastic cases for dry capacitors are easy to make with acrylic sheets glued at all corners with Silicone RTV. Oil-proof cases can be made for immersed models, but you will need to rough-up the plastic at the sealing edges with sandpaper and use both a bonding and second fillet glue coating for a liquid-proof seal. Metal cases can be made from PC boards cut on a shear or large paper cutter and soldered at the edges. Copper roof flashing (available at hardware stores) works well too. However when using metal, always beware of contamination by solder rosin, solder bits, and other crud, which can short out plates or otherwise reduce efficiency.

Whether a capacitor is enclosed or exposed, discharge paths must be wide enough to avoid arcs to the case, adjacent plates, terminals, connections, or components. That is especially important in situations where conductors must be left uninsulated. Note that the space from each plate to the edge of the dielectric must be wide enough to stop any spark from "crawling" over the edge of one plate to another.

Power leads must be capable of withstanding the full voltage of the charge plus at least a 50% safety margin. TV anode wire, which comes rated up to 40-kVDC, makes great leads. Vinyl tubing or aquarium air hose may be slipped over leads to increase their voltage rating.

Make sure the plates are securely mounted or they will tend to shift, or make a noisy rattle when used with AC. Glue or compress the assembly to hold it secure. With regard to mounting, keep in mind that glues that dry by evaporation of a volatile chemical might not set properly if "buried" inside an assembly away from air, and could thus become a fire hazard.

Rolled-up capacitors may be held securely by wrapping the interleaving layers of foil and insulator tight around an insulating mandrel and then topping with a clear PVC tape. Where necessary, coat the ends with Silicone RTV that will eliminate end-arcing flashover and corona loss. Alternatively, although it is somewhat brittle, paraffin (with a puncture voltage of 250 volts/
Fig. 4. A rolled-up capacitor, like that shown here, can provide the greatest capacitance in the smallest space. Note that the dimensions in the side view have been greatly exaggerated for the sake of clarity.

High voltage terminals for your projects can be made from plastic rods drilled through to accept connection wires. You may add a nut and bolt on top for convenience. However, beyond about 3,000 VDC this method suffers from point discharge. Metal balls make good terminals. Clean them up with a wire brush or steel wool to eliminate rough spots. The author uses fishing floats covered with either aluminum foil or nickel print paint for up to 10 kVDC. Split the bobbin first with a razor blade, remove the line holder and spring, and glue it together again with epoxy.

Furthermore, as you work, keep all materials as clean as possible. Not only will your work have a better appearance, but arcs and burn-throughs due to contaminants will be prevented. High voltage easily tracks along dust, surface contamination, and even finger oil (which contains salt). Also, we shall refer to a “section” as consisting of two conductive plates with an insulating dielectric between them.

By now, we hope you have a good understanding of the principles and techniques involved in making your own capacitors. Without forgetting safety, let’s talk about how to build some simple capacitors, any of which can be modified for your application.

A Leyden Jar Capacitor. Leyden Jars are one of the first types of capacitors made, having been invented nearly two and a half centuries ago. Their development was first recorded in 1745 by Ewald von Kliest. In 1746, Peter van Musschenbroeck of Leyden, Holland experimented further with the invention. We can build our own modernized units with a gallon-size wide-mouthed mayonnaise jar. The project only costs about $2, and is good to at least 10 kVDC at 2.5 nF. Units we've tested at 15 kVDC did not fail; at that voltage, the capacitors stored just under 1/3 joule each.

First select a jar without bubbles, cracks, or blemishes and that has a mouth large enough to comfortably slip your hand through. Next, carefully clean it out. You'll use aluminum foil inside and out as the conductive plates (see Fig. 1). Cut a foil disk 1-inch bigger than the bottom of the jar. Now coat the dull side of the foil and inside jar bottom with a thin, even layer of rubber cement. Let both dry for 10 minutes, and press together. Smooth with firm hand pressure. Avoid excess wrinkles. Do the rest of the inside except the top inch of the bottle using three of four pieces of foil. (It is easiest to do the plate in pieces instead of all at once, since rubber cement “grabs” and it is difficult to reposition the foil once contact has been made.) Now do the outside foil plate in pieces, leaving the top inch bare. Check the foils with a continuity tester to determine if the pieces are in good electrical contact. Areas of foil not in contact can be bridged with strips of foil or nickel-print paint.

For the top cover, cut two disks of clear plastic, one slightly smaller than the rim, the other 1/4-inch larger than the rim. Glue the two pieces together to form a plug. Drill a 1/4-inch hole through the plug’s center. Cut and insert a length of 1/4-inch (outer diameter) metal rod or tubing through this hole. Attach a ball to its top, and sol-
der a wire or small-link chain to its bottom. The wire must make good electrical contact with the foil. Let the assembly dry for a day with the cover off, to allow vapors from the rubber cement to dissipate, then cement the cover on with silicone or Krazy Glue.

PC-Board Capacitor. Some nifty low inductance capacitors can be made from pieces of copper-clad epoxy circuit board (see Fig. 2). For a simple two-plate capacitor, you can use one double-sided sheet. For multiple sections, use single-sided board.

To prepare each board, start by etching away a 1-inch strip from around all its edges. That process can be simplified by first masking off the strip, spraying the bare copper with an etch-resistant paint, removing the masking tape, and then etching.

Clean the board after etching, and rinse with de-ionized or distilled water. Thoroughly air-dry the sections, or use a blow dryer. Attach strips of aluminum foil to each plate.

If you are building a multiple-section capacitor, connect the aluminum foil strips together as shown in Fig. 2 and secure them using glue or nylon bolts at each corner. Spray the finished assembly with several coats of an insulating product, or paraffin.

If you use the dimensions shown in Fig. 2 and a 0.060-inch gap between plates, you can achieve a capacitance of 1.94 nF (1940 pF) per section. When deciding on the gap width to use, keep in mind that the greater the space between successive plates the lower the chance of arcing. For example, a 1-inch spacing gives you a 30% larger gap than a 20-kV spark can jump. Insulation will further improve that margin.

The Stacked Sheet Design. This type is virtually identical to our PC board capacitor, but it can be designed to handle considerably more voltage. You simply substitute sheet plastic or glass dielectrics, and glue aluminum foil in place of the copper for each section (refer to the PC board capacitor drawing in Fig. 3 as needed). All in all, it's an easier design to build, as it does not involve the effort of etching copper, and you can continue to add sections to your original prototype to increase its capacity as future demands require.

When building a large capacitor of this type, we suggest that you use nylon bolts at the corners to hold it all together. The bolt holes should be pre-drilled before assembly, and all chips cleared away. Make sure the plate-to-edge spacing is adequate for the voltage you will subject the capacitor to. Add extra spacing if you intend to use bolts at the edges.

Glue foil carefully to the top of the first plate using a small amount of spray adhesive, Krazy Glue or RTV silicone. Press it smooth and let it dry. A photographic finishing roller is handy for flattening foil. Repeat the procedure for the second sheet, orienting the foil connection tab in the opposite direction. Keep the plates and dielectrics aligned as assembly proceeds. Repeat this procedure for as many sections as you want. Always keep the final number of plus and minus plates equal.

Put an insulating sheet above and below the last plate and secure the assembly with nylon bolts. Do not over tighten at the center of the assembly will "bow." Finally, clean the ends with a very small amount of isopropyl (rubbing) alcohol and wipe dry. Smear a coating of silicone RTV over all the edges.

Roll-Up Design. The kind of capacitor depicted in Fig. 4 can provide large capacitance in a small size. They are a little trickier to make than stacked-section type capacitors, so you might want to try a few small prototypes first. The design uses a layered approach (as shown), and we suggest using only one section as it is difficult to align and wrap multiple sections. By contrast, a single section several feet long is not too unwieldy. Aluminum foil works great in these capacitors. You'll find the oven/broiler type, which is heavy-duty foil, far easier to work with than the plain variety. Polyethylene and Mylar are the most common dielectrics, but you can experiment with other materials.

Looking at the figure, note the orientation and shape of the foil plates (A) and (C). They can be easily secured to the dielectric (B) using double-sided Scotch tape. Note also the edge spacing. An outer covering of dielectric (D) will prevent the finished capacitor from having a "hot" case, which might be a hazard. With those points in mind, lay the foil out on a smooth sheet of paper, which in turn should be laid out on a smooth, hard surface to prevent wrinkling. Carefully assemble the four layers as shown in the drawing. Strive to make them flat and smooth.

Wrap the capacitor "sandwich" around a non-conductive mandrel or spool—ideally made of plastic or glass rod (be careful not to break a glass rod). Try to make the roll straight and free of lumps and wrinkles. When it's all rolled up, secure it with plenty of tape. The author uses clear packaging-sealing tape for this. Now secure the positive foil tab (assuming it's going to be for DC) to the mandrel using tape. Finally, coat the exposed ends with an insulating product like silicone RTV.

The remaining foil connection tab may be reinforced by rolling it around a small metal dowel. A nail, or a cut-off piece of ¼-inch uncoated brazing rod is suggested. Apply glue to hold the assembly together.

Foil tabs can be strengthened by adding "ribs" of adhesive from a hot glue gun. Similarly, the tabs can be made tear-resistant by applying hot glue where they enter the capacitor.

Note most problems with this design come from particle contaminants that stretch a dielectric thin in spots where they are trapped by the tightly rolled dielectric. Another trouble is inadequate edge spacing, causing arcing across the ends. Careful planning and assembly will eliminate both headaches.
An Electrical-System Analyzer for your car

In these times of rising costs and diminishing real income, every driver knows how very costly vehicle maintenance can be, even for relatively minor repairs. For most problems, a driver has no alternative but to take the vehicle to a service technician. Sooner or later all vehicles require repairs to the battery and charging system, and if the problem is not diagnosed properly, you could spend a fortune replacing perfectly good parts. But there is one area—the vehicle’s battery and starting and charging systems—that can be monitored and diagnosed for possible problems using a simple electronic circuit.

Although modern automotive batteries and their charging systems can be somewhat complex, diagnosing them is relatively simple. And diagnosing electrical-system problems is just what the Automotive Electrical Diagnostic System described in this article is designed to do.

Some Background. The Automotive Electrical Diagnostic System monitors the battery’s terminal voltage to determine the condition of the vehicle’s electrical system under various operating conditions—including standing idle prior to starting, cranking, idling, and running with various electrical accessories in operation. It keeps tabs on your vehicle’s battery, alternator, regulator, and cranking voltage through a set of 5 LEDs.

Under normal conditions, a green LED lights and remains lit as long as the battery voltage is normal prior to starting the engine. The other 4 LED’s light only when a malfunction occurs. The circuit is powered from the vehicle’s electrical system, so it does not require a separate power source. It can be permanently installed in the vehicle (to continuously monitor electrical system status) or assembled as a portable unit and connected to any vehicle with a 12-volt electrical system.

All vehicles that use a 12.6-volt lead-acid battery as the power source will fall within certain voltage constraints as the vehicle is operated. For example, a battery in good condition will have a terminal voltage of about 12.6 volts when the engine has not been in operation for some time. During cranking, battery voltage should not fall below 9 volts.

When the engine is operating, the voltage regulator should hold the terminal voltage between 13.5 and 15.0 volts. When all accessories are on, the alternator should be able to maintain at least 13.5 volts across the battery at about 1500 or 2000 engine RPM. Table 1 illustrates normal battery-terminal voltages under various operating conditions and specifies possible faults when any of the voltages levels falls outside of the acceptable limits.

Circuit Operation. At the heart of the Automotive Electrical Diagnostic System (see Fig. 1) is the Maxim MAX8214ACPE five-stage voltage comparator, U1, which also contains a built-in 1.25-volt precision reference. The chip also has an on-board logic circuit that allows the outputs of two of the comparators to be inverted by tying the mode-select input (vs, at pin 15) high (more on that later).

In the Automotive Electrical Diagnostic System, the non-inverting inputs of all of the comparators are tied to U2’s internal 1.25-volt reference, while the vs input is tied high, causing the outputs of comparators U1-a and U1-b to be inverted. When any comparator output is driven low, its associated LED lights.

Resistors R1-R6 form a voltage-divider network that provides specific voltage levels at five junctions, each of which feeds the positive input of one of U1’s five comparators; thus each comparator receives a known percentage of the input (battery) voltage. Since each of the five comparator circuits are similar, an explanation of one such circuit will cover all. Take U1-e (the NOT CHARGING MONITOR), for example.

When the engine is at rest, the battery voltage is 12.8 volts or more, so the voltage at the R3/R4 junction exceeds the 1.25-volt reference, causing the output of U1-e to go high, holding LED3 off and indicating that the charging system is delivering current into the battery at engine idle. Even if the battery voltage rises above 12.8 volts (which is normal during engine operation), the output of U1-e at pin 10 remains high, keeping LED3 off. But should the charging system fail, battery’s terminal voltage will dip below 12.8 volts, causing LED3 to light, alerting the driver to the condition.

Comparators U1-c and U1-d operate in a similar manner, lighting their LED’s if the battery voltage falls below 9.0 and 13.4 volts, respectively, indicating WEAK BATTERY (insufficient cranking voltage) or INSUFFICIENT CHARGING (defective alternator operation).
### TABLE 1—AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICAL FAULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Normal Voltage</th>
<th>Possible Fault</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle at rest</td>
<td>12.6 volts</td>
<td>&lt;12.4 volts: bad cell or severely undercharged battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cranking</td>
<td>&gt;9 volts</td>
<td>&lt;9 volts: Weak battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idling</td>
<td>&gt;12.8 volts</td>
<td>&lt;12.8 volts: Not charging; bad alternator or wiring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running minimum load</td>
<td>&gt;13.4 volts</td>
<td>&lt;13.4 volts: defective alternator or voltage regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running minimum load</td>
<td>&lt;15.2 volts</td>
<td>&gt;15.2 volts: Overcharging; defective regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running maximum load</td>
<td>&gt;13.4 volts</td>
<td>&lt;13.4 volts: alternator defective or belt slipping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to prevent ambiguity between a NOT CHARGING and INSUFFICIENT CHARGING situation, which would cause two normally off LED's to simultaneously light, R7 and D2 are placed into the circuit. A low output from U1-e (NOT CHARGING) pulls down the reference input of U1-d (INSUFFICIENT CHARGING) to prevent LED4 from lighting. Thus, when the vehicle charging system is not working at all, LED3 (NOT CHARGING) will light and LED4 (INSUFFICIENT CHARGING) will not.

Integrated circuit U2, a fixed 8-volt voltage regulator, maintains a constant supply voltage for U1. Diode D1 has been placed in the circuit to prevent component damage in case the lead polarity is accidentally reversed when connecting the Automotive Electrical Diagnostic System to the vehicle’s electrical system.

### Construction

Although circuit wiring is not critical, and could have been done on perfboard, the author's prototype was assembled on a small printed-circuit board measuring about 2 by 2 1/2 inches. A template of that printed-circuit pattern is shown in Fig. 2. A printed-circuit board is available from the source specified in the Parts List.

Regardless of which method of construction you choose, it is strongly recommended that you use a socket for U1. That makes testing and troubleshooting the circuit easier should it ever be necessary.

When installing the parts, be very careful to properly orient the polarized components. Just one component inadvertently installed backwards will prevent the circuit from operating and may cause damage to itself and/or other components. So, as always, double-check the position of the parts before soldering them in place.

When connecting the LEDs to the circuit board, use flexible insulated

---

**Fig. 1.** The Automotive Electrical Diagnostic System is built around a Maxim MAX8214ACPE five-stage voltage comparator, which contains a built-in 1.25-volt precision reference, and on-board logic that allows the outputs of two of the comparators to be inverted.

Comparators U1-a and U1-b have to sense voltage levels higher than 12.4 and 15.2 volts, respectively to light their LED's. To accomplish that, the mode-select input of U1 is connected to Vcc, thereby inverting the outputs of those two comparators, and causing their respective LED's to light when the battery voltage rises above 12.8 volts prior to starting (a normal condition), and above 15.2 volts (OVERCHARGING).
PARTS LIST FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICAL DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

SEMICONDUCTORS
U1—MAX8214ACPE voltage-comparator, integrated circuit (Maxim)
U2—AN78108 8-volt, 100-mA voltage regulator, integrated circuit
D1—IN4004 1-amp 400-PIV silicon rectifier diode
D2—IN4148 general-purpose silicon diode
LED1, LED3-LED5—Red light-emitting diode
LED2—Green light-emitting diode

RESISTORS
(All resistors are ½-watt. 1%, metal-film units, unless otherwise noted.)
R1—100,000-ohm
R2—4530-ohm
R3—357-ohm
R4—487-ohm
R5—1300-ohm
R6—9530-ohm
R7—220,000-ohm, ½-watt, 5%, carbon
R8—R12—470-ohm, ½-watt, 5%, carbon

CAPACITORS
C1—100-µF, 25-WVDC, radial-lead electrolytic
C2, C3—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
Printed-circuit materials, IC socket, enclosure, test leads, alligator clips, solder, hardware, etc.

Note: The following parts are available from A. Caristi, 69 White Pond Road, Waldwick, N.J. 07463: printed-circuit board, $11.95; a set of 6 metal-film resistors, $4.50; U1, 12.50; U2, $2.50. Please add $3.00 postage/handling. New Jersey residents please add appropriate sales tax.

Fig. 3. Assemble your printed-circuit board according to this parts-placement diagram. It is strongly recommended that a socket be provided for U1.

Checkout. It is important to bench test the project before installing or using it on a vehicle. To test the project you'll need an well-filtered variable, DC power supply with an adjustment range of at least 8 to 16 volts, and an accurate DC voltmeter. Connect the voltmeter and project input leads to the output of the power supply, while observing the proper polarity of both IC pins. Correct any errors that you find.

(Continued on page 106)
Build a Telephone Scrambler

Keep your privileged conversations completely private with this audio-scrambling circuit.

BY TERRY J. WEEDER

How private are your private telephone conversations? If you are like most people, you take for granted that conversations held over the telephone are strictly between you and the person on the other end. It is a very uneasy feeling to find out later that someone has been listening in.

Well worry no more, for the Telephone Scrambler described in this article is designed to dispose of that problem. The Telephone Scrambler, which connects between your telephone and wall jack and does not require modifications to your telephone, is designed to scramble your voice before sending it over the telephone line. Anyone picking up an extension or monitoring your conversation with a telephone-line transmitter will hear nothing more than garbled sound. Only the party at the other end of the telephone line, using another Telephone Scrambler, will be able to understand what you are saying.

Theory. There are many different ways to scramble audio signals that contain speech so as to render the speech unintelligible. The difficult part of making speech unintelligible lies in doing so in a manner that allows it to be restored to its original form. The Telephone Scrambler accomplishes that task by shifting all high frequencies to low frequencies, and all low frequencies to high frequencies.

The exact amount of frequency shift is determined by the distance in Hz that the original signal is from the center frequency of 1790 Hz. For example, the parts of your speech pattern that lie at 2290 Hz (500 Hz above the center frequency) will be shifted to 1290 Hz (500 Hz below the center frequency), and vice versa. The parts of your speech that lies at 2790 Hz (1000 Hz above the center frequency) will be shifted to 790 Hz (1000 Hz below the center frequency), and vice versa. The result is a garbled audio signal sounding similar to that of listening to an SSB-modulated carrier with an AM receiver.

The process of restoring the audio to its original form can be accomplished in the same way. Simply perform the task of frequency shifting on the scrambled audio for a second time, and all the products in the speech pattern will be shifted back to their original frequency. (The process is analogous to double-inverting a signal in a digital system.)

About the Circuit. Figure 1 shows a functional block diagram of the Telephone Scrambler. The circuit is comprised of two hybrid networks, two low-pass filters, two balanced modulators, an oscillator, a divide-by-1000 counter, and two buffer stages. The circuit's operation is really quite simple. The oscillator provides a 3.58-MHz signal that is down-converted by the divider to provide a 3.58 kHz signal, which is then fed through the buffer to one of the modulators. While that's going on, speech is applied to the hybrid network, which transfers the signal to the balanced modulator, where the two signals are mixed (to produce scrambled audio), and then output to the telephone line through a low-pass filter.

A schematic diagram of the actual circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The circuit is powered from a 13-volt AC wall transformer, the output of which is converted to DC by a fullwave bridge rectifier (BR1) and regulated by a pair of Zener diodes (D1 and D2) to form a dual (+) 6.2-volt supply. Power for the relay (K1) is tapped from the output of BR1 (prior to regulation) so as not to put an unnecessary strain on the regulated 6.2-volt source.

Initially, relay K1 is de-energized, so the circuit is bypassed through K1's normally closed contacts, allowing the telephone to operate in the normal manner. A PS2505-1NEC optoisolator/coupler (U6) is used to monitor current flow through the telephone and provides base bias current for Q1 only when the telephone is
Fig. 1. The Telephone Scrambler scrambles all outgoing dialog from the telephone, while it descrambles all incoming dialog from the telephone line.

off hook. With base bias present, pressing S2 (SCRAMBLE) turns on SCR1 and current flows through Q1, current-limiting resistor R44, and the coil of relay K1, activating it. Current also flows through LED1, indicating that the circuit is in the scrambled mode.

Diode D3 is included in the circuit to protect Q1 from reverse voltage spikes, resulting from the de-energization of K1. Capacitor C15 provides temporary bias current for Q1 during the break in telephone current when the relay armature is in the process of moving between sets of contacts.

When K1 (a DPDT relay) is energized, one set of its contacts places the primary winding of transformer T1 across the telephone line, completing the current loop that alerts the central-office switching equipment to an off-hook condition, while coupling audio signals to and from the telephone line. At the same time, −6 volts is applied to the telephone through K1's second set of contacts and transformer T2's primary winding, providing operating power to the telephone (like in the normal off-hook condition), and allowing audio to be coupled to and from the telephone.

The circuit includes two hybrid networks. The first consists of the secondary winding of T1, coupled with U3-d and R22 through R24. The second hybrid network is comprised of the secondary winding of T2, coupled with U3-c and R19 through R21. Those networks allow signals from the secondary windings of the transformers to be applied to the inputs of op-amps U3-c and U3-d. The outputs of op-amps U3-a and U3-b are in turn applied to the secondary windings of

**PARTS LIST FOR THE TELEPHONE SCRAMBLER**

**RESISTORS**

- R1—10-megohm

**CAPACITORS**

- C1, C4, C16, C17, C20—0.1-µF, Mylar
- C2, C3—36-pF, ceramic-disc
- C5, C14—220-pF, ceramic-disc
- C6, C13—0.02-µF, Mylar
- C7, C12—0.033-µF, Mylar
- C8, C11—1-µF, 16-WVDC, tantalum
- C9, C10—22-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic
- C15—2.2-µF, 16-WVDC, tantalum
- C18, C19—100-µF, 35-WVDC, electrolytic
- C21—1000-µF, 35-WVDC, electrolytic

**SEMICONDUCTORS**

- U1—4069 hex inverter, integrated circuit
- U2—4040 12-stage ripple-carry binary counter/divider, integrated circuit
- U3—LM348N quad op-amp, integrated circuit
- U4, U5—LM1496N balanced-modulator/demodulator, integrated circuit
- U6—PS2505:NEC optoisolator/coupler, integrated circuit
- SCR1—S401E, ND 1-amp, 400-PIV, non-sensitive gate, silicon controlled rectifier
- Q1—2N4400 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor
- BRI—1-amp, 200-PIV, fullwave-bridge rectifier
- D1, D2—IN4735, 6.2-volt Zener diode
- D3—IN4148 general-purpose silicon switching diode
- LED1, LED2—Light-emitting diode
- MOV—130-VRMS, metal-oxide varistor

**ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS**

- XTAL—3.58-MHz, TV color-burst crystal
- T1, T2—600-ohm to 600-ohm audio transformer
- K1—12-volt DC, DPDT relay
- S1, S2—SPST momentary pushbutton switch
- Printed-circuit materials, enclosure, 13-volt AC, 800-mA wall transformer (Radio Shack no. 273-1610 or similar), telephone cord, power cord jack, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

**Note:** The following items are available from Weeder Technologies, P.O. Box 421, Batavia, Ohio 45103: An etched and drilled printed-circuit board (WTTS-B), $14.00; a kit of all board-mounted components (WTTS-C), $29.00; a pre-assembled circuit board (WTTS-A), $69.00. All orders must include $3.50 for shipping and handling. U.S. and Canadian orders only please. Ohio residents must add 6% sales tax. Above prices are for single units only. 2 Telephone Scramblers are required.
Fig. 2. The heart of the Telephone Scrambler is a pair of balanced modulators (U4 and U5), which are used in both scrambling and descrambling circuits.

1. The Telephone Scrambler is a device that scrambles telephone conversations to prevent eavesdropping by unauthorized listeners.
2. It consists of two balanced modulators (U4 and U5) that are used in both scrambling and descrambling dialog.
3. The circuit diagram shows the interconnection of various components, including transistors, diodes, and integrated circuits.
4. The components are labeled with their part numbers and specifications, such as 1N4148 for diodes and LM1498 for the integrated circuits.
5. The diagram also includes labels for the input and output interfaces, such as 'SOURCE' and 'TO TELEPHONE.'
T1 and T2. The outputs of U3-a and U3-b are also applied to the inputs of U3-c and U3-d, but because both inverting and non-inverting inputs of U3-c and U3-d are tied together, the signals nullify each other (the signals cause no output change to either U3-c or U3-d).

At the heart of the circuit are the two LM1496N balanced modulators (U4 and U5). The audio signal applied to pin 1 of both U4 and U5 is mixed with the squarewave signal that is introduced to each IC at pin 8. The outputs of U4 and U5, taken from pin 6 of each unit, consists of the sum and difference of the two input signals. The sum of the two signals is filtered out by low-pass filters made up of U3-a, R4 through R7, and C5 through C7 for U4, and U3-b, R36 through R39, and C12 through C14 for U5. That leaves only the difference frequency.

The squarewave is generated by U1-a (15th of a 4069 inverter) and a 3.58-MHz color-burst crystal. The 3.58-MHz squarewave is used as the clock input for U2 (a 4040 binary counter) whose output at pin 14 is the clock frequency divided by 1000, which is equal to 3580 Hz. That 3580 Hz signal is applied through buffers, consisting of U1-c through U1-f, to pin 8 of U4 and U5, and determines the frequency shift of the input signals at pin 1.

Circuit Construction. The Telephone Scrambler was assembled in a printed-circuit board, measuring about 4⅞ by 3⅞ inches. A template of that printed-circuit artwork is shown in Fig. 3. You can etch your own board from the artwork, or purchase the etched and drilled board and a kit of board-mounted components from the supplier listed in the Parts List.

After obtaining the board and all the parts in the Parts List, use the parts-placement diagram in Fig. 3 to guide you in assembling the circuit. Start by mounting U1–U6, T1, T2, and K1. Mounting those larger components first will make it easier to orient your board with the parts-placement diagram and find the correct locations for the other components.

Next, mount the resistors, capacitors, and diodes. Pay particular attention to the diodes and polarized capacitors to make sure that they are not installed backwards. Finish by installing the remaining components and the four jumper connections. Verify that all IC's have their notches pointing in the right direction (according to Fig. 3). Also check to make sure that Q1, SCR1, and BR1 are not installed backwards.

Your enclosure must be large enough to house the board and any part of the switches and jacks that extend into the enclosure. Prepare the enclosure by drilling four holes in the front panel of the appropriate size to accommodate the two switches (S1 and S2) and two LED's (LED1 and LED2). Then drill a hole in the rear panel to fit the power jack. (If a Radio Shack 273-1610 wall transformer is used, it will mate with a Radio Shack 274-1563 power jack. The inside diameter of a wall transformer's connector varies from model to model so it would be a good idea to verify that wall transformer you select mates with the jack you select before mounting it to the enclosure.)

Mount the LED's, switches, and power jack. Then position the board and mark the locations for drilling. Drill the four board-mounting holes and install standoffs. Drill out two more holes in the back panel just large enough to run a piece of telephone cord through. File the holes smooth to protect the insulation on the wires. A single telephone cord with modular jacks on each end can be cut in half, feeding the cut ends through the holes in the back panel. The author put a 2-inch piece of heat-shrink tubing over the cords where they pass through the holes in the back panel to protect them and a tie wrap on each cord just inside the enclosure to provide strain relief.

Label one of the cords TO WALL JACK (Continued on page 104)
Design your own

Loudspeakers

Three simple programs that will help you design your own speakers the right way.

BY WILLIAM R. HOFFMAN

To many Popular Electronics readers, loudspeaker design may seem more than a bit mysterious, what with all the talk of "Thiele/Small parameters," resonance, and various, more arcane terms. Indeed, for many, building a speaker simply means buying some "raw drivers" and putting them in any old cabinet they might have around, and hoping for the best. Too often, such haphazard work is a big disappointment.

In contrast, when a hardy soul goes hunting for some more substantial design theory, all they might find are some very specialized physics texts. All in all, it is a discouraging situation, to say the least.

However, all is not lost. Thanks to the work of two insightful engineers—A. N. Thiele and R. H. Small—the number of parameters you'll need to choose between to produce a good loudspeaker design has been reduced from hundreds to just three. Further, the three programs presented in this article will let your PC do the number crunching for you. Specifically they'll tell you the volume and dimensions of the enclosure, and design a crossover network for you. Specifically, they'll tell you the volume and dimensions of the enclosure, and design a crossover network for you.

To simplify this approach further, most driver manufacturers provide you with some of the necessary parameters to help you decide on a driver. Many even publish them right in their catalogs and brochures. That will allow you to do some useful trial-and-error work with your computer, instead of wasting many hours of hard work and dollars worth of wood and drivers.

The Cabinet. First we'll look at cabinet design. At this point you might be wondering if a cabinet is at all necessary. There are two reasons why you need a cabinet (more properly called an "enclosure"). The first is to prevent the sound radiated from the rear of the driver (which is in opposite phase to that from the front) from meeting and canceling the driver's forward output. Second, an enclosure serves to flatten and extend the driver's bass output. (Anyone who has ever propped up a driver without a cabinet and played some music through it knows what happens to the bass.)

Specifically, we'll discuss the design of a sealed acoustic-suspension cabinet. Of course, there are other types of enclosures—bass-reflex, ducted-port, passive-radiator, horn, and more. All of them could serve the same purpose, but are much harder to design and build. So we will only deal with a simple, acoustic-suspension system here.

The Basics. There are a couple of preliminary concepts of speaker design that we must first introduce. Let's start by defining the three parameters that Thiele and Small have given us. They are commonly abbreviated $f_0$, $Q_{ts}$ (also referred to as $Q_t$, or the "Q"), and $V_{as}$. As mentioned earlier, those parameters are commonly supplied by a driver's manufacturer.

Let's start with $f_0$, or the frequency of oscillation. That refers to the natural bass-resonance frequency of a loudspeaker driver. It will be used to determine how low in frequency our assembled system will efficiently go, or $f_{cab}$. Second, $Q_t$ is the degree of peaking that occurs in the driver's response, again without a cabinet, at the bass-resonance frequency. That is related to $Q_{ts}$, and we'll call $Q_{cab}$. The parameter $Q_{cab}$ can be decided more or less by the designer.

Third, $V_{as}$ is the volume of air contained within a closed space that would have the same compliance or "springiness" as the suspension of the driver's moving part (the cone).

With the three manufacturer-supplied parameters ($f_0$, $Q_{ts}$, and $V_{as}$), a carefully chosen cabinet $Q (Q_{cab})$, and the help of our first design program, we can exactly specify the volume of a sealed acoustic-suspension cabinet. The enclosure will work with the chosen driver to give the best bass response possible.

Now that you know the parameters, there are a two things we need to mention about using them to design a loudspeaker. First, there's more than one possible enclosure for any given driver. The difference between the designs is a trade-off between how low we want the frequency response to extend ($f_{cab}$) and how sharply we want the response to fall off below that bass cut-off point determined by ($Q_{cab}$).
Second, we must understand that once we have selected our driver, we can only set one of those two parameters (bass frequency response or bass fall-off). Although it can be either one. Once we decide the value of one parameter, the remaining parameter will be fixed by the laws of physics.

**Realistic Bass Cutoff.** It is important to recognize that a given size driver has a fairly well defined lower frequency limit. That is because the movement of the cone of a driver must quadruple (yes, quadruple) for every halving of frequency to maintain the same acoustic output. There comes a point at which the driver will simply run out of cone excursion (the distance the cone can move) and its sound output will fall off sharply.

There are many advertisements that claim miraculous bass reproduction from tiny speakers, but Table 1 gives us some practical values to shoot for in our design work. Attempting to push a driver much below those recommended frequency limits will usually result in weak or distorted output, or even driver damage.

The table also indirectly gives us a guide to our lower limit for the value of \( f_{\text{cad}} \), your speaker's bass-output capability. That's because the driver in a cabinet can't produce bass response lower than it can in free air—a natural consequence of the loading effect of the volume of air trapped in the sealed cabinet behind the driver. It therefore sets a lower practical limit on one of our "designer-determined" parameters.

**TABLE 1—LOWEST FREQUENCIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver Size (inches)</th>
<th>Low Limit (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90 - 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>85 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>65 - 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>40 - 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30 - 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>25 - 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20 - 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Q.** Now, we must consider the "Q" of the system \( Q_{\text{cad}} \), the other parameter we can set ourselves. There are some things we need to know about Q. To begin with, the higher the Q, the stronger the bass output will be. You might be tempted to make the Q as high as possible, but...
remember, the higher the Q the faster the speaker output will fall off below \( f_{\text{cab}} \). Also, just as in an electrical circuit, too high a Q can cause ringing and oscillation, which means highly distorted (typically muddy or boomy) bass.

So then, what would be a good value? Figure 1 shows some Q curves possible with our completed speaker system. Notice, that for values much over 1, a large peak in the output occurs, growing with increasing Q. The peak is what you must avoid if you want good sound from the completed system.

For some guidelines, look at Table 2 where a range of Q values are suggested for various bass-driver sizes. The values are based on many factors, including the size of the driver itself. Notice that very small drivers should have rather high Q values, while larger ones have lower Qs. The reasons for those suggestions are very practical. A tiny 4.5-inch driver has so small a cone, and consequently such weak bass output, that the slight peak due to a high Q value actually makes the sound fuller and more satisfying. A very large driver, on the other hand, can produce so much bass output that a lower Q is required to control and smooth-out its response. So now, armed with some knowledge about \( f_{\text{cab}} \) and \( Q_{\text{cab}} \), we are ready to begin some practical design work.

**TABLE 2—POSSIBLE Q’s**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver Size (inches)</th>
<th>Q Value Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 - 5</td>
<td>0.9 - 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.8 - 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.7 - 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.6 - 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - 15</td>
<td>0.5 - 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Our First Program.** To begin with, you need to enter the speaker-design program (see Listing 1) in a directory along with GWBASIC or BASICA, at least one of which you must have to run the program. We called our program LFSPKR-1.BAS. Its job is to calculate the volume of the enclosure and the bass resonance frequency of the system.

Be sure to carefully enter it as it is shown, including all punctuation and spaces. They are very important to the program. All the blank spaces found in the “input” and “print” statements bring the displayed lines in the program to a nicely centered place on the working screen, so be sure to include them. If anyone needs help, or has never entered or run a BASIC program, just find a friend or ask someone about how it is done: the process is very easy. Really!

**Running LFSPKR-1.** Once the program has been typed in and entered as LFSPKR-1.BAS, from the DOS prompt we can start it by typing GWBASIC LFSPKR-1.BAS if you are using GWBASIC, or BASICA LFSPKR-1.BAS if you are using BASICA. When the opening screen appears, the title, “Low Frequency Acoustic Suspension Loudspeaker Design Program” appears. The program then asks you, if you wish to proceed. After answering “1” (or yes), you will be asked for the values of \( f_{\text{cab}}, V_{\text{enc}}, \) and \( Q_{\text{sys}} \) in that order. Then, you will be prompted for a value for \( Q_{\text{cab}} \); the completed system Q at bass resonance. That value must always be higher than the bass resonance, \( Q_{\text{sys}} \).

Since we are only making trial-and-error calculations, we can search for a bass driver/\( f_{\text{cab}}/Q_{\text{cab}} \) combination that gives you the system bass cut-off frequency/Q combination that you want based on the guidelines already given. Once you’ve entered the driver-based parameters, choose a Q value (\( Q_{\text{cab}} \)) from Table 2. Once that is entered, the program will automatically calculate the interior volume of a cabinet that will yield the \( Q_{\text{cab}} \) we specified.

Typically it’s good to line an enclosure with at least a single 1–2-inch thick layer of material. Typically Fiberglas, which usually comes in a roll or in pillow form, is cut into batts that cover the area of each of the interior surfaces, and fastened to the walls using a staple gun. Applying it that way means you can probably expect to gain about 5% of the effective enclosure volume, something you can usually ignore.

**LISTING 2**

```
10 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
15 PRINT "SPEAKER ENCLOSURE DIMENSIONS"
20 PRINT "DESIGN PROGRAM"
25 PRINT "By William R. Hoffman"
30 PRINT "Copyrige 1993"

35 PRINT "This is a program designed to calculate optimum dimensions for a loudspeaker enclosure when only the desired volume is known."
40 PRINT "Proceed? (1=yes 2=no) and Enter":P
45 PRINT "The desired enclosure internal volume is (cu. ft.) =":A
50 PRINT "The following are the INSIDE dimensions of a box of "
55 PRINT "A "cubic feet that are optimized to provide the least number of standing waves (or resonances)."
60 PRINT "HEIGHT = "Z
65 PRINT "WIDTH = "X
70 PRINT "DEPTH = "Y
75 PRINT "Do you wish to try another volume?"
80 PRINT "(1=yes 2=no) and Enter":B
85 PRINT "Good listening!"
90 PRINT
95 PRINT:PRINT
100 PRINT "SPEAKER ENCLOSURE DIMENSIONS"
105 PRINT "DESIGN PROGRAM"
110 PRINT "By William R. Hoffman"
115 PRINT "Copyrige 1993"
120 PRINT "This is a program designed to calculate optimum dimensions for a loudspeaker enclosure when only the desired volume is known."
125 PRINT "Proceed? (1=yes 2=no) and Enter":P
130 PRINT "The desired enclosure internal volume is (cu. ft.) =":A
135 PRINT "The following are the INSIDE dimensions of a box of "
140 PRINT "A "cubic feet that are optimized to provide the least number of standing waves (or resonances)."
145 PRINT "HEIGHT = "Z
150 PRINT "WIDTH = "X
155 PRINT "DEPTH = "Y
160 PRINT "Do you wish to try another volume?"
165 PRINT "(1=yes 2=no) and Enter":B
170 PRINT "Good listening!"
```

*Note: The listing was not included in the scanned document.*
Now the Questions. Looking at our calculated values, we can ask ourselves: is the frequency of $f_{cap}$ low enough to ensure good bass response, but still within the limits suggested by Table 1? If it is somewhere near the limit shown in the table, then we will be getting all that we probably can from it. Then we can ask: is the size of the suggested enclosure too big or smaller than we want?

If the values are unsatisfactory, then you can simply try again. At the prompt, respond [1 = yes], and then enter another value of $Q_{cap}$ for the particular driver you are working with, or instead try the specifications of another driver that you might want to use. Because this is a computer program, you can easily try as many times as you want until you find the right set of specifications for your needs. If you wish, you can even have a printer (almost any printer will work) print out the entire screen with all the prompts and information contained. Simply use the PRINT SCR key on the keyboard.

What Volume? Now, the next logical step is to use the calculated volume and another small program to get the actual internal cabinet dimensions (height, width, and depth) as indicated in Fig. 2. But before we introduce the next program, let's discuss a few points first.

For one, the enclosure volume calculated in our first program (LFSPKR-1.BAS) was the empty cabinet volume. That is, no allowance was made for the space that would be occupied by the driver (or drivers), any extra bracing you might want to use, or the crossover network.

Alternatively, you can change the volume with acoustic damping material (Fiberglas, wool, or foam). Adding it will make the cabinet seem larger than it really is. (Yes, I said larger!) When the acoustic waves from the rear of the driver pass through these soft, absorptive materials, they are actually slowed down by a small amount—typically by about 20%—and are also partially absorbed. The resulting enclosure seems "acoustically bigger" than it really is.

For a typical material like Fiberglas, up to 40% larger. So, if you were to lightly "fluff" fill a box of 1 cubic foot in volume, it would acoustically look like about 1.4 cubic feet to the driver.

The Second Program. Our second program is a simple one. It asks for the volume of enclosed empty air space we are looking for. In return, it gives us a set of inside (not outside) dimensions that offer the least opportunity for resonances or standing waves to develop within the enclosure. Also, it gives us a nice rectangular shape that is pleasing to the eye.

To use the program, ENCDES-1.BAS, first enter it as shown in Listing 2. Like the first program, be sure and enter it exactly as shown. Once this is done, you may access it along with your copy of BASIC by entering either GWBASIC ENCDES-1.BAS (if you are using GWBASIC), or BASICA ENCDES-1.BAS (if you are using BASICA) at the drive prompt.

Once the opening screen appears, respond to the prompt with a "1," and ENTER. Following that, another prompt will ask for the enclosure volume. Enter the value in cubic feet, but remember that the box volume must include an allowance for the driver(s), acoustic material, bracing, and crossover, if any. Once that is done, the program will calculate and display a set of values for the three inside dimensions, in inches. With these, then, we are ready to start building our new speaker system.

Now we need to talk about crossover networks and the last of the three programs to be presented. The program calculates the exact values of inductors and capacitors that you will need to complete your loudspeaker system.

What is a Crossover? Most speakers have more than one driver. The reason for having multiple drivers is simple: a big driver will reproduce bass frequencies very well, but is very poor on the highs because its cone is too big and heavy to move very quickly. While on the other hand, a little driver can make its light little cone move very rapidly and reproduce the highs very well, but it cannot move enough air to reproduce deep bass in any quantity. Obviously, then, we must have at least two different types of drivers (one large and one small) to really be able to make a good, wide-range speaker with low distortion.

There are also speaker systems made with even more drivers. There are some with three or even four, each one covering only a very narrow and specific range of frequencies (for which it is optimized) in such a system each driver is physically smaller than the last as we move up from the bass, through the midrange, and on to the highs. However, here we'll limit our scope to a two-driver, or two-way system.

To prevent large drivers (called "woofers") from distorting while trying to reproduce highs, and small drivers (the smallest of which are called "tweeters") from blowing out from lows, a crossover network is used. A crossover separates the sonic frequency spectrum into the ranges...
The Crossover Components. Let's look at an example circuit to see just what a crossover does. The simple crossover circuit in Fig. 3 is applied to a speaker system that has a woofer and tweeter. Notice that there is an inductor wired in series with the woofer, and a capacitor wired in series with the tweeter. Those two elements divide the sound spectrum between the drivers.

The inductor when connected as in Fig. 3, forms a low-pass filter. That is, it allows the low frequencies to pass through it, but will block all high frequencies. The result is that only the bass is passed, which is fine since the woofer can only mechanically reproduce bass anyway, and therefore it avoids wasting power from the amplifier uselessly. The action of the low-pass filter on frequency is shown graphically in Fig. 4A.

The capacitor, when it is connected to a tweeter as shown back in Fig. 3, performs a function that is the complement to the inductor. It forms a high-pass filter. It will only allow high frequencies to pass, keeping the strong bass power out of the small high-frequency driver. That prevents possible distortion and damage. The effect the high-pass filter has is shown in Fig. 4B.

In addition, another capacitor is connected directly across the terminals of the woofer to perform another necessary function: compensation. The voice coil of the woofer is just that, a coil, so it has a substantial inductance just like the inductor we are using for the low-pass filter. If we didn’t use C2, the voice-coil inductance would defeat the crossover inductor, and no crossover action would take place. The compensation capacitor nullifies the effects of the woofer’s voice-coil inductance and allows the inductor to create the low-pass function we require.

The Crossover Program. Listing 3 shows the BASIC program, called XDES-1.BAS, which we will use to calculate the values of inductance and capacitance we need for our crossover network. As with the previous programs, carefully enter it in with your copy of GWBASIC or BASICA, being sure to get all spaces and punctuations correct. Once that is done, we can access the program like the others by typing GWBASIC XDES-1.BAS or BASICA XDES-1.BAS.

Once the opening screen appears, answer the prompt, and you will be prompted for the frequency (in Hz) that you want the crossover function to take place at. Then you will be asked for the impedance of the bass driver at the crossover frequency you have just selected. You can usually find that value from an impedance curve supplied by the driver manufacturer. If not, use an impedance bridge that you or someone you know might have to measure the driver’s impedance. If neither of these sources of information are available, then use the nominal impedance of the driver (usually 8 ohms). This should get you fairly close, since our filter slope is quite shallow (as Fig. 4 shows, it’s only 6 dB/octave.)

(Continued on page 104)
Many of people like to keep track of the prevailing weather conditions using indoor and outdoor thermometers, barometers, and humidity gauges. High-quality instruments provide accurate readings, but the common, consumer-type humidity gauges—called hygrometers—leave much to be desired. Even relatively expensive devices that rely on the absorption of moisture by a human hair or some other organic substance cannot respond accurately to very low or very high relative-humidity levels.

Modern solid-state technology has brought advances in relative-humidity measurements by providing various types of capacitive and resistive sensors that respond to varying amounts of moisture in the air. Many of those, however, are non-linear and may not give reliable readings at humidity levels below 10% or more than 90%.

It's All Relative. Relative humidity (RH), a measure of the quantity of moisture contained in the air, is important to our well-being and can be a significant factor in forecasting weather conditions. The term "relative" refers to the percentage of water vapor contained in a given volume of air as compared to the maximum amount of moisture that can be accommodated in that volume of air at the same temperature. A condition of 100% RH indicates that the air is saturated with moisture, and that any further increase in moisture content will result in precipitation (rain, snow, or condensation).

Personal comfort is closely related to humidity. In the summer, mild temperatures accompanied by high relative humidity are uncomfortable because the body's natural cooling system (which works by evaporation of perspiration) is slowed. Conversely, the reduction in relative humidity during the winter when indoor air is heated causes one to feel cold unless the temperature is raised to 72 degrees or more.

Adverse reaction to insufficient or excessive relative humidity is not limited to the human body. You may have noticed that wooden drawers and doors tend to expand and stick during the summer, and furniture often shrinks and cracks during the winter. Even electronics, such as VCR's and copying machines, can fall prey to moisture unless the relative humidity is kept within certain limits. In extreme cases, where high humidity is coupled with high temperatures, mildew can form everywhere, causing significant damage.

There are many ways to measure relative humidity. One way is by detecting the rate of water evaporation using an instrument, known as a psychrometer, that uses two thermometers. One thermometer has a continuously moistened cloth covering its bulb, which senses a reduction of temperature through moisture evaporation. That reading is compared to the dry-bulb thermometer, which responds to ambient temperature. A chart is then consulted to determine the relative humidity that corresponds to the two temperature readings. But that method, which can be very accurate, is not convenient to use.

Another method of measuring humidity is the one used in many low-cost, consumer-type, relative-humidity gauges that have been around for many years. Such instruments have been designed to respond to the percentage of relative humidity through the action of a strand of hair; the hair changes length in accordance with the amount of water vapor that it absorbs from the air. It is not surprising that such instruments are not very accurate and any reading of relative humidity may not be meaningful, especially at very low or very high humidity levels. There are also several electronic methods by which relative humidity can be gauged; one of which uses passive components that change capacitance or resistance in accordance with the air's moisture content.

However, the Digital Relative-Humidity Indicator described in this article takes advantage of a new development in sensor technology to produce a professional-quality instrument that is simple to build, accurate, and easy to use. The sensor—the IH3602L precision humidity sensor, one of several developed by Hy-Cal Engineering (9650 Telstar Ave., El Monte, CA 91731; Tel. 818-444-4000)—is linear over a range of 0 to 100% RH, and with proper calibration can be used to produce an instrument that is accurate to within ±2%.

Our circuit can measure and display relative humidity with significantly better accuracy and resolution than can be obtained from common, consumer devices, thereby enabling you to determine whether a humidifier or dehumidifier needs to be turned on or off. It can also be used to indicate an improvement in humidity once you have taken corrective action, with the added advantage of being able to give an indication of whether your humidifier, dehumidifier, or air conditioner is doing its job.

How it Works. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the Digital Relative-Humidity Gauge. The heart of the humidity-measurement system is SEN$1 (the Hy-Cal IH3602L, an 6-pin CMOS device with only 3-active terminals), whose DC output voltage varies linearly with RH levels from 0 to 100%.

The sensor is fed from a regulated 5-volt source provided by U1, an
**Fig. 1.** At the heart of the Digital Relative Humidity Gauge is the Hy-Cal IH3602L, SENSI (a 6-pin CMOS device with active 3-terminals).

**Fig. 2.** The Digital Humidity Gauge was assembled on two single-sided, printed-circuit boards; a template for one of them—the sensor board—is shown here full size.

AN78L05 100-mA fixed regulator. The output of the sensor (measured with respect to its negative power input terminal) is ratiometric and varies linearly from 0.8 volts at 0% RH to 3.65 volts at 100% RH when powered by 5 volts. The sensor output is fed through resistors R1 and R2, which form a voltage-divider network that reduces the output voltage of the sensor to a range of about 35 to 158 mV. The change in voltage (28.5 mV/% RH) is used to drive U2 (an ICM7106CPL A/D converter that also contains an on-board oscillator, output latches, 7-segment decoder/drivers, and a back-plane signal generator).

Potentiometer R4 is used to set pin 30 of U2 at 35 mV, while the reference voltage of the chip is set to equal the total change in voltage at pin 31, 123 mV (158 mV – 35 mV). Potentiometer R7 permits full-scale calibration of the instrument for variations in humidity sensors by allowing adjustment of the reference voltage of U2.

Although U2 is capable of driving a full 3½-digit LCD readout, in this application only two sets of U2's digits are used (the most-significant and least-significant digits are not used). A full scale reading, 100% RH, occurs when the analog input voltage is equal to the reference voltage. That would normally give a display of 100.0; but, since the most- and least-significant-digits are not used, 100% RH is represented by a two-digit display of 00.

Components D1, D2, and R4 set the analog-ground terminal of U2 at pin 32 to slightly above ground (at 1.3 volts). Pin 31 of U2 (the positive analog differential-input terminal) is connected to the output voltage of the sensor through a voltage divider composed of R1 and R2. Diodes D1 and D2 are also used to generate a fixed voltage of about 1.3 volts, which is necessary to bias the analog input stages of the A/D converter. Pin 30 (the negative analog differential-input) of U2 is connected to the wiper of R4, allowing calibration at 0% RH. Pins 35 and 36 of U2 are the reference-input terminals and are used to set the full-scale range of U2. A full-scale output occurs when the input voltage applied between pins 31 and 30 is equal to twice the reference voltage.
PARTS LIST FOR THE DIGITAL RELATIVE-HUMIDITY GAUGE

SEMICONDUCTORS
U1—AN78L05 5-volt, 100-mA voltage regulator, integrated circuit
U2—ICL7106CPL 31/2-digit A/D converter, integrated circuit
DISP1—LCD001 2-digit liquid-crystal display (Digi-Key)
SENS1—H3602L P/N sensor (Hy-Cal)

RESISTORS
(All fixed resistors are 1/2-watt, 5% units, unless otherwise specified.)
R1—2.21-megohm, 1/2-watt, 1% metal-film
R2, R3, R5, R8—100,000-ohm, 1/2-watt, 1% metal-film
R4—2,000-ohm, cermet, PC-mount potentiometer
R6—2.210-ohm, 1/2-watt, 1% metal-film
R7—5,000-ohm, cermet PC-mount potentiometer
R9—47,000-ohm
R10—100,000-ohm

CAPACITORS
C1—10-µF, 25-VWDC, radial-lead electrolytic
C2—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc
C3—0.01-µF, ceramic-disc
C4—0.22-µF, 50-VWDC, metallized-film
C5, C6—0.47-µF, 50-VWDC, metallized-film
C7—100-pF, 50-VWDC, ceramic-disc

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
B1—9-volt transistor-radio battery
S1—SPST momentary-contact switch
Perfboard materials, enclosure, IC sockets, battery holder and connector, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Note: The following parts are available from A. Caristi, 69 White Pond Road, Waldwick, NJ 07463: a set of two printed-circuit boards for $18.95; U1 for $25.00; U2 for $17.75; LCD readout for $11.00; kit of 5 metal-film resistors for $3.00; sensor $65.00. Please add $4.00 postage/handling to all orders. New Jersey residents please add appropriate sales tax.

Construction. The Digital Relative-Humidity Gauge was assembled on two single-sided, printed-circuit boards, referred to as the sensor and the display boards. That type of construction allows the boards to be stacked if desired to permit the circuit to be housed in a very small enclosure. Figure 2 is a full-size template of the sensor board, while Fig. 3 is a full-size template of the display board.

When assembling the sensor board, do not install SENS1 (the humidity sensor); that part will be installed later, when the circuit is calibrated. Be sure to use a socket for U2. That permits the project to be serviced should it ever become necessary, and is well worth the slight additional cost. A socket for the display is optional; one can be easily fabricated by cutting an 18-pin IC socket lengthwise in half to produce two 9-pin sections.

When handling the display module, be extremely careful not to exert excessive force; that unit is fragile. When inserting the IC and display into the boards be sure to orient them properly (as indicated in their respective parts-placement diagrams).

Note that most of the resistors specified in the parts list are 1% metal-film types. Those resistors are used in the circuit to ensure temperature stability, as well as ensure that its calibration does not change with temperature variations or from component aging. Ordinary carbon resistors don't have the necessary stability, and should not be used as a substitute for metal-film resistors.

The sensor and display boards are connected to each other via a set of 15 wires, labeled "a" through "g," and
Although, from appearances it may seem only one component, the LCD readout.

Fig. 5. The display board (as shown by +9V is properly oriented on the board. so make absolutely sure that the readout wrong way, looks can be very deceiving, difficult to assemble this board the this parts-placement diagram) holds this parts-placement diagram) holds
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Fig. 6. The Digital Humidity Gauge can be calibrated using two procedures. The first is a two-point method, outlined in this diagram. It requires a potentiometer and digital voltmeter to set R4 and R7. (See the text for more details.)

BP (for back plane) in the parts-placement diagrams. For those connections, use #24 AWG or similar insulated stranded wire. Do not use solid wire; it will break during handling of the boards. Be sure to allow sufficient wire length in accordance with the final position of the assembly in the selected enclosure. The most compact
design is to stack the two boards on top of each other and mount the assembly to the front panel of the enclosure, with a rectangular opening into the front panel to allow the display to be viewed.

Connect a 9-volt battery connector to the circuit, and mount a 9-volt battery holder inside the enclosure to secure the battery in place so that it does not rattle around.

There is just one operating control, S1. It is recommended that a momentary "spring-return" switch (either toggle, slide, or pushbutton) be used for S1 so that there is no possibility of accidentally leaving the unit turned on after taking a humidity reading.

When you have finished assembling and wiring the project (with the exception of installing the humidity sensor), examine the circuit very carefully for shorts, especially between adjacent IC terminals, and cold solder joints (which may appear as rough or dull bobs of solder), and correct any deficiencies; it is far easier to fix a problem at this stage than during the checkout procedure when you turn the project on, only to find that the circuit does not work.

Two-Point Calibration. Either of two procedures can be used to calibrate the circuit: the two-point method (described here) and the one or two-point precision method (to be discussed a little later on). In the two-point method, see Fig. 6, a potentiometer and a digital voltmeter are used to set R4 and R7. It is recommended that the two-point calibration be performed first to verify the proper operation of the circuit. Afterward, the second, more accurate, calibration procedure can be performed if desired (more on that later).

In Fig. 6, a 10k potentiometer (R11) is temporarily substituted for the humidity sensor. That unit is connected in parallel with C2, and the voltage at its wiper is then fed through R1 to the following circuitry as if it were the output of SENS1. By setting the voltage at the wiper of R4 to 0.08 volts and the wiper R7 to 3.65 volts, the digital display will show the correct reading.

Connect a fresh 9-volt battery (or a well-filtered 9- to 15-volt DC wall adapter) to the circuit. Turn S1 on and measure the output of U1 across C2. The reading should be 4.75 to 5.25 volts. If the voltage falls within that range, record the actual value on a piece of paper. If you do not obtain the correct voltage, disconnect power and troubleshoot the circuit to locate and correct the fault.

Check the orientation of C1, U1, U2, D1, and D2. Examine the circuit board carefully for any possible shorts, especially between closely spaced copper conductors. Check the output voltage and polarity of the power source to be sure it is delivering at least 8 volts to the regulator. If everything looks good, try a new regulator. When the fault has been corrected, record the actual output voltage of the regulator and proceed with the checkout.

With power applied to the circuit, the display should show a two-digit number that varies as R11 is adjusted. If either or both of the digits have incorrectly illuminated or extinguished segments, the problem lies with one or more of the 14 segment connections between U2 and the display.

Refer to the schematic diagram to determine which wire connections between U2 and DISP1 are at fault. Use an ohmmeter to verify any suspect connections which can be either shorted or open circuits, or miswiring. If the display is totally blank, the problem most likely lies with the backplane signal that runs between U2 pin 21 and DISP1 pins 1, 2, and 6. Refer to Figs. 4 and 5 to verify that U2 and the display module are properly oriented and correctly wired together.

If an oscilloscope is available, pin
21 of U2 can be checked for the presence of the back-plane signal. A 60-Hz squarewave of about 6 volts peak-to-peak is a normal indication. If that signal absent and the component orientation and wire connections are correct, try a new U2.

At this point, with the display reading properly, the calibration can be performed. First calculate the nominal output voltage of the sensor, for 0% and 100% RH, by using the following two expressions:

\[
\begin{align*}
V_l &= (0.8)(V)/5 \\
V_h &= (3.65)(V)/5
\end{align*}
\]

where \(V_l\) is the nominal output of the sensor at 0% RH, \(V_h\) is the nominal output of the sensor at 100% RH, and \(V\) is the regulated supply voltage as measured and recorded earlier.

Set R7 to mid-position. Connect the negative lead of the digital voltmeter to the anode of D1, and the positive lead to the wiper of R11. Adjust R11 so that the DVM reading is equal to the \(V_l\) value calculated above. Adjust R4 so that the display reads 00. Note: The A/D converter is capable of displaying negative numbers even though no polarity sign is used in this circuit. As a result, the display will vary from both sides of 00 as R4 is adjusted.

Set R4 so that the DVM reads \(V_l\) as calculated earlier. Adjust R7 so that the display reads 00 (representing 100% RH). Perform those steps several times to ensure that neither R4 nor R7 need further adjustment.

That completes the initial calibration of the instrument. If you do not elect to perform the more precise circuit calibration described below, remove the test potentiometer and place the sensor into the circuit (as shown in the parts-placement diagram, Fig. 4).

**Fig. 8.** The second calibration method uses the first procedure, coupled with the one outline in this illustration. (See the text for full details.)

That completes the initial calibration of the instrument. If you do not elect to perform the more precise circuit calibration described below, remove the test potentiometer and place the sensor into the circuit (as shown in the parts-placement diagram, Fig. 4).

**Fig. 8.** The second calibration method uses the first procedure, coupled with the one outline in this illustration. (See the text for full details.)

**TABLE 1—RH OF VARIOUS SATURATED SALT SOLUTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Salts</th>
<th>Percent RH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lithium Bromide</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium Chloride</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium Acetate</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium Chloride</td>
<td>32.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium Carbonate</td>
<td>43.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium Nitrate</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium Iodide</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Chloride</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonium Sulphate</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium Chloride</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium Nitrate</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2—CORRECTION FACTOR FOR VARIATIONS IN AMBIENT TEMPERATURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambient Temperature In Degrees F</th>
<th>20% Uncorrected Relative Humidity Reading</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>40%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>60%</th>
<th>70%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>-5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**One or Two-Point Precision Calibration.** The known property of a saturated salt solution having a specified RH level in the enclosed air space above the liquid level provides the means for a simple but accurate calibration of the instrument. In this method, a sealed bottle containing a mixture of a specified salt and water produces a known level of relative humidity in the air above the liquid at a given temperature.

To calibrate the unit, the sensor is placed in the air space of a sealed container that holds the saturated salt solution. When equilibrium is reached (when the liquid and water vapor in the bottle are at the same temperature), the appropriate potentiometer (R4 or R7) adjustments are made as described below.

The most accurate method is a two-point calibration performed by selecting two solutions, one near the low end of the scale and the other near the high end, select the appropriate solutions using the information in Table 1. However, an easier one-solution method can be used if desired. To perform the one-solution calibration, adjust R4 first for 0% RH (as discussed earlier), and then use a saturated solution of sodium chloride (common table salt and water) and adjust R7 for a display of 75% RH.

To calibrate the circuit, the humidity sensor must be temporarily connected to the sensor board via a three flexible wires. To aid in the hook up of the sensor, a pinout diagram of the sensor is shown in Fig. 7. Note (as mentioned earlier) although the unit is a 6-pin device, it has only 3 active terminals.

Refer to Fig. 8. The solutions are prepared by mixing a sufficient quantity of the selected salt with water, so that the excess undissolved crystals remain saturated with water and at a level slightly above the liquid level. It is very important that the bottle be absolutely air tight. The temperature of the solution and the room should be as close to 75°F (24°C) as possible, and remain constant, to ensure accuracy.

Place the sensor in the air space above the liquid. Caution: At no time should any liquid or salt be allowed to touch the sensor. Doing so could damage it. Allow a minimum of ½ hour for stabilization; 1 to 2 hours is better. That time delay is required to allow the air space within the bottle to reach its final level of relative humidity.

Adjust the appropriate potentiometer until the display shows the value specified in Table 1, rounded to the nearest integer, for the selected salt solution. For example, if sodium chlo-
Build a Remote-Control Relay Station

A one-evening project can help your remotes' signals turn corners, or boost their power for well-lit or extra-long rooms.

BY JOHN YACONO

I really think remotes are great. They give you the freedom to control a battery of entertainment units and other equipment from a single location. To some that's a support for laziness, but to me that freedom makes it easier to switch to more enriching programming if what I'm watching or hearing isn't worth the time.

Sometimes though, that freedom extracts an extra price. For example, you might have to draw a blind to keep sunlight from interfering with a remote (a problem in one unfortunately shaped room in my house). Or perhaps you might have to place a couch or easy chair conspicuously in the middle of a very large media room (a problem for a friend of mine). You are also confined to the room containing the equipment—that's hardly full freedom.

Of course, a remote booster may solve the first two problems, but with three provisos: you must deal with added bulk on the remote, the booster must be strong enough to work from the viewing position, and you must swap the booster between remotes or buy more than one. So a booster may be unsightly, tiring to hold, still inadequate for some rooms, and either a pain or expensive for multi-remote use. It is also unlikely to bounce signals around corners.

An alternative is to use an RF universal remote. However, you must find one that is "universal" enough for all your equipment. Furthermore, they tend to lack buttons for most equipment's special features (commercial skip, alternate channels, a jog shuttle, etc.) which might have played a part in your original purchase decision. Not to mention they're down-right frightening to non-technical family members (believe me, I know)! Besides, most folks are looking to reduce the amount of RF around the home due to the ELF health scare (see "Electromagnetic Fields and Your Health," Popular Electronics, March, 1993).

A third possibility is to use an IR-to-RF relay station. They allow you to use your own remotes from any location, but again, only provided your not concerned about RF radiation. Oh yes, and you must plunk-down around $100 (almost the cost of a play-only VCR with its own remote).

I didn't like any of the mentioned alternatives, so I built the Remote-Control Relay Station. It looks for IR signals, demodulates them (to ensure they're from a remote), then re-modulates and broadcasts them at high-power. It can be placed anywhere between the remote user and the equipment (say on a coffee table) to act as an unobtrusive booster, or in a strategic corner to rebroadcast signals from a user down a hallway. Also, the units are so inexpensive to build, it would be more economical to build several to relay signals between rooms than to buy an RF remote or IR-to-RF relay station.

To add to its charm, the circuit is simple to build, and it's a good project for beginners. Its components are readily available, and no special PC board is required. The unit's simplicity is mainly due to the use of an all-in-one IR-demodulator module. Let's discuss its operation and function first.

Demodulating IR. Remote controls basically transmit serial digital information. They encode digital pulses on an IR carrier by turning the carrier or and off. That is known as burst-style data transmission. To see what all that means, take a look at Fig. 1. The top-most waveform represents a series of digital pulses that need to be transmitted by the remote control one at a time. The remote control transmits them by turning on a 40-kHz oscillator for the duration of each pulse. The output of the oscillator (represented by the bottom plot) drives an infrared emitter that pumps those 40-kHz pulses into the room as IR.

As mentioned earlier, the Remote-Control Relay Station uses a special module to detect and convert those 40-kHz IR pulses back into the digital pulses they represent. It is called the GPI5UX infrared-detector module. To help explain its operation, I have broken it down into functional blocks that are shown in Fig. 2. Refer to that figure as I explain further.
All IR is received by the module via an IR photodiode. The diode is operated in its reverse-bias mode. The amount of reverse-bias current it permits depends on the intensity of the received infrared light.

The fluctuations in the reverse-bias current are then amplified by a high-gain stage. The output of the amplifier is then "limited" by the next stage. The limiter chops the extreme highs and lows off the amplified signal and the result is a quasi-digital pulse train.

The simplified wave then passes through a bandwidth filter. It has its center frequency at 40 kHz and a bandwidth of ±4 kHz. The filter cuts out more noise and also prevents sources of infrared operating at the wrong frequency (such as the light bulb) from causing false activation. The filtered signal is then rectified for further processing.

At that point, the circuit has effectively retrieved the 40-kHz remote carrier. The reproduced carrier is then integrated. What that means is that it is sent through a filter that responds slowly to the changing signal—too slowly to follow the 40-kHz carrier pulses, but quick enough to rise and fall significantly with each burst and pause between bursts, respectively.

The next stage takes advantage of those characteristics. It is called an "inverting Schmitt trigger." It will not go low unless the filter's output signal surpasses a certain amplitude, and will not go high again until the signal drops below a certain minimum. Thus the Schmitt trigger only responds to large changes in the filter's output (caused by bursts and pauses) and ignores small changes (caused by the 40-kHz carrier to which the filter can't respond quickly). The Schmitt-trigger's output is thus low when a 40-kHz burst is received, and high during pauses between bursts. The resulting waveform is an inverted version of the pulses that were modulated and transmitted by the remote. Let's turn our attention to the project to see how those signals are put to use.

The Relay Circuit. A schematic diagram of the Remote-Control Relay Station is shown in Fig. 3. To summarize its pertinent features, it consists of the IR-demodulator module (MOD1) connected to an inverter (made of Q2).
From time to time, articles on SCA communications have appeared in hobby-electronics periodicals. The articles range in emphasis from circuit experiments and construction projects to rather sensational sounding descriptions of secret or mysterious signals not accessible to the general public. Actually, there is nothing really that mysterious about SCA, which stands for Subsidiary Communications Authorization.

The technical basis for SCA is the FM-on-FM data-transmission technique developed by range-instrumentation engineers back in the 1950's. Shortly afterward, the FCC authorized its use by FM stations to expand their services. FM stations broadcasting SCA programs frequency-modulate their main carrier (88 to 108 MHz) with one or both of the commonly used subcarrier frequencies of 67 and 90 kHz. Those subcarrier frequencies are, in turn, modulated with program material. In order to prevent interference with the main program, both the amplitude and upper-frequency limit of the SCA programs are held to relatively low values.

Since SCA program material is not meant for reception by the general public, the FCC protects it by prohibiting manufacturers from selling SCA-capable receivers on the consumer market. For electronics experimenters, however, it is not hard to build a demodulator that can be connected to any FM tuner to receive these transmissions.

About the Circuit. A schematic diagram for the SCA Adapter is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit, for the most part, is comprised of seven active elements: five assorted transistors and two IC's. The 67- or 90-kHz subcarrier signal is picked off the FM tuner (more on that later) as the input to the circuit. After passing through a parallel-T network, the signal is applied to the input of a two-stage amplifier comprised of Q1 and Q2. That amplifier boosts the signal's strength by about 20 dB before it is applied to the input of U1 (an XR2211CP FSK demodulator/tone decoder) at pin 2. That chip contains a phase-locked loop or PLL (which in its most basic form is comprised of a phase comparator, low-pass filter, and a voltage-controlled oscillator or VCO), a quadrature phase detector (which provides carrier detection), an FSK voltage comparator, and a preamp. It is specifically designed for data communications, can operate over a wide supply-voltage range (4.5–20 volts), and can accommodate analog input signals of from 2 mV to 3 volts. Timing capacitor C7 (connected between pins 13 and 14) and the total resistance connected between pin 12 and ground determine the circuit's lock or center frequency. Switch S1 allows the user to select either 67-kHz (lc) or 90-kHz (hi) SCA reception.

The voltage at pin 6 is held at zero when the input signal is either off-frequency or missing. When locked, pull-up resistor R16 causes pin 6 to go high (rising to about 7 volts), causing Q5 to turn on and LED1 to light. That high also causes squelch transistor Q4 (a 2N3820 P-channel JFET) to turn off. That allows the twice-demodulated signal, which is output at pin 11 of U1, to be fed through R18, C18, and R19 to the base of Q3 (the output amplifier).

Power for the SCA Adapter is derived from the circuit consisting of T1, BR1, U2, and their support components. T1 can either be a standard power transformer as specified in the Parts List or a wall-plug type with an appropriate AC output.

Assembly. The SCA Adapter was assembled on a small printed-circuit board measuring about 4¾ by 2¼ inches. A full-size template of the circuit-board layout is shown in Fig. 2. Once you have etched your own printed-circuit board and gathered all of the required parts, construction can begin.

Note that all components are readily available and none are critical to proper operation of the circuit with the possible exception of C7. Although a polystyrene capacitor is recommended for C7, a polyester unit can be substituted. Since the P-Channel JFET might be hard to find, three choices for it are listed in the Parts List.

Guided by the parts-placement diagram shown in Fig. 3, install the passive components first—beginning with an IC socket for U1, followed by the resistors and capacitors (making sure that the polarized capacitors are properly oriented). Normally, it would be advisable to install the jumper connections at this time, but because the jumpers will have to be snaked around many of the board-mounted components it is recommended that they be installed just before mounting U1 in its socket. When you reach the jumper phase of construction, leave one end of the squelch jumper (JU1) disconnected; that will deactivate the squelch function, thereby avoiding confusing behavior during the circuit's checkout routine.

In any event, once the passive components have been installed, install the active components, starting with the diodes followed by the transistors and U2. Do not install U1 in its socket yet: it will not be installed until the checkout phase of the construction. If desired, LED1 can be temporarily mounted directly to the board to facilitate the checkout.

Checkout. The circuit must be checked out and aligned before it is...
permanently connected to an FM receiver or mounted in an enclosure. Once the circuit has been assembled and you have double-checked your work, set each of the trim potentiometers at the midpoint of its rotation.

Power up the circuit and check the +18- and +15-volt DC voltages. Also, the voltage at pin 1 of the IC socket should measure between +8 and +9 volts DC. If the DC supply voltages are okay, remove power from the circuit, install the jumpers, and install U1 in its socket.

**Set-Up and Use.** The best way to align the board is with a signal generator that can cover the range from 50 to 100 kHz. With S1 set to the Lo position, feed a low-level 67-kHz signal into the input and adjust R14 until LED1 lights. Continue adjusting R14 to find the point where the LED goes off and trim the adjustment to midway between the on and off points. Set S1 to the HI position, feed a 90-kHz signal to the input, and repeat the operation, this time adjusting R15.

In selecting a tuner or receiver you have two options. First, you can be brave and resourceful and use your favorite equipment. If that is too much excitement in your life, you can go looking for an old clunker tuner or pull-out car radio at garage sales, etc., keeping in mind that, while it can be either stereo or mono, it must work properly as an FM tuner. It should also have reasonably good RF and IF linearity to avoid cross-talk leakage between the main program and the SCA output. Modern PLL/digitally tuned re-
receivers seem to be best in this regard.

If you have aligned your SCA board as previously described, you may use it as a probe to find the baseband signal take-off point in the receiver. The proper connection point is at the output of the FM demodulator before any de-emphasis circuitry. Locate a strong station, one that you know is broadcasting SCA signals. Connect the output of the SCA circuit to another amplifier and speaker and listen while you make trial connections to the receiver. Remember that the

better the reception of the main FM program, the better the SCA reception. Once you've located the correct connection point, touch up the potentiometer settings by ear and enable the squelch circuit by connecting jumper JU1.

If you were unable to pre-align your SCA circuit, the same basic hook-up procedures should be followed, but there is a lot more trial-and-error involved. Set R14 to its midpoint for starters and try various combinations of hookup points and R14 settings until you find an SCA signal.

Now for the finished product. There are two ways to go. The easiest and most obvious is to house the SCA Adapter in a separate enclosure. If you choose to go that route, an appropriate enclosure is listed in the Parts List. You will also want to use a wall-plug type transformer rather than the one mentioned in the Parts List. Just make sure the one you select has an appropriate AC output.

The other approach is to house the adapter in the same enclosure as the radio with which it will be used. You will then need to select the unit so that there is sufficient space for the board and T1. The adapter controls can then be added to the front-panel of the receiver or mounted on a small piece of angle aluminum that is added to the top or side of the enclosure.
The age of wireless is here. Although the term "wireless" has until recently implied radio—that is by no means the only wireless media. The Wireless Headphone project described in this article uses a different form of wireless link—infrared.

Using a 100-kHz frequency-modulated (FM) carrier, the Wireless Headphone has a 4-kHz bandwidth, making it suitable for general-purpose listening. Its high carrier frequency provides interference-free operation, even around most consumer IR remote controls, which operate with a carrier frequency of 40 kHz. And it requires no special connections to the radio or TV.

The power requirements for the system are modest: The transmitter requires a 7-to-14-volt, 200-mA DC supply, while the receiver draws about 10 mA (at minimum volume) from a 9-volt battery. The receiver has a volume control for convenience, although the audio source's volume control may also be used to that end.

The Transmitter Circuit. The transmitter for the Wireless Headphone (see Fig. 1) consists of a pair of infrared LED's and a CD4046 CMOS phase-locked loop (or PLL, which is comprised of two phase comparators, a voltage-controlled oscillator or VCO, a source follower, and a Zener reference)—coupled with a driver transistor. Note that in this application, only the PLL's VCO is used.

The VCO's supply voltage is stabilized by the internal Zener reference. The VCO input at pin 9 is biased near the midpoint of the VCO's linear region. The VCO's programmable sensitivity and high input impedance eliminates the need for signal pre-conditioning.

Components C1 and R2 provide impedance matching for low-impedance speakers; those components should be eliminated if the audio source has a high impedance (600 ohms). The VCO frequency is set by R4, R5, and C4 for a minimum frequency of 85 kHz, a maximum frequency of 115 kHz, and a nominal center frequency of 100 kHz, which yields a VCO sensitivity of 7.5 kHz/volt.

The VCO output at pin 5 of U1 drives a saturated common-emitter circuit, built around Q1 (a 2N2222A general-purpose NPN silicon transistor). Although U1's Zener reference decouples the VCO from supply variations, the IR-emitter current is not regulated. Component's shown in the schematic should be suitable for most applications. The number of IR emitters (on our circuit, LED1 and LED2) connected to the collector of Q1 can be increased to provide increased room coverage, as long as the supply voltage is sufficient to drive the LED string. Allow 1.8 volt per LED, and select R7 so that the peak current through the LED's does not exceed the part specification (typically 100 mA).

The IR transmitter's supply voltage may be an unregulated DC source greater than 7 volts. An internal Zener reference at pin 15 of U1 regulates the supply to 5-6 volts for the VCO. The current through the IR LED's may be adjusted by changing the value of R7 to suit the diode ratings.

Receiver. The schematic diagram of the receiver for the Wireless Headphone—essentially a reverse-biased photodiode detector/amplifier—is shown in Fig. 2. That circuit consists of a CA3237 high-gain IR remote-control preamp (U1), a 4046 phase-lock loop (U2), and an LM386 low-voltage audio amplifier (U3).

Integrated circuit U1—which is designed for 40-kHz carrier systems but can provide limiting action to up to 1 MHz—contains two amplifiers whose gain is set by C6/R4, and C7/R5. Together those components provide DC and low-frequency blocking, while setting the combined gain of the amplifiers to about 85 dB at 100 kHz. The Schmitt-trigger section (pins 4 and 6) of U1 is not used.

The IR remote-control preamp's output at pin 7 is AC coupled to the phase-locked loop, which operates with a 100-kHz center frequency. The PLL's 15-kHz capture range allows for considerable center-frequency mismatch with the transmitter while providing proper demodulation bandwidth and noise rejection. The VCO of the PLL has a range of ±30 kHz around the center frequency, which also allows for transmitter/receiver mismatch without unduly sacrificing loop performance.

The loop lowpass filter output contains the demodulated audio signal and is internally buffered at pin 10. The audio is filtered and fed through amplitude control R12 to the non-inverting input of U3 (an LM386 low-voltage audio power amplifier), which pro-
Fig. 1. The transmitter for the Wireless Headphone is built around a CD4046 CMOS phase-locked loop or PLL, coupled with a driver transistor, and a pair of infrared LED's. Although the CD4046 is comprised of two phase comparators, a voltage-controlled oscillator (or VCO), a source follower, and a Zener reference, only its VCO is used in this application.

Fig. 2. The receiver for the Wireless Headphone consists of a CA3237 high-gain IR remote-control preamp (U1, which is designed for 40-kHz carrier systems), a 4046 phase-locked loop (U2), and an LM386 low-voltage audio amplifier (U3).

Fig. 3. The transmitter's printed-circuit layout is shown here at full size.

Fig. 4. The receiver's full-size printed-circuit layout is shown here.

require such a circuit to be enclosed in a metal case to provide electrostatic shielding. That may not be necessary, but is recommended for best range.

Assembly. Most parts are quite non-critical. Many parts can be replaced with near value(s) without affecting the circuit. The exceptions are noted on the schematic diagrams by asterisks—those parts should not be replaced with any other value. If you can not find the specified photodiode, one salvaged from a commercial IR receiver should work well. It should have a capacitance of 30 pF or less at -5 volts, and be 0.1-inch diameter or less. The electrolytic capacitors should be miniature radial-lead units.
### Parts List for the Receiver

**Semiconductors**
- U1—CA3237E IR preamplifier (NTE1682), integrated circuit
- U2—CD4046B CMOS phase-locked loop, integrated circuit
- U3—LM386 low-voltage, audio-power amplifier, integrated circuit
- D1—FIL-3C, FIL-5C, PIN-3CD, PIN5D, or similar IR-detector diode

**Capacitors**
- C1, C3, C8, C15—10-µF, 16-VWDC, radial lead electrolytic or tantalum
- C2—22-µF, 16-VWDC, radial lead electrolytic or tantalum
- *C4—0.0047-µF, ceramic-disc
- C5—680-pF, ceramic-disc
- C6, C7—1-µF, 16-VWDC, electrolytic
- C9, C11, C13—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc
- *C10, C12—100-pF, ceramic disc
- C14—220-µF, 16-VWDC, electrolytic
- C16—100-pF, 16-VWDC, electrolytic

**Resistors**
- All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.
- R1—2200-ohm
- R2—100-ohm
- R3—51,000-ohm
- R4—20-ohm
- R5—47-ohm
- R6—68,000-ohm
- *R7—I20,000-ohm
- *R8—10,000-ohm
- R9—330-ohm
- R10—24,000-ohm
- R11—100,000-ohm
- R12—100,000-ohm PC-mount potentiometer

**Additional Parts and Materials**
- SPKR1—8–32-ohm speaker
- S1—SPST toggle switch
- BI—9-volt alkaline, or rechargeable battery
- Printed-circuit board materials, enclosure, 7- to 14-volt DC, 200-mA source, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

*Do not substitute*(for parts others available should be used.

Figure 5. The size of the parts used to build the transmitter are important due to space constraints, thus, 1/4-watt or smaller resistors are a must and miniature (radial lead electrolytic or otherwise) capacitors are recommended.

Figure 3 shows a full-scale template of the transmitter printed-circuit artwork, and Fig. 4 shows a full-scale template of the receiver's printed-circuit artwork. Printed-circuit assembly is recommended, particularly for the receiver, which has a very high gain. As can be seen from the size of those foil patterns, the most important factor governing the use of a particular component is its physical size. Due to that factor, the smallest sized compo-

### Parts List for the Transmitter

**Semiconductors**
- U1—CD4046B phase-locked loop (do not use the 74C version)
- Q1—2N2222A general-purpose NPN silicon transistor (use TO-18 if driving LED at high current)
- LED1, LED2—RS276-143 infrared, light-emitting diode (Radio Shack)

**Capacitors**
- C1—50-µF, 1-WVDC, radial-lead electrolytic or tantalum
- C2—2.2-µF, non-polarized multilayer ceramic
- C3—0.047-µF, ceramic-disc
- C4—100-pF, ceramic-disc
- C5—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc
- C6—100-µF, 10-WVDC, electrolytic
- C7—25-pF, ceramic-disc

**Resistors**
- All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units, unless otherwise noted.
- R1—1000-ohm
- R2—22-ohm
- R3—1500-ohm
- R4—270,000-ohm
- R5—150,000-ohm
- R6—5100-ohm
- R7—100-ohm, 1/4-watt
- R8—270,000-ohm, 1/4-watt

**Additional Parts and Materials**
- S1—SPST switch
- Printed-circuit board materials, enclosure, 7- to 14-volt DC, 200-mA source, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

The circuits, once assembled, should operate immediately without adjustment or alignment. The Zener references can be checked at pins 15 and 16 of the CD4046's and at pin 9 of the CA3237. The transmitter and receiver VCO's can be checked at pin 4 of the two CD4046's. The free-running frequency of the transmitter should be 100 kHz ± 10 kHz; and the transmitter and receiver VCO frequencies should be identical when the two units are optically coupled and properly functioning. The VCO tests should be made without an audio input to ensure a stable frequency reading.

(Continued on page 103)
Long ago, when we had just a few simple tools to work with, "Murphy" was close at hand to see that some body part got between the tool and an immovable object. The resulting injury, in most cases, probably was not life threatening and, after a time, things returned to normal. But with today's high-tech metal-crunching machines, there's no place for even the slightest error. Your first mistake could literally be your last. Machines just don't care what, or who, they mangle.

A SIMPLE SAFETY SWITCH

A good number of the small-parts stamping and molding machines that are still in use today are electrically controlled by the operator. The operator puts a part in place and then, by operating hand-control switches, sends a signal to the machine to complete the cycle. Since both hands are out of harm's way holding down the hand-control switches, the machine operates safely.

Figure 1 shows a simple two-hand safety-control switch that is still used in some manufacturing facilities. On the surface, the circuit fulfills the basic safety need by requiring that two switches be closed before the machine will operate. That's just fine and dandy. But when an operator does piecework, ingenuity gets in the way of safety. By placing something heavy on one of the switches, the machine can be operated with one hand, leaving the other hand free to speed up the operation by putting the next part in place a little sooner. Hands, fingers, and other body parts have been lost that way—certainly not good for the operator, the company, or the insurance company.

IMPROVED SAFETY CIRCUIT

An improved safety circuit, which eliminates the operator's ability to defeat the safety feature, is shown in Fig. 2. That circuit requires that each hand switch be operated at about the same time to produce a machine control output. The two large electrolytic capacitors (C1 and C2) are charged to 12 volts through two current-limiting resistors (R1 and R2). If both S1 and S2 are closed at the same time, the normally open contacts of relays K1 and K2 close momentarily, causing K3's (the control relay's) open contacts to close.

The control relay's on-time is controlled by C1 and C2, so fine tuning the output time period isn't exactly an easy job. In addition, R1 and R2 must be selected to limit current to less than K1 and K2's holding current. Otherwise, the relay will remain active as long as their respective control switches are held down.

PARTS LIST FOR THE SIMPLE SAFETY SWITCH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1, S2</td>
<td>Normally open pushbutton switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K1</td>
<td>SPDT AC or DC relay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire</td>
<td>solder, hardware, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PARTS LIST FOR THE IMPROVED SAFETY CIRCUIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>1000-μF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K1-K3</td>
<td>12-volt DC relay with 100-150-ohm coil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1, R2</td>
<td>470-ohm, 1-watt, 5% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1, S2</td>
<td>Normally open pushbutton switch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Perfboard materials, 12-volt source, wire, solder, hardware, etc.
pinning pinwheel-like devices are frequently seen mounted atop the masts of ships, the masts of weather and air-sampling stations, and atop tall towers located at airports and air fields. Those wind-driven spinning devices are mechanical sensors that are part of an instrument—known as an anemometer—that is used to measure the force of the wind and hence its speed. Hikers, campers, bikers, home owners, drivers, pilots, and sailors are interested in wind speed and force because it allows them to anticipate hazardous weather conditions and plan activities accordingly.

In this article, we'll show you how to build a simple, effective, and inexpensive anemometer. But before we get into details of the circuit, it is wise to review some background material.

Theory. Wind consists of air molecules in motion. When those molecules strike an object, they impart a force (pressure) on the object that is proportional to their velocity. The total force on an object is the sum of the pressure per unit area multiplied by the total effective area of the object. Paddles or cups mounted to a rotor can be used to convert the wind force into torque. That torque can then be used to turn a wire loop or coil that is positioned between two permanent magnets (a DC motor or generator) to produce a voltage that is proportional to the torque or wind speed.

The resulting voltage can then be processed and displayed on a DC ammeter (calibrated to read miles per hour, mph, instead of amps) as wind velocity.

That is the essence of the anemometer described in this article. The author used a simple DC motor as the generator. A rotor was then fabricated from parts obtained locally, and combined with the generator.

To calibrate the generator/rotor assembly, it was mounted on a board that was then placed on top of the author's van. On a windless evening, the van was driven at speeds ranging from 5 to 45 miles per hour (MPH) in 5 MPH increments. The generator's output voltages were measured at various vehicle velocities, using a high-impedance voltmeter. The measurements were recorded, and data was then statistically processed and used to develop the graph shown in Fig. 1. As shown, the generator's output voltage varied linearly from 0 to 300 millivolts (mV) over the vehicle's speed range (0 to 45 mph).

A Look at the Circuit. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the Anemometer. That circuit, which is shown separated into two parts (the processor and the monitoring circuit) is comprised of the generator (denoted MOT1 in Fig. 2), an LM324 quad op-amp (U1, whose individual op-amps provide pre-amplification, integration, and buffering), a pair of light-emitting diodes (LED1 and LED2), a 0- to 15-mA meter (M1), and a few support components.

A reed relay (K1) and decoupling capacitors (C1 and C3) were included in the processor portion of the circuit to insure that the generator voltage was not applied to the input op-amp before the ± 9-volt supply voltages were present.

The input to the circuit (the voltage derived from the generator) is fed through K1 to the non-inverting input of op-amp U1-a. The output of U1-a is then fed to the inverting input of U1-b, whose output is then fed to the inverting input of U1-c. The output of U1-c is then fed to the final op-amp stage, U1-d, which is configured as a voltage follower. The output of U1-d is fed through a voltage divider network consisting of three fixed resistors (R10-R12) and a potentiometer (R13), to the DC ammeter, M1. That resistor string allows the meter to be set for full-scale deflection at 45 MPH. Switch S1 (a momentary-contact DPDT unit) is used to initiate a measurement.

Power for the circuit is provided by a
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pair of 9-volt transistor-radio batteries (B1 and B2), to produce ±9 volts DC. That dual-voltage arrangement allows the output of the op-amps to go to zero volts instead of half of the supply rail. Two LED's, LED1 and LED2, are used to monitor the positive and negative supply voltages (LED1 for B1 and LED2 for B2).

**Electronics Construction.** The electronics portion of the project was assembled in two parts called the processor and the monitoring circuit. The processor portion of the circuit was assembled in a small section of perfboard (approximately 1½ x 2½ inches), and enclosed in the generator housing (more on that later). Resistor R3 in the processor board is actually a pair (3.3k and 15k) of series connected resistors. The monitoring circuit was hard wired on a barrier strip that was mounted in a 5- x 7- x 2-inch electrical breaker box. The two portions of the circuit were then connected to each other through a 50-foot length of 4-conductor cable.

**Mechanical Construction.** The rotor hub was fabricated from a ¾-inch x 1½-inch bolt head. The bolt head was drilled (as shown in this diagram) and shaft of the bolt was cut off. The bolt head was retained as the rotor hub and the shaft was discarded.

(Fig. 1) The generator/rotor assembly was mounted on top of the author's van, which was driven at speeds ranging from 5 to 45 miles per hour (mph) in 5-mph increments on a windless evening. The generator's output voltages—measured at various vehicle velocities, using a high-impedance voltmeter—were recorded, and the data was used to develop this graph.

(Fig. 2) The anemometer is comprised of the generator (denoted MOT1), an LM324 quad op-amp (U1, whose four op-amps form a preamp, an integrator, and buffer), a pair of light-emitting diodes (LED1 and LED2, which are used to monitor battery voltage), an ammeter (M1), and a few support components.
PARTS LIST FOR THE ANEMOMETER

SEMICONDUCTORS
U1—LM324 quad op-amp, integrated circuit
D1, D2—1N4742 12-volt, 1-watt, Zener diode
LED1, LED2—Light-emitting diode

RESISTORS
(All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
R1, R14, R15—470-ohm, 1/2-watt
R2, R7-R9—1000-ohm
R3—18,300-ohm (see text)
R4, R5—22,000-ohm
R6—220,000-ohm
R10, R11—100-ohm
R12—220 ohms
R13—25-ohm potentiometer

CAPACITORS
C1, C3—0.1-µF, ceramic-disc
C2—10-µF, 35-VWDC, electrolytic

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS
MOT1—9-18-volt DC motor (Radio Shack #273-563), see text
M1—0-15 mA DC meter (Simpson SK-525-T2) or 0-15-volt DC meter (Radio Shack #270-1754), see text
KI—1-amp, 12-volt reed relay (Radio Shack #275-233)
S1—DPDT 6-amp momentary-contact, toggle switch
B1, B2—9-volt transistor-radio battery
Perflxard materials, enclosure, IC socket, pegboard hanger, electrical box connector, 3/4 x 1 1/2 inch bolt, soup ladle, set screws, sheet metal screws, 1/2-inch diameter PVC pipe, 1/2-inch PVC end caps, 1/4-inch diameter electrical conduit, 3 x 1 x 1/4-inch mounting plate (see text), epoxy, paint, 4-conductor wire, battery holder and connector, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Fig. 4. Three rotor spindles were fabricated from 31/2-inch lengths of straight 1/4-inch diameter peg board hanger, and the wind cups were fabricated from 2 1/2-inch diameter soup ladles.

Fig. 5. The generator housing was fabricated from a 4 1/2-inch length of 1 1/2-inch diameter PVC pipe, a 1/2-inch length of electrical conduit, a 1 x 3 x 1/4-inch strap, and two 1/2-inch PVC end caps.

and then scribed across opposing corners to locate the center of each face and the center of the top.

Each of the three rotor spindles (see Fig. 4) were fabricated from 3 1/2-inch lengths of straight 1/4-inch diameter peg board hanger. Once the peg board hangers were cut to length, the spindles were beveled (using a grinder) to match the slope of the wind cups.

The three wind cups were fabricated from 2 1/2-inch diameter soup ladles. The ladle handles were cut off and discarded. The cups from the ladles were clamped face down on an insulated surface. The spindles were then clamped so that the beveled edges contacted the wind cups—coplanar with the mouth of the cups and centered. A single setup was used for all three spindles. The spindle-to-wind-cup joints were then brazed and allowed to cool. The hub ends of the three spindles were flattened slightly to form a force fit when inserted in the 1/4-inch holes in the hub. The spindles were arranged so that all cups opened to the left when...
viewed from the top and were at right angles to the plane of the spindles. The three spindles were then brazed to the hub to complete the fabrication of the rotor assembly.

**Generator Housing.** The generator housing (see Fig. 5) was fabricated from a 4½-inch length of 1½-inch diameter PVC pipe, a ½-inch length of electrical conduit, a 1- x 3- x ½-inch strap, and two 1½-inch PVC end caps.

First, the 1½-inch PVC pipe was cut to length and a ½-inch hole was drilled through one wall at the center of the pipe (see Fig. 5). Next the ½-inch electrical conduit was brazed to the 1- x 3- x ½-inch strap (as shown) to form the shaft and mounting plate. The shaft was then clamped to the housing so that the hole in the wall of the housing matched the internal diameter of the conduit. That joint was then coated with epoxy putty so that a smooth ½- to ¾-inch radius fillet was established between the shaft and the housing. Next the top end cap was drilled and then cemented to the housing with PVC cement. The generator was then mounted to the top cap. The mounting screws were coated with Eimer's "Stix All" cement before installation. After mounting, the recessed counter bores were filled with "Stix All" for waterproofing.

Once the generator housing was complete, the processor circuit was connected to the generator (M01) using a twisted wire pair. Sufficient slack was left in the cable and generator wires so that the processor board could be removed from the housing for maintenance. Next, a 4-conductor cable was routed through the bottom ½-inch hole in the shaft, through the shaft, through the ½-inch hole in the housing to the processor board. After connecting the 4-conductor cable to the board, the board was placed into the housing behind the generator, and the bottom cap was pressed onto the housing.

Holes for two #6 x ¾-inch sheet metal screws were drilled through the bottom cap into the PVC housing and the bottom end cap was secured to the housing, using the sheet metal screws. The entire assembly was then painted with silver epoxy paint.

**The Control Box.** The control box was fabricated from a 5- x 7- x 2-inch electrical breaker box (from the author's junk bin). However any metal or plastic enclosure with a minimum size of 4 x 4½ x 2 inches will do.

The control box was prepared by drilling four mounting holes for the meter using a template provided with the unit. Three additional holes were then drilled along the right side of the enclosure, next to the meter, to accommodate LED1 and LED2, and the momentary contact switch. Grommets were placed in the two LED holes to make a snug fit.

Next the meter has to be recalibrated for wind velocity. The relationship between wind velocity in MPH and current in milliamperes is given by:

\[
X \text{ MPH}/45 \text{ MPH} = Y \text{ mA}/15 \text{ mA}
\]

That equation was used to determine the new indices for the meter.

Once wind velocity conversion was calculated, the cover plate was removed from the meter, the milliamp markings were covered using correction fluid ("White Out"), and wind speed in miles per hour were placed on the meter face with an indelible-ink marker. After that, the meter's cover plate was placed back on the meter, and the meter was then mounted to the enclosure. Note that while a Simpson SK-525-T2 0- to 15-mA meter (also from the author's junk box) was used in the prototype, a Radio Shack DC voltmeter (#270-1754) can be used if that unit's series resistor is removed. After that, the LED's were pressed into the grommets, and the momentary-contact switch was mounted just below the LED's.

A five-lug tie-point barrier strip was mounted on the upper-right meter-mounting screw, and the resistor chain (R10, R11, and R12) was mounted across the five-lug barrier. The variable resistor, R13, was mounted through a ½-inch hole in a "Z-bracket." The Z-bracket can be nothing more than a 1-inch-wide strip of scrap metal bent at 90° angles to the plane of the spindles.

One end of a 4-conductor cable was brought into the box through a ½-inch electrical clamp. The metering section of the circuit was then connected to the sensor portion of the circuit via the 4-conductor cable.

**Testing and Calibration.** The processor board and control box were bench tested using a 300-mV source. The 300-mV source was applied to the input of the circuit, producing an output of approximately 5.8 volts DC at U1-a, approximately -7.5 volts at U1-b, approximately 7.1 volts at U1-c, and approximately 6.8-volts DC at the output of U1-d. The generator was connected to the input of the processor board and a test run was made with the sensor mounted on top of the author's van.

Data from the test run was analyzed to determine that the resistor network should have a total resistance 450 ohms; R13 was then adjusted using a digital meter, to bring the network to the required value.

**Variations.** Design of the anemometer can be varied to accommodate variations in the size or type of wind cups, the DC generator used, the meter used, etc. The critical issues are: adjust the gain of the operational amplifiers so that the dynamic range of the generator is within the linear range of the op-amps, adjust the gain of the circuit to drive the combined meter and resistor string, and calibrate your unit using a similar process to the one used by the author.

If you wish, ± 9-volt DC supplies could be used in place of the batteries to provide continuous, display of wind speed. Also, the range of the meter could be increased or decreased to customize the anemometer to measure wind speeds that are typical at your location.

![Most of the monitor circuit was assembled inside an electrical breaker box on a five-lug tie-point barrier strip, and connected to the meter, the power source, switch and LED's via hook up wire.](image)
BUILD THE RELAY STATION
(Continued from page 90)

The added advantage of allowing us
switched on by S1. Its output is limited
current source is a 9-volt battery that is
circuitry).

Taking the power supply first, the
source is a 9-volt battery that is
reduction of the voltage to
level that MOD1 can handle. It has
the added advantage of allowing us
to connect the three IR LEDs in series
without using a dropping resistor,
which would dissipate power but do
no useful work.

While the oscillator circuit is based
a 555 timer, that IC is used in a non-
standard configuration. Normally, D3
would not be present. Without it, C1
(the oscillator's timing capacitor)
would charge through R1 and R2, and
discharge through only R2. Therefore,
it would discharge faster than it would
charge. Since the 555's output goes
high as the capacitor charges and
low as it discharges, the output would
not be high for the same amount of
time that it is low. In other words, its
duty cycle would not be 50%, which is
needed for this application.

With D3 in the circuit, R2 is bypassed
(or shorted out) while C1 is charging,
but is in the current path during
discharge. Therefore, by making R1 and
R2 equal, the charge time equals the
discharge time, yielding an output
with a 50% duty cycle. Components
R1, R2, and C1 (all precision, drift-free
units) have been chosen to provide a
40-kHz output in this configuration.
That output strobes the IR LEDs via G1.

However, the oscillator only func-
tions when pin 4 of the 555 is high.
Since that pin is connected to the inver-
ter circuit, the oscillator functions
when the inverter's input is low. The
inverter's input is connected to
MOD1's output, which goes low with
each remote burst received. So over-
all, the circuit produces a 40-kHz IR
burst when it receives one.

Construction. Building this project is
very easy. That's because it uses very
few components to do its job, and
they can all be purchased from Radio
Shack. My circuit was constructed
using point-to-point wiring of three as-
semblies: the module plus inverter, the
IR-LED chain, and the rest of the circuit
(which was placed on a "main
board").

The assemblies were installed in a
metal cabinet to reduce RF inter-
ference. If you'll just be using the unit
as a repeater for long or well-lit rooms,
the IR assembly and the module
should face out through opposite sur-
faces of the cabinet. If you'll use the
unit as a repeater to broadcast sig-
als around corners, the IR assembly
and the module should be on an adja-
cent surfaces of the cabinet. Keep
that in mind when laying out your own
unit. One unique way of accom-
modating both situations would be to
make a swivel mount for the module
out of an old film canister. It could be
attached to a surface adjacent to
that of the LED's via a screw in the
canisters cap, and rotated to face any
desired direction.

The inverter's components (Q2, R4,
and R6) were mounted directly onto
the module by soldering their leads
down to the module's pins. The mod-
ule's ground pin was also connected
to its case. That is a must for reducing
RF interference, which would make
the unit buggy. Three wires were then
attached to pertinent points in the
assembly (V+, ground, and the inver-
ter's output) and run to the main
board. The module face was then at-
tached to the case with a piece of
double sided foam, allowing it to peer
through a hole made in the cabinet.

The IR LEDs were mounted on a
piece of vector board by themselves.
They were wired together in series
and the two remaining LED leads
were attached to wires that connect
the assembly to the main board. An-
other piece of vector board was used
as a drilling template to make holes
in the case to accommodate the LED's.
The LED assembly was pushed into
position through the cabinet face.
Then a hole was drilled through the
board and case to accommodate S1.
The switch was then wired through the
holes and fastened, which holds the
LED board in place. The switch was
then wired to the battery clip and
main board.

The remaining components and
battery-clip lead were connected to
the main board (a small piece of ex-
perimenter's board). The board and a
fresh battery were mounted in the en-
closure with double-sided foam. The
battery clip was then snapped on the
battery and the case was closed.

Since there's nothing to adjust, if
you've wired your unit properly it
should be ready to work as soon as
you switch S1 on. To test the circuit, try
to hide your remote control and the
defector side of the Relay under some
newspapers. Make sure the Relay is off
and check to ensure that the remote
cannot operate anything from under
the paper. If it still controls anything,
shuffle the papers around until the
equipment no longer receives re-
sponses from the remote. Switch the
Relay on and activate the remote. If
everything is working as it should, all
your components should respond
normally to the signals being re-
broadcast by the Relay.

If something's amiss, disassemble
the unit. Fire a remote at the detector
and using a multimeter or os-
cilloscope look for a digital signal at
the detector-module's output. If there
is none, you've got a faulty module, or
you've incorrectly wired it to the inver-
ter. If MOD1 is fine, check the inverter's
output. Its output signals should be the
compliment of the signals from MOD1.
If not, check your inverter's wiring. If
that's fine, check pin 3 of U1 for 40-kHz
bursts while operating the remote.
A lack of signal there indicates an os-
cillating problem. If all is well, check
for pulsed current flow through the IR-LED
chain. A lack of current there could
only be the result of a bad Q1, a bad
LED, or miswiring.

Hopefully this circuit will add more
freedom to your use of remotes. Unlike
many of the manufactured alter-
 natives, its low-cost, safety, and ease-
of-use should make it a really big hit
with the family, too.
Implementation and Use. The receiver may be mounted in a number of ways, depending on the user and the availability of parts. Perhaps the most obvious, but most difficult, is in a headset. The small size of the receiver circuitry facilitates proportionally small packaging, but the added mass on a lightweight headset can result in an unstable mount. Use a large-size headset (full ear enclosure) and mount the receiver and battery as low as possible to maintain a low center of gravity.

Placing the receiver and battery on opposite sides of the two speaker elements is ideal or at least more balanced. Use shielded audio cable between the two headset speakers.

An alternative packaging idea is to use a lapel mount, in which the receiver and battery are combined in a single enclosure that is separate from the headphones. The photodiode may be oriented on the printed-circuit board to permit side or front illumination relative to the printed-circuit board.

No external lens is necessary at either the receiver or the transmitter—in fact I recommend against it in order to maintain a wide field of view at the receiver end.

Fig. 6. The receiver's printed-circuit board should be assembled using 1/8-watt or smaller resistors and miniature (radial lead electrolytic and ceramic-disc) capacitors. The volume control (R12) can be a miniature PC-mounted potentiometer or conventional unit, which would have to be mounted off-board.
Finally, you will be prompted for the tweeter's impedance at the selected crossover frequency. To find that value, use the same strategy mentioned above for the woofer, using the nominal impedance of the driver if necessary.

Once all the above information has been entered, the program will automatically calculate the inductor/capacitor values and display them for you. Copy the values down for future reference.

Now that we have completed this last in our series of loudspeaker design programs, I hope that you all have begun to feel a little more at home with speaker systems, and can start to do a little designing and building for yourselves without undue fear of failure. Admittedly, the speakers you can design using these programs are fairly basic, but they are surprisingly good performers that can give you years of enjoyable listening.

TELEPHONE SCRAMBLER
(Continued from page 78)

and solder the green and red wire of the cord to the appropriate points on the board as in Fig. 4. Label the other cord to telephone and solder its green and red wires to the appropriate circuit-board pads. Lastly, hook up the wires to the LED's, switches, and power jack, and mount the board to the standoffs.

**Hook Up and Operation.** Plug the cord labeled to WALL JACK into the telephone jack on the wall. Plug the cord to the non-scrambled mode (LED1 off) and wait until the dial tone ceases and is replaced by a recording prompting you to hang up and try again (approximately 30 seconds). As soon as you here the recording press S2, switching the unit into the scrambled mode and lighting LED1. The recording should now be unintelligible but still present. Pressing S1 should return the recording to normal.

To use the Telephone Scrambler, each party must have their own unit. Dial the phone and establish contact with the second party before engaging the scrambler. If you engage the scrambler first, the tones from a touch-tone phone will be scrambled, rendering them useless in dialing the phone. After establishing contact, both parties can engage their scramblers by pressing S2 and enjoy a completely private and secure conversation.

Note: You'll be able to hear the 3580-Hz tone in the background very faintly. That is normal and can serve as a kind of reminder that your conversation is secure from any third party monitoring. Upon hanging up the telephone, the scrambler will automatically switch back to the non-scrambled mode.

**Fig. 4.** Use this parts-placement diagram when assembling the printed-circuit board. Don't forget to install the four jumpers.
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HUMIDITY GAUGE
(Continued from page 88)

ride (table salt) is chosen for the solution, the calibration is performed by adjusting R7 for a reading of 75% RH.

If a two-point calibration is desired, choose a salt from Table 1 that represents a low value of relative humidity. Then repeat the above procedure, this time adjusting R4 to reflect the correct reading. That completes the calibration procedure.

Once the circuit has been calibrated, remove the temporary wires from the board and install SENS1. Be sure to observe correct orientation. Note: the humidity sensor is somewhat light sensitive, therefore it must be shielded from light while in use. That is automatically taken care of if an enclosure is used to house the instrument. A small opening can be made in the housing to allow the instrument to respond faster to changing humidity levels.

Use. Relative-humidity measurements can be made at any time by applying power to the circuit. A reading will be produced in less than a second. The use of a spring-loaded power switch for battery operated units ensures long battery life. Should the battery become exhausted, the display reading will become erratic. For the best results, it is recommended that a fresh alkaline battery be installed once a year.

The Digital Relative-Humidity Gauge is designed primarily for indoor use where the temperature is relatively constant, and assumes an ambient temperature of 75°F. However, it can also be used outdoors, and at lower and higher temperatures. For variations in ambient operating temperatures, refer to Table 2: that table gives correction factors that can be added to the relative-humidity reading.

AUTOMOTIVE TESTER
(Continued from page 74)

tinguished, indicating that the battery voltage is below normal.

Now, slowly raise the supply voltage until LED1 goes out (that should occur at about 9.0 volts). Further increase the supply voltage until LED2 (BATTERY OK) lights, which should occur at 12.4 volts. Slowly increase the power-supply voltage until LED3 (NOT CHARGING) goes out and LED4 (INSUFFICIENT CHARGING) comes on simultaneously. That should occur at 12.8 volts.

Continue to raise the power-supply voltage, and when it reaches 13.4 volts only LED2 should be lit. Finally, raise the voltage until LED5 (OVERCHARGING) comes on, which should occur at 15.2 volts. CAUTION: Do not allow the power supply's output voltage to exceed 16 volts.

If you get the responses outlined above, the project is operating properly. The voltage levels at which the LED's change state should be within 0.1 volt of the specified voltages. If your project falls out of that tolerance, you should adjust the value of one or more of the resistors of the voltage divider (R1 through R6) by about 1% to bring the circuit into spec.

If the project does not respond properly at any one of the specified voltage levels, check pin 1 of U2 to be sure the 1.25-volt reference voltage is present. If not, check the orientation of D1, C1, U1, and the LED's. Try another chip if possible. If only one LED malfunctions, troubleshoot the comparator that drives that LED. Then measure that output voltage as the input voltage is varied about the specified triggering level. Check the orientation of the inoperative LED, and replace it with a new one. If the simultaneous switchover between LED3 and LED4 does not occur, check the orientation of D2.

Using the System. The following steps should be performed in sequence when checking an automotive electrical system. If the project is intended for stand-alone use, connect the projects input leads directly to the vehicle's battery terminals before starting the engine; be sure to observe the proper polarity. Check the vehicle's alternator belt for proper tension.

1. Before the engine is started, the BATTERY OK (LED2) should light. The NOT CHARGING indicator (LED3) should also be illuminated since the alternator is not operating at this point. Note: If the engine has just been turned off, LED4 may be illuminated instead of LED3, since the battery may have a higher than normal terminal voltage from being charged by the alternator.

2. Have an assistant start the engine while you observe the project's display. If the WEAK BATTERY indicator (LED1) comes on during cranking, the battery terminal voltage has fallen to less than 9 volts. That indicates that the battery is in a low state of charge or is near the end of its life. Recharge the battery and repeat the test.

3. With the engine idling, only LED2 (BATTERY OK) should be illuminated, indicating that everything is normal. Note that some vehicles will indicate INSUFFICIENT CHARGING (LED4 will be lit) because the battery's terminal voltage has not exceeded 13.4 volts while idling. That will be checked at the next step in the procedure. If the NOT CHARGING indicator (LED3) is lit, the charging system of the vehicle is totally inoperative. That could be caused by a defective regulator circuit, an open alternator field, or a bad connection somewhere in the electrical harness.

4. To check the charging capacity of the alternator, turn on the heater/AC fan (highest setting), rear window defroster, windshield wiper (fastest speed) and high-beam headlights. Race the engine to 1500 or 2000 RPM (moderate speed). Only LED2 should be illuminated. If LED4 (INSUFFICIENT CHARGING) lights, the alternator cannot deliver enough current to handle the accessory load. That may be caused by a shorted or open diode, or a shorted winding in the alternator itself. Since the alternator is a three-phase device that uses a 6-diode bridge circuit, it will be able to deliver some output even though one of the phases is defective.

5. To check the regulator, turn off all accessories and race the engine to about 2000 RPM. If LED 5 (OVERCHARGING) lights, the regulator is defective. That will cause the battery to have excessive water consumption and shorten its life. In many vehicles, the regulator is non-adjustable and must be replaced.
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ADD A DMV
(Continued from page 48)

Analog devices recommends a guard ring around the timing capacitor for demanding applications. For this project, careful placement should be enough. Make sure the timing capacitor is placed as close to the AD654 as possible. They also recommend that you do not use a ground plane.

To stuff the board of Fig. 2, look at Fig. 3 and begin by installing the passive components. Then add the IC sockets. You may wish to hold off from soldering LED1 to the board until the case is prepared. This way you will be sure to cut the leads to the proper length. While that LED is optional, it indicates that power is present. If power is not present, you should not connect a signal to the inputs. Therefore, LED1 also provides an indication that it is safe to use the adapter.

After you have prepared a circuit board, you should build the interface cable. The cable should be constructed from a length of three-conductor cable. Keep the length to about six feet or less. Strip one inch of jacket from each end of the cable exposing the three wires. Strip one sixteenth inch from the ends of each of the wires. Solder the conductors to pins 1, 2, and 4 of the DB15 connector. Cut two lengths of wire to about two inches in length. Strip ¼ inch from each of the ends. These will connect the input terminals to the board. Drill two ½-inch holes in one end of the case about one inch apart for mounting the terminals. Drill a ½-inch hole in the opposite end for the interface cable. Feed the interface cable through the ½-inch hole and solder the conductors to the appropriate pads on the circuit board. I like to drill holes in the board on either side of the cable so I can use a cable tie to secure the cable.

Once everything is in place, I recommend using a flux stripper on the solder side of the board to be sure it is clean and free of contamination. Residual flux can cause shorts and problems that are difficult to debug at a later time.

With the power off, plug the interface cable into the game port. Turn the computer on. Check for the proper voltage and polarity on the board. Remember the button-0 input of the game port has a pull-up resistor on it, so there will be +5 volts present on that signal line. If the voltages check out turn the computer off, unplug the interface cable and insert the AD654 and LM324 into their sockets. Plug the interface cable in and turn on the computer. If you have an oscilloscope, check for a square-wave on pin 1 of the AD654. If you do not have a scope, you can use a logic probe or frequency meter. If there is no signal on pin 1 then there is a problem with the board or perhaps the interface cable. Turn the computer off and double check the circuit against the schematic and then check the wiring of the interface cable to find any errors.

If the circuit checks out then run the DVM program. If the program finds a square-wave on the button-0 input, it will begin to display values on the screen. If the signal is not present, the program will display a message and abort.

Once the circuit is functioning correctly you can secure the circuit board in the case and connect the input wires to the terminals. That's all there is to it; your circuit is now ready for use.

Going Further. There are 4 digital inputs on the game port so you can have up to 4 Analog Input Adapters connected at the same time. You can easily construct a circuit board that distributes power and ground to the attached adapters. Remember to connect the signal lines to different button inputs on the port. Refer to the pinouts in Fig. 4 for the proper connections and input addresses for the game sport connector.
The ULN2429A was designed to be used as an automotive coolant-level detector. The IC can also be used to detect the presence or absence of a number of other liquids. It is available for less than $2 from D.C. Electronics (P.O. Box 3203, Scottsdale, AZ 85271-3203; Tel. 1-800-467-7736).

The IC features a high-current square-wave output that can be used to drive an LED, an incandescent lamp, or a speaker. The output may also be converted into a high-current DC voltage to control relays or solenoids. There's an internal voltage regulator that allows the IC to operate from a power source of 10 to 16 volts. The IC is also protected from reverse supply-voltage damage and is temperature compensated. The IC is also not bothered by high-frequency noise. All-in-all the ULN2429A IC is an excellent candidate for our purpose.
Fig. 3. The high-level detector keeps the LED on as long as the liquid level is above the probes. When the liquid level drops below the probes, the LED turns off.

and pin 8's output is buffered by an internal 18k resistor.

Our first two circuits will show the IC operating as intended in a level-detector circuit. Let's look at them right now.

LOW-LEVEL DETECTOR

The first level-detector circuit (see Fig. 2) turns on LED1 when the liquid level drops below the probe. Configured as shown, the internal oscillator is running at about 2.4 kHz. That is the IC's recommended operating frequency. With the probe immersed in the liquid, the oscillator's signal from pin 8, which must travel through the internal 18k resistor, is coupled to ground through the liquid. When the level drops below the probe, the oscillator's signal is no longer taken to ground and is coupled to the detector's input at pin 9 through a 0.1-µF capacitor, C3. The signal is detected, amplified, and converted to DC with the use of a decoupling capacitor, C2, between pins 10 and 11. The DC output turns on the LED indicating a low liquid-level condition.

HIGH-LEVEL DETECTOR

In the next circuit (see Fig. 3), the oscillator is again operating at 2.4 kHz. As long as the liquid level is above the probes, the LED remains on, indicating a normal condition. The liquid between the two probes couples the oscillator's output to the detector's input. When the liquid level drops below the probes, the signal is lost and the LED turns off.

BUILD A TEST BENCH (Continued from page 10)

tery should be considered during operation. The internal resistance of a typical dry-cell battery is between 10 and 100 ohms. Considering the cost of batteries these days, you may want to use an AC wall adaptor as a power source for lengthy operation. If the external power supply is used, a resistor (R4) should be added in series with the source to simulate the internal resistance of a dry-cell.

In the author's unit, a 22-ohm, ½-watt resistor was used for resistor R4. To prevent charging B1, a reverse-biased diode is used as an automatic change-over switch. If external power is removed, the battery automatically takes over. If the battery you use for your unit is a rechargeable, you can omit diode D1 and choose a value for R4 to limit charging current.

If the Test Bench Amplifier is incorporated into another project, and made to share the same power supply, such as a high-gain preamplifier, use a 100-ohm resistor for R4 and increase the value of C4 to 100 µF to increase isolation from other circuitry and prevent unwanted feedback.

The normal speaker load impedance for the LM386 is 16 ohms or greater. An 8-ohm speaker can be used, however, provided that the supply voltage is clamped at 9 volts or less to prevent overheating U1. If you must use a 4 ohm speaker, further reduce the supply to 6 volts to keep U1 happy.

Using the Project. The Test Bench Amplifier can come in handy in a wide variety of applications. For instance, it can be used when checking out a new circuit or repairing audio products. In addition, it can be used around the house with an inductive pickup coil to trace concealed (in-wall) AC wiring or to allow the whole family to listen in when a favorite relative visits by telephone. It makes a great extension amp for boosting the output of headphone-style personal radios. (Stereo sound, of course, requires that you build two such amplifiers, one for each channel.) In any event, once you build it, you are sure to find many applications for this versatile and useful circuit.
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Pass the COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERATOR LICENSE EXAM

with this CONFIDENCE BUILDER!

As a reader of Electronics Now you most likely know many of the answers to the FCC General Radiotelephone Operator License exam questions. All it may take to get your license is a quick review of the Commercial Radio Operator License Educational Package and taking one or more sample exams—consisting of the actual questions used in the FCC exams! If not, even a novice can bone up using License Exam Preparation software (on a PC disk) and successfully pass the FCC exam. Don’t believe it? Buy it! Try it! It’s guaranteed to do the job or your money back!

Look at these features:
- All exam questions (guaranteed word-for-word) and answers contained in this package are the ones used in the FCC exams. There will be no surprises when you take your examination.
- You will be taking practice FCC license examinations right at your personal computer or work from printer copies.
- Question selection formula is the one used in the actual FCC examination.
- Computer constructs unique written theory tests for you to answer on the screen. or on print out! Program supports all dot matrix and laser printers.
- All schematic diagrams appear on PC screen.
- Computer bargraph scoring by individual sub-element highlights topics requiring further study.
- Software tells you when you are ready to take the FCC exam and PASS!
- Change screen colors...choose sound effects...and more! Windows not required.
- Thousands sold to satisfied operators and technicians.

CLAGGK INC. — FCC Commercial Exam Special Offer
P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, New York 11735

Yes, I like your offer and here is my order for the Commercial Radio Operator License Educational Package!

Complete FCC Radiotelephone Exam Special Offer that includes one 3½-in. and two 5½-in disks, Question and Answer booklet containing Elements 1 and 3 and FCC Part 13 Regulations, and Educational Package booklet.

($39.95 each) $ ______
Shipping and handling per order $4.00
Total Amount in U.S. Funds only $ ______
New York residents add local sales tax. Canadians add $6.00 per order. No foreign orders. Do not send cash.

Bill my □ VISA □ MasterCard Expire Date ___/___/___
Card No. ____________________________
Signature ____________________________
Name (Please print) ____________________
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What Do These Prestigious Companies Have In Common?

Leadership in electronics is not just a matter of designing products better and manufacturing them better, but also of marketing them better. And the sponsors of this message understand that better service to customers requires effectively involving distributors as part of their marketing teams.

Distributor involvement means lower prices, quicker deliveries, better service over-all. The Buyer wins...the Seller wins.

Distributors help achieve marketing leadership. So does the manufacturer's involvement in the Components Group of the Electronic Industries Association. EIA fosters better industry relations, coherent industry standards, and the sharing of ideas, which helps one another and serves customers better.

In choosing your component supplier, look for the marks of leadership--

- availability through distribution
- membership in E.I.A.

Electronic Industries Association/Components Group
2001 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., 11th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202) 457-4930
Fax: (202) 457-4985

Committed to the competitiveness of the American electronics producer.
Countersurveillance

Never before has so much professional information on the art of detecting and eliminating electronic snooping devices—and how to defend against experienced information thieves—been placed in one VHS video. If you are a Fortune 500 CEO, an executive in any hi-tech industry, or a novice seeking entry into an honorable, rewarding field of work in countersurveillance, you must view this video presentation again and again.

Wake up! You may be the victim of stolen words—precious ideas that would have made you very wealthy! Yes, professionals, even rank amateurs, may be listening to your most private conversations.

Wake up! If you are not the victim, then you are surrounded by countless victims who need your help if you know how to discover telephone taps, locate bugs, or "sweep" a room clean.

There is a thriving professional service steeped in high-tech techniques that you can become a part of! But first, you must know and understand Countersurveillance Technology. Your very first insight into this highly rewarding field is made possible by a video VHS presentation that you cannot view on broadcast television, satellite, or cable. It presents an informative program prepared by professionals in the field who know their industry, its techniques, kinks and loopholes. Men who can tell you more in 45 minutes in a straightforward, exclusive talk than was ever attempted before.

Foil Information Thieves
Discover the targets professional snoopers seek out! The prey are stock brokers, arbitrage firms, manufacturers, high-tech companies, any competitive industry, or even small businesses in the same community. The valuable information they filch may be marketing strategies, customer lists, product formulas, manufacturing techniques, even advertising plans. Information thieves cavedrop on court decisions, bidding information, financial data. The list is unlimited in the mind of man—especially if he is a thief!

You know that the Russians secretly installed countless microphones in the concrete work of the American Embassy building in Moscow. They converted it probably contained three bugs. One was a phony bug to fool you into believing you found a bug and secured the telephone. The second bug placates the investigator when he finds the real thing! And the third bug "sweeps" a room so that he can detect voice-activated (VOX) and remote-activated bugs.

The professional discussions seen on the TV screen in your home reveals how to detect and disable wiretaps, midget radio-frequency transmitters, and other bugs, plus when to use disinformation to confuse the unwanted listener, and the technique of voice scrambling telephone communications. In fact, do you know how to look for a bug, where to look for a bug, and what to do when you find it?

Bugs of a very small size are easy to build and they can be placed quickly in a matter of seconds, in any object or room. Today you may have used a telephone handset that was bugged. The professional discussions seen on the TV screen in your home reveals how to detect and disable wiretaps, midget radio-frequency transmitters, and other bugs, plus when to use disinformation to confuse the unwanted listener, and the technique of voice scrambling telephone communications. In fact, do you know how to look for a bug, where to look for a bug, and what to do when you find it?

The professional is not without his tools. Special equipment has been designed so that the professional can sweep a room so that he can detect voice-activated (VOX) and remote-activated bugs. Some of this equipment can be operated by novices, others require a trained countersurveillance professional.

The professionals viewed on your television screen reveal information on the latest technological advances like laserbeam snoopsers that are installed hundreds of feet away from the room they snoop on. The professionals disclose that computers yield information too easily.

This advertisement was not written by a countersurveillance professional, but by a beginner whose only experience came from viewing the video tape in the privacy of his home. After you review the video carefully and understand its contents, you have taken the first important step in either acquiring professional help with your surveillance problems, or you may very well consider a career as a countersurveillance professional.

The Dollars You Save
To obtain the information contained in the video VHS cassette, you would attend a professional seminar costing $350-750 and possibly pay hundreds of dollars more if you had to travel to a distant city to attend. Now, for only $49.95 (plus $4.00 P&H) you can view Countersurveillance Techniques at home and take refresher views often. To obtain your copy, complete the coupon or call.